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Chapter 1  

Project summary 
The report details the domain and requirements analysis to design a software model to capture data 

from a range of different sources. The use case focuses on enhancing bibliographic metadata of 

scholarly publications with open access publishing data. The report describes the implementation of 
aspects of the model in software. 

The main objective of the project is to design and build a model that can amalgamate data within 

the scholarly communication domain, from multiple sources, to improve the services and business 
processes of the client. 

 

Narrative structure 
The report describes the project, comprising 6 chapters. Each chapter introduces a summary of the 
content, focusing on the outcomes, and project elements. 

Chapter 1 describes the environmental context of the project – open access and publishing within 

the scholarly communication landscape. 

Chapters 2 and 5 are structured per the project goals and detail the deliverables that emerged from 
the domain analysis activities described in Chapter 4. 

Chapters 3, 4 and 6 are structured per the project life cycle. The lifecycle is explained in Chapter 6.  

In Chapter 4, the sections are partitioned by the high-level project goals, deliverables and use cases. 

This corresponds to the modular nature of the design, highlighting the different topics and 

techniques explored. 
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Environmental context 

A description of publishing scholarly research 

Today, almost all research publishing takes place through online systems in document formats such 

as PDF and HTML. Typical outputs include journal articles. The publishing model is transitioning from 
a ‘user pays’ model to a ‘free to access’ model, known as ‘Open Access’ . 

The diagram by the Higher Education Funding Council (HEFCE) illustrates the basic steps to 
publishing in scholarly journals by academics: 

1. The academic writes a paper and submits to an appropriate academic journal. 

2. There is a peer review process facilitated by the journal. The paper is accepted or rejected. 

3. If accepted, the academic journal publishes the paper. 

 

Figure 2-3 The scholarly publishing process by HEFCE (2016), image licensed for reuse 

 

The project’s external environmental context: Open Access and scholarly publishing  

The project is set within the current environment for the scholarly research publishing. This industry 

has for the last 10 years been undergoing a period of disruption. There are persistent drivers from 

technology companies, academics, universities, funders and publishers to improve the scholarly 

publishing model, through what is commonly known as ‘Open Access publishing’ (Chan et al. 2002). 

‘Open Access’ enables the free and unrestricted access to publicly funded research papers by society 

at large. Moreover, this benefits the research process because it is a more efficient means of 
disseminating scholarly ideas, increasing impact and accessibility. 

There are two common scenarios by which authors can achieve ‘Open Access’ when publishing 
research.  

 A fee, known as an Article Processing Charge (APC), is paid to a publisher. The publisher 

makes the paper open access from the journal’s website. Often this is under a Creative 

Commons license, making content available for reuse with attribution. 
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 The published ‘version of record’ is paywalled, but an online archive known as repository 

stores and serves a version of the paper. Typically, the publisher under this scenario is the 

copyright holder and only allows deposit of the accepted version (see Appendix 3.1.1 A1) 

and enforces an embargo period of around 12 months before release. Very often 

Universities themselves run repository systems 

The diagram below shows the decisions taken by the author in selecting a possible route to open 
access. 

 

Figure 1-1 Routes to open access, from Research Councils UK policy on open access (2013) 

 

Figure 1-2 A range of publishing platforms used by researchers along the research lifecycle - highlighted by the ‘101 

innovations in scholarly communications project’ (Bosman & Kramer 2015) - made available for reuse under a creative 
commons CC-BY license 

Bosman & Kramer's (2015) research into scholarly publishing highlights the range and breath of 

dissemination platforms used by researchers and many of these are open access publishing 
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platforms. The client is a University service that sits within this landscape, offering services to 
support access to the open scholarly publishing environment for researchers. 

Research is a collaborative global enterprise. Publishing a research article often involves numerous 

sources of funding from a variety of public organisations and multiple authors who might be from 

many different research institutions from around the world. A great challenge for Universities is 

identifying open access publishing activity in this global landscape and providing services within this 
landscape to support this transformative agenda. 

 

The OAFS within the external environment context 
The client established a payments services to support gold open access publishing for the 

researchers they employ. This supports the broader landscape, but researchers may have access to 

other sources of funding, for example from a collaborating institution. Research undertaken by the 
client found that the OAFS service funds just 1 in 3 gold publications (D. Walters & Daley 2016). 

 

Figure 2-4 Client research showing just 1 in 3 gold open access papers is funded by the OAFS service . Used by permission. 

The client established an institutional repository to support green open access publishing for the 

researchers they employ. This supports the wider landscape, but researchers have access to many 

other repository systems, for example, subject repositories like arXiv (Anon n.d.). Research 

undertaken by the client found that the institutional repository held just 1 in 3 green publications (D 
Walters & Daley 2016). 
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Figure 1-3 Map showing Brunel publications in the repositories of European collaborators for green open access 

The diagram below shows the decisions taken by the author to take a possible route to open access, 
inclusive of the services offered by the OAFS. 
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Figure 1-4 Routes to Open Access, adapted from Research Councils UK policy on Open Access (2013) showing the possible 

Open Access status of all journal articles monitored by the OAFS 

 

Scenario 3 above highlights the service offered by the client that is a focus of the project - the ‘Open 

Access Fund Service’ (OAFS). This service pays APC costs to publishers when requested by 

academics. On receiving payment, the publisher makes the paper available from their online 

platform as ‘Open Access’.  
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The stakeholders – Users 

Users for the product include all academics and researchers who work at the organisation. This 

group enters publication details into the Symplectic Elements system, a research publications 
database, and request funds for ‘Open Access’ publishing in the OAFS service. 

The administrative staff that currently manage the OAFS service processes might be considered as 

another type of user. Administrators currently pick up funding requests by running basic 

spreadsheet reports from Symplectic. On identifying an application for funds, they enter the details 
into the JISC Monitor System. Currently, they manually provide feedback to service users. 

For academics and researchers, the client wants the system to provide feedback on the status of 

funding requests by retrieving status, publication and payment data from the JISC Monitor system 

For administrators, the client does not want the system interaction, but to fully automate all tasks in 

retrieving request and publication data from Symplectic and managing the flow of data between 

these systems. Additionally, the system will enhance data through RESTful web services like the 

Open University’s CORE service (CORE 2016) or oaDOI (Hayes 2016), which harvest data relating to 
‘Open Access’ publishing. Administrators would manually enter this data. 

Therefore, there is an assumption at this stage of the project that the only users of the product will 

be the academics/researchers. There is an expectation from the client that the product will 

automate most, if not all, of the tasks relating to the transfer of data between the adjacent systems.  

Other stakeholders 
Adjacent Systems Technical Experts: 

JISC Monitor development team. The JISC consortium (external organisation) built and manages the 
system. The JISC team provide all administrative and technical support to the client.  

Systems administrator. A local systems administrator maintains the Symplectic Elements instance on 
the client’s servers. 
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Chapter 2 Project context and problem description 
The chapter describes the problem addressed by this project, together with the benefits of the 

solution, placing both within the wider context of the client’s business. The necessary deliverables to 
provide the solution are also described.  

“Open Access (OA) - making peer reviewed scholarly manuscripts freely available 

via the Internet, permitting any user to read, download, copy, distribute, print, 

search, or link to the full text of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them 

as data to software, or use them for any lawful purpose, without financial, legal 

or technical barriers other than those inseparable from gaining access to the 

internet itself” 

Open Research Glossary (Tennant & Mounce 2015) 
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The problem and project goals 
This section summarises the problems and goals derived to address the challenges. The problem 

summary was extracted from a ‘Problem statement’ (Appendix 2, p. 124), which represents a 

shared, textual understanding of the problem by stakeholders, and by analysis of client 
documentation and modelling of processes through activity diagrams (see section 3).  

Project Goals are the highest-level requirements (Robertson & Robertson 2013) and drive the 

project’s direction. Goals were reviewed throughout the project and were agreed to be viable and 
achievable. 

Problem: There is no interface between two local systems; one primary and one secondary (see 
‘Project context’, p. 18). 

 Administrators enter data in the secondary business system, by a process of manual 

copying from the primary business system. This process is time-intensive and is subject 

to human error. 

 Data integrity in the secondary business system is poor. Data kept current in the primary 

system quickly goes out of date in the secondary system. 

 

Project Goal: Data flows to be automated, and transferable in an accurate and timely manner 
between the two existing business systems; Symplectic Elements and JISC 
monitor. 

Advantage: Automation of data transfer eliminates human error and staff administration 
time 

Measure: Administrators spend no time entering or updating publication, grant or author 
data from the Symplectic system into the JISC monitor system. 

 

Problem: There is no interface with the external oaDOI REST service for ‘Open Access publishing 
information’. 

 Administrators enhance data in the primary and secondary business systems by 

manually updating information from online external resources. This is time-intensive 

and is subject to human error. 

 Data that is current in web services quickly becomes obsolete in the business systems. 

This data is dynamic and cannot be kept up to date manually. 
 

Project Goal: Data to be enhanced from free-to-use oaDOI external web service 
 

Advantage: Automation of basic data entry tasks. Data accuracy  
 

Measure: Administrators spend no time manually entering or updating information. 
 

Problem: Feedback to users is provided manually via email  

 Users do not receive immediate feedback about data they require, nor feedback during 

a business transaction. 
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 Users cannot access data via self-service, so can only access information during core 

business hours and not 24/7. 

 Providing feedback is time-intensive and subject to human error. 

 

Project Goal: Provide an immediate response to users who require information through a 
simple, dynamic web page. 
 

Advantage: An immediate, responsive experience for service users and reduced staff 
administration time 

Measure: Requestors can access information from a web page, served in less than 1 
second. 
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Project deliverables 
This project aims to provide a solution to these challenges by developing and prototyping a web 

application and interface between the research information systems. 

A. MySQL database that persists data captured within the system 

 

B. Java server application that: 

i. takes input or processes a data file from the adjacent business systems 

ii. processes data from external RESTful web services 

iii. provides output that may be available to an adjacent system 

iv. Persists object data in the MySQL database 

 

C. A PHP page that  

i. serves a web page 

ii. processes and serves data from the MySQL database 
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Project context 
This section summarises the project in-situ, detailing the nature of the client business and relevant 

user and system actors and explains the wider environment. Certain relevant artefacts derived from 
domain analysis activities are presented here. 

The business: client, representative sponsor and stakeholders 

This project is a client-focused solutions and development project.  The client is a University service 

at Brunel University London that supports scholarly publishing and research information 
management services for academics they employ. 

The sponsor representing the client is the manager of the service. Their department is the 

beneficiary of the final product (Robertson & Robertson 2013). They have expertise in service 

functions and how processes interact with people and systems within the organisation. They are 

responsible for acceptance of the final product in terms of the service needs and values. 

Stakeholders are described in Error! Reference source not found. (p. Error! Bookmark not defined.). 

Chapter 1 outlined ‘A description of publishing scholarly research’, a central business activity of the 

client. Academics, employed by the client, submit research outputs to publishers for peer-review 

and dissemination. On release of a journal article, scholarly publishers issue a Digital Object 

Identifier (DOI) - a unique text string that is used to identify digital objects such as journal articles. 

The DOI is required input to access the RESTful web service used in the project.   

A wider industry context exists and so this project may offer progress toward cost efficiencies and 

service delivery; many hundreds of institutions around the world now operate a similar service 

model. This especially supports a growing social movement for the ‘Open Access publishing’ for 

research outputs. Error! Reference source not found. outlines ‘The project’s external environmental 
context: Open Access and scholarly publishing’ (p. Error! Bookmark not defined.). 

One service offered by the client to academics is the ‘Open Access Funding Service’ (OAFS). This 

service is a key focus of the project. Here the University will pay charges to a publisher, and the 

publisher agrees to publish the paper under an ‘Open Access’ distribution model.  

The client service records all research outputs and cost items relating to the institution and manages 

these through two business systems, central to this context. These systems are summarise here. A 

detailed analysis of the critical roles they play in the project and in the day-to-day business of the 

OAFS service is provided in section 4 of the report. 

Primary system: The ‘Symplectic Elements’ publications database 

The client uses the Symplectic system (Symplectic 2017) as their ‘publications database’. This system 

is populated with citation metadata of all journal articles by employed academics. All academics 
have access to the database. The client service manages the day-to-day operations of the system. 

Secondary system: The ‘JISC Monitor’ publication charges database  
The client uses the JISC monitor system (JISC 2016), which records publications that have associate 

cost items attached. 

Only administrators have access to this system. The system supports administrators in managing the 
associate payments workflow. 
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The ‘Open Access Funding Service’ (OAFS) 

Journal articles and conference 
proceedings - APC funding
(submitted for publication)

Journal articles and conference 
proceedings - APC funding
(accepted for publication)

Cost items/Budgets
RCUK Grants

Journal articles and conference 
proceedings – Submission fees

All other Grants

Academics

All other outputs

Symplectic Elements data entities

Teaching 
activities

Research 
assessment tools

JISC Monitor data entities
 

Figure 2-1 Venn diagram showing comparative data between local, adjacent systems 

This Venn diagram shows the similarities and differences between the data entities held by the 
systems in support of the OAFS business. 

Academics interact with the ‘Open Access funding service’ through the primary Symplectic Elements 

system. On an article record, academics manually indicate “yes” or “no” in a custom field in the 
metadata record (Appendix 2, p. 124). 

Administrators interact with the ‘Open Access funding service’ by manually running reports from 
Symplectic, to identify new articles with this field value. 

Administrators then manually record the request data in the secondary JISC Monitor system and 

manage the associated administrative workflow pertaining to payment and liaise with the academic. 

JISC Monitor holds the cost items relating to publications accessing the gold open access funding 
service, and information about the ‘state’ of a request in a workflow. 

 

Identifying ‘Open Access’ publications 

Research is a strongly collaborative enterprise, with partnerships that cross institutional and 

territorial boundaries. Thus, there is dynamic ‘Open Access publishing’ activity that takes place 

beyond the control or visibility of local institutional services. A co-author on a paper may have access 
to their own local institutional service, for example or some other source of funds.  

This data is relevant to client goals and is to inform the position and required resource for the 

service against the wider context within which it resides. Error! Reference source not found. details 
‘The OAFS within the external environment context’ (p. Error! Bookmark not defined.). 

All journal article data held by client and monitored by the service uniquely exhibits the following 

‘Open Access’ statuses. These are identifiable using data from adjacent systems and the ‘oaDOI’ 
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REST service (Impact story 2016) that, when input a DOI, returns a result indicating the Open Access 
status of a journal article. This service globally aggregates data on ‘Open Access’ publishing. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Results of ‘Open Access’ publishing that can be derived from RESTful web services  

 

 

  

  Open access status Scenario 

1 Gold 
(published) 

 

The paper is published. An APC has been 
paid 

2 Green 
(published) 

 

The paper is published. A version of the 
paper is deposited in a repository system 

3 Gold (OAFS 
in process) 

 

A request has been made by an academic 
for open access publishing funds  
 
The request is being processed by the 
administrators 
 

4 Closed 
access 

 

The paper is not open access, but the author 
has a green open access option available 
from the publisher 
 

5 Closed 
access 

 

The paper is not open access, and the author 
does not have a green open access option 
available from the publisher  (Robertson & 
Robertson 2016) 
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Analysis of likely impact 
If adopted, the benefits to the client are increased efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery.  

The project outcomes may enable the redeployment of administrative staff, enabling the client to 

repurpose human assets to provide a better quality of service. 

Administrators: 

 Staff time free from time-intensive and error-prone processes of manually entering data 

between adjacent systems, and from external REST services like oaDOI. 

 Dynamic data such as publication metadata and ‘Open Access’ information is kept 

current with no administrative burden. 

 No longer need to update researchers via email about the status of requests in JISC 
Monitor system. 

Academics: 

 Receive immediate feedback about processing requests and other Open Access 
information from REST services through the PHP web page 

Research Information System deployment: 

 Automated dataflow, ensures data integrity between entities in adjacent systems 

Wider impact: 

 Most UK Universities (and increasingly worldwide) have similar service deployments and 
may benefit from insights gained from the project. 
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Chapter 3 Account of related literature 
The Open University's (2015) ‘TM354 Software Engineering’ provides instruction on a range of 

software engineering approaches and techniques. Within the project,  this text was built upon by the 

systematic and exploratory application of works, patterns and themes from other sources. This 

section considers the synthesis of source elements and technologies relevant to the project 

progression and artefacts, framing the subject knowledge and the experimentally applied 

techniques. The project life cycle guided the project progression, and literature was selected to 

inform the design and implementation process. The literature also informed the selection of 
activities and helped consider the challenges being investigated by the project.  

For brevity, this account excludes technical manuals and technical training that supported final 

implementation of the project in code. The project considered several other works in its context, for 

example manay works assisted the exploration of the project through the Unified modelling 

language and presented common design patterns to support a variety of software challenges, many 

of which were tested and some implemented. A description of synthesised modelling and design 

artefacts and how these relate to the projected is detailed within the body of Chapter 4 along with 
other source comparisons. 

 

Project Phase A | Initiate 

Within Phase A, initiation activities prepared the management of the project and informed the work. 

Key texts had an influence on the selection of activities that defined the project life cycle, plan, goals 
and deliverables. 

A soft, practice based student project involving a client has different emphases to a design project in 

an industry setting. Dawson's (2015) text on student computing projects highlights a constant 

challenge in balancing the expectations of a taught programme, demonstrating and critically 
evaluating a project’s academic qualities, and one's technical ability, against the needs of the client.  

The text provided insight to the nature of students work in the subject. Its influence drew early 

attention to the academic or social setting of the project. The ‘justification of context’ (Dawson 

2015) was over-emphasised at commencement, and so initially obscured the subject and output. In 

particular, the lexicon of open science and open publishing movements for academic research 

confused technical language within the subject being explored.  However, Dawson’s text established 

boundaries enabling exploratory learning and practical application of new techniques and ideas, 
which became integral to the success of the project. 

 

Figure 3-1 Comparison of student development project and industrial development project. Adapted from Dawson 
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 Eriksson & Penker's (2000) work details an ‘anatomy of a traditional software development 

process’, that is the arrangement of accepted development stages in software engineering. The 

Open University (2014) describes this arrangement as a V-model. This considers the need to consider 

architecture and system environments early. In both cases, the understanding of the problem 

domain is fully explored and challenged throughout the modelling process. Eriksson employs clear 

separation between understanding the problem domain and design activities so ‘a stable business 

model exists before iterations begin’ and that these provide the means to evol ve a shared 

understanding. Through design and build processes, models refined a greater understanding of the 

domain, problem and solution. Although V-model was a not directly applied, the aforementioned 

principles are manifest in practice and are indeed common to many lifecycles within the subject. 

The Open University (2015) describes a process of modular software development and a range of 

common project management styles. Traditional, sequential and comprehensive approaches 

(particularly UP – Unified Process) contrast the benefits and limitations of lightweight Agile 

methodologies in the text. The Open University comments on an iterative waterfall life cycle, which 

reflects the delivery of course content over a well-defined software engineering process. A 

representative description of the project, the Open University finds waterfall suitable for projects 

‘well-defined within the domain’ and when ‘consensus is easy to achieve due to a small number of 

stakeholders’. An iterative waterfall approach leads phases A-B in the project. The Standish Group 

(1994) noted the termination of 31% of running projects, released when Waterfall was the dominant 

process model (Leffingwell 2011). I considered this not relevant for a project of this scale, and that 

Waterfall may provide clarity for readers of a design in this academic context. Boehm's (1988) highly 

cited spiral approach also argues against waterfall in favour of an iterative and risk-driven pattern to 

deliver software reliably. Influence on the project was to establish a strategy for resolving identified 

risk items, particularly driven by a prioritisation system. 

An overview of works describing agile methodologies informed the planning for the Phase C build 

cycle and built apon foundation knowledge described by TM354. The description of various 

methodologies was synthesised into this phase of the project. All works are proponents of Agile 

methods and similarly advocate the reduction of traditional, heavy documentation (Beck et al. 2001) 

in favour of artefacts and models necessary to bring a shared and changeable understanding for a 
project. 

The Open University (2015) defines the advantages of Agile techniques, with an emphasis on 

iterative and incremental development, as users obtain useful and usable software quickly, 

developers take on board feedback from users as the software develops and increments can be 

developed sequentially or in parallel. A Version One survey in 2009 showed Scrum, or 

Scrum/Extreme Programming (XP) variants, to be by far the most common agile process employed 

(Ambler 2002). The scrum focus is on time-boxed ‘sprints’ of up to a month that each delivers a 

working increment of software. Product backlogs (the work) feed into sprints. The output from each 

sprint feeds into the product backlog and informs the next sprint. XP utilises user stories as 

functional requirements. Prioritised user stories plan releases, which go through timeboxed 

iterations and customer acceptance testing. Iterations reveal more user stories, which again drive 
release schedules. Requirements, architecture and design emerge over the course of the project. 

Leffingwell’s (2011) depiction of XP directly informed the life cycle at phase C. The methodology 

increased requirements capture and the delivery of output. Requirements already captured as use 

cases and scenarios transform into user stories for iteration and development. Cockburn's (2002) 

description of XP ‘in a nutshell’ reveals the limitations of agile methods without a development 
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team. For instance; pair programming, pair rotation and regular customer interaction for continuous 

alignment with goals. Cockburn (2002) describes the Kanban method (evolved on lean principles), so 

named for the esteemed Toyota car manufacturing process. The approach has very few restrictions 

compared even with say, Scrum. A Kanban toolkit may provide clarity to stakeholders during the 
build process. 

A Kanban board visualises  ‘units of value’ (user stories for instance) and manages the flow of units 

through  ‘work in progress’ (WIP), ‘creating a pipeline of work’ (Leffingwell 2011). A Kanban 

realisation, modelling the life cycle supported the build phase. 

User stories

Release 
planning

Iteration
Acceptance 

tests
Small releasesRequirements

Release plan Latest version

Customer
approval

Test scenarios

Bugs
New user story

Risk

Confident
estimates

Uncertain
estimates Next iteration

 

Figure 3-2 Agile XP process adapted from Leffingwell (2011) 

 

Project Phase B | Domain Modelling, Requirements & Analysis  
Phase B activities model and analyse the problem domain, gather requirements and create the 

design. The domain modelling phase explores various aspects – for example, actors, stakeholders, 

business process, domain systems. Techniques from a range of industry resources were investigated 
and used to help define a set of requirements and design artefacts. 

Robertson & Robertson's (2016) industry framework, ‘the Volere template,’ is described in their 

accompanying book ‘Mastering the requirements process’ (2013) and is highly adaptable for 

progressing software engineering projects. Their ideas feature heavily in TM354 and provide a 

framework to establish project boundaries in context, and illicit functional and non-functional 

requirements to inform the construction of the system and ensure a continuous understanding 

between stakeholders. Traceability of the history and evolution of artefacts through to construction, 
was adopted during project execution in accordance with Robertson’s framework. 

Chapter 2 of this report identifies the stakeholders and communicates an initial shared 

understanding of the problem, inferring communication and collaboration with the client. This 

theme is common to sources used in the project. Robertson strongly emphasises the importance of 

human interaction during a project - dialogue and feedback – found to be largely unreplicable in this 

student project. Their text impactfully revealed this concept as critical to all projects of industry. 

Although never implemented, I was moved to design a process of meetings with the imagined 

stakeholders, see Appendix 3A ‘Considering working meetings between client and stakeholders’ (p. 

128).  Jacobson et al. (1999) discusses the role of business analysts that can support users who ‘don’t 
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know which aspects of their work can be turned over to software’. Also modelled was Robertson’s 

stakeholder diagram (see section 4). Their research describes far more widespread stakeholder 

classes then was used, which points to the larger scale of industry project and resources that a 

development team may have access to. A pragmatic approach was taken within the project to focus 

attention on stakeholders with requirements vital to the design and implementation and exluding 

technical and service resources within the organisation. Pressman (2010) is also an advocate of a 

user driven approach to design and clearly states the increased ‘strength’ of any final output benefits 
by ‘engagement with a motivated team of stakeholders’. 

The project’s data storage layer persists object data within a database. Relational tables in the 

database correspond directly with classes in the application layer. In M359, the Open University 

(2013) describe the process of developing a conceptual data model, and this is applied in the project, 
defining multiplicities and relations. 

TM354 utilised UP to focus delivery of an object orientated design, encapsulating relevant UML 

models and outputs as appropriate and this is also outlined in Jacobson et al. (1999). The project 

retained UML as a modelling tool but developed ideas in accordance with the ‘brown-cow’ approach 

outlined by Robertson & Robertson (2013). Here, business use cases evolve through an iterative 

process into product use cases that inform high level system requirements. The effect of this creates 

a much clearer separation between the design and implementation stages of the work in the project 

phases. 

Robertson's context diagrams frame a system to be built within its environment. This contextualises 

the roles of the client’s adjacent systems and indicates associated triggers for business events 

classified regarding inputs and outputs, highlighting the work that ‘needs to be done’, or supported 

by the solution. Within the project, these partitioned the scope of work against the existing systems 

owned by the client. Robertson advocates the early consideration of solution constraints such as the 

customer’s architectural governance and business rules. Global and system constraints outlined by 

Robertson were all considered in context. 

Eriksson & Penker's (2000) describe the UML use case diagram as facilitates the ‘shared 

understanding’ of the scope of the current work that will be improved by the project. An important 

artefact, this finalised the delineation of flows of information between adjacent systems and the 

product and enabled the factoring out of additional use cases.  

Robertson refers to ‘business events’, which during analysis evolve into ‘product events’ in a system. 

These allowed the review of the end-to-end processes taking place in the OAFS domain and the 

partitioning of the work, so that detailed requirements may be discoverable. Business use cases 

(BUC) that respond directly to business events are captured to clarify the division of labour and 

provide an early context for design requirements. For each BUC, success scenarios were modelled, 

along with alternative and exception cases. Preconditions, which must hold before a case can be 

successfully triggered, were also recorded. This highlights the anticipated outcomes of the BUC, 

initiating and participating actors, and provides traceability when this activity is taken forward into 
product use case design. 

Alexander & Stevens (2002) book describes ‘user perspective’ on requirements, particularly focusing 

on structured expression for user understanding. The project applied techniques of scenarios 

‘describing normal, alternative and exception’ and individual requirements ‘in a way users can 

understand’ to fully capture processes served by the system. Each scenario becomes a requirement 

in the system, and these evolved from ‘business’ to ‘product’ (Robertson & Robertson 2016) during 
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the work. The application of measurable ‘fit criterion’ described by Roberston, and the ‘snow card’ 

toolkit, ensured an efficient capture of testable requirements. Robertson’s Volere guaranteed the 
classification of needs into functional and non-functional requirement categories. 

 

Chapter 4 Account of project work and outcomes 
This section discusses the project work and outcomes, structured per phases in the life cycle and 

established high-level goals and deliverables. the final section of Chapter 4 describes design and 

build activities in parallel because selected technologies had a correcting influence on the final 

architectural shape 

Legal, Social, Ethical and Professional Issues 
This project meets all good practice standards of British Computing Society’s (BCS) code of conduct 

(BCS Trustee Board 2015), but in particular: 

1) Public Interest, 2) Duty to Relevant Authority 

The data domain used in the system is scholarly publication data and related author information, 

pertaining to Brunel University London. In scholarly works,  the conventional publishing process is 

that writers and professional correspondence email addresses are available in a journal article 

abstract. All information is already public (title, volume, publication year etc.) so there is no risk of a 
data breach. 

However, the project makes efforts to protect data in accordance with the data protection act and 

the client’s organisational rules on handling and processing data. Only test data is used with 

agreement and oversight from the client and there is no direct connection with the client’s business 

systems Symplectic or JISC monitor. The DBMS password protection functionality is enabled. 

Reasonable security measures have been implemented, such as read-only access, and user 

permissions on specific tables and views by software that runs on the server.  

The project’s MySQL Database replicates limited publication data only from the client’s Symplectic 
and JISC monitor systems 

The Java application is designed to run on a password protected server. Operations of the Java 
application are local to the server. 

The PHP web page offers security because access to the database and other systems is by the server 

only, and PHP serves just HTML to the web page. Additionally, a special password protected user 

account was created with read-only access to designated views of the MySQL database. The 

robots.txt file is set so as not to be indexed by crawlers. The IP address has not been registered with 

any domain providers. 

Copyrights on the reuse of data from RESTful web services used in the project have been verified 

and secured. Permission to repurpose elements from the Volere template were secured from the 

author. Certain data is available for reuse under a Creative Commons license. Appendix 4A, ‘Project 

copyrights and data permissions within project’ (p.129) holds all relevant information. 
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Annotation keys 
In the analysis, design and requirements gathering stages, the following annotations were applied to 

certain outputs and artefacts to support efficient work partitioning, clarity across stakeholders and 
traceability. This also helped order the work schedule during the build phase.  

#

 
#A1

 
#B1

 
#C1

 
#D1 #ALL

 

Architectural design layer 

# 1 2 3 4 5 all
 

Business/Product Use 

 

Project Phase B | Domain Modelling 

This section explores the current business situation by analysis of the workflow and the 

dependencies across the relevant business processes through a range of techniques, identified 

manual and automated processes, roles, individuals and systems that the new product may replace 
or change. 

The activities in this phase enable an efficient discovery of early requirements. They uncover the 

basis of the problem the system addresses and constraints of business rules and processes to be 

served. They clarify understanding of the problem space between stakeholders to help ensure the 
product being built is appropriate. 

A range of documentation was derived by collaborating with the client. As discussed in Chapter 2, a 

problem statement was produced and accepted by all stakeholders, enabling a shared non-technical 

understanding of the problem. A range of UML activity diagrams were produced that reveal process 

steps within the business activities that must be served by the application, see Appendix 4C (p. 134). 

Naming conventions and terminology used within the project, were derived from the documentation 

and maintained through a glossary, see Appendix 4B ‘Glossary of All Terms, Including Acronyms 

through Noun extraction’ (p.130). This informed the later creation of the business data dictionary 

artefact (p. 36). 

Artefacts were refined continuously and documented so as to be accurate and traceable. Robertson 

& Robertson describe identifying the ‘partitions of work’ through this approach. Analysing the wider 
business context enables a presentation of the project in-situ. 

 

Solution constraints 
The project built is within observed technical constraints of the domain, which guide the final project 

design. The product space exists between two existing business systems, and therefore there are 

expected interactions with the product that need to be explored. In such a context, the project 
sought to identify boundaries of the solution space. 
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The outside world

Containing business

Operational work area

Intended product

Core team

Customer/user 
(researcher)

Project sponsor/ 
Client

Interfacing 
technology: Research 

publications 
database (Symplectic 

Elements)

Interfacing 
technology: Open 

access publications 
payments database 

(JISC Monitor)

Project manager/leader
Buisness analyst

Designers
Programmers

Testers

Interfacing technology: 
‘Open access’ data REST 
web service, e.g. oaDOI

 

Figure 4-1 Context diagram: Implementation Environment of the Current System 

The context diagram identifies system boundaries from a selection of stakeholder classes classified 

by Robertson (2013). The diagram highlights relevant business entities internal and external to the 

organisation; locations, the systems which will interact with the intended product, the users of the 

system and the client and other actors. Inclusion criteria relates to their relationship to the domain, 
and for possible contributions, changes or demands they might place on the development process. 

Scope of the product: Interfaces with partner or collaborative applications 
The product must interface with two business systems by processing and transferring data: 

 Interfacing technology: Research publications database (Symplectic Elements). This system 

records all publications. 

 Interfacing technology: ‘Open Access’ payments database (JISC Monitor). This systems 
records ‘Open Access’ publications and expenditure. 

The business systems exist within the same data domain; academic research articles affiliated to the 

organisation. Appendix 4D (p. 139) provides greater detail about the relevant operations within the 

systems for academics and administrators. 

The product must interface with a RESTful web service to enhance the journal data with ‘Open 
Access publishing’ information: 

 Interfacing technology: OaDoi (Hayes 2016). OaDoi is a free web service that can take a 
scholarly article DOI (Digital Object Identifier) and return data in a JSON format 

A digital Object Identifier (DOI) - a unique text string that is used to identify digital objects such as 

journal articles or open source software releases. It is issued by scholarly publishers on release of a 
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journal article. The OaDoi service takes a DOI input to return data on the ‘Open Access’ publishing 
status of a journal article.  

XML is in common use for the interchange of data between systems (W3C n.d.). To simply the 

interface challenges between adjacent systems it is suffient that the product can receive XML data 

that conforms to a valid schema and export valid XML data. 

Appendix 4E, ‘Adjacent Systems: RESTful web services that provide data on ‘Open Access’ publishing’ 

(p. 142) provides a summary discussion of comparative REST services that were identified over the 
course of the project, before final selection of ‘oaDoi’.  

Required Interfaces with adjacent systems and product components are finalised in the list below: 

 XML -> OAFS Java software 

 OAFS Java software -> XML 

 OAFS Java software -> OAFS MySQL database 

 OAFS Web application -> OAFS MySQL database 

In the build phase the selection of frameworks and libraries were highly relevant to the model’s 

behaviour and subsequent design and implementation. Within Java SE platform, Orcale supports a 

‘Java Architecture for XML Binding’ (JAXB) that enables software to access XML data (Vajjhala & Fialli 

2006). The main features of JAXB are the ability to ‘marshal’ Java objects into XML and to 

‘unmarshal’ XML back into Java objects. The ‘Hibernate ORM’ framework  persists object data in 

relational databases (RedHat 2017), providing an interface between the MySQL database and the 
Java software. The selection of these technologies is described in the following appendices:  

 Appendix 4L-1 ‘Overview of JAXB’ (p. 209) 

 Appendix 4L-2 ‘Overview of Hibernate (p. 209) 

Scope of the product: Product architecture and the design environment 

A three-layer architecture was envisioned to meet the high-level product requirements. This utilised 

many foundational development techniques and principles acquired through the study of several 

open university modules.  
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Layer 
reference 

Layers & 
Technologies 

   

#A1

 

Application layer: 
Web server: 
Apache, PHP 7 

  A PHP page that 
interacts with the 
MySQL database and 
RESTful web services 
to provide user 
feedback 

#B1

   

Business logic and 
application layer: 
Java SE 7 

An object orientated 
(OO) Java program 
that 
processes/validates 
XML data & inserts 
or updates this in the 
data storage layer 
 
A OO Java program 
that can export data 
as XML 

A Java program 
that calls the 
RESTful oaDOI 
service and inserts 
or updates this in 
the data storage 
layer 

 

#C1

 

Data storage layer: 
MySQL database 

Stores data from 
adjacent systems  

Stores data from 
RESTful oaDOI 
service 

 

#D1

 

Host environment: 
OS: Debian 
GNU/Linux 8 
(jessie) 

Hosted environment for applications 

Figure 4-2 Table showing three-layer structure of the design 

The Open University (2015) outlined a three-layer architecture using a database, Java and Enterprise 

Javabeans for the respective infrastructure, application domain and presentation layers. The 

proposed three-layer architecture meets the service goals of the project. This architecture is layered; 
visualised as stacks on top of another, each providing services to its immediate neighbour. 

As showin in the table above, this was applied in the project. A linux server with a LAMP stack serves 

the presentation layer, providing an opportunity to build on web technologies study through PHP 

technologies (The Open University 2014). The MySQL database component serves all data peristance 
requirements, for example by making data available to the presentation layer. 

The Java model processes and persists data from adjacent systems and services in the relational 

database (The Open University 2013). It’s expected this would exist as a local, server application that 

would interface with the MySQL database. The SE Java application running on the server builds on 
Java technologies study (Open University 2014). 

Requirements and architecture work together in parallel. Architecturally significant requirements 
were captured in this context and recorded in the ‘Requirements list’ (p. 48). 
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Figure 4-3 Enhanced UML Deployment diagram (UML Diagrams 2017).  

This figure details the final architecture for the product and REST services used by components in the 

application. It also shows the administrator now works only with the adjacent business system, per 

project goals. The Java application and PHP web page share the same database. 

Design environment: 
A MySQL server instance, version 5.7, was installed on the developers PC on a laptop running the 

Windows 10 OS. This was configured as a localhost and the server was named 

‘djaltersMySQLServer’. Version 6.3.9 of the DBMS (database management software) ‘MySQL 

workbench’ (Oracle 2017b) was installed on the server. 
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Figure 4-4 Screenshot showing the MySQL Server instance and the workbench environment for managing the database 

This version of Java was installed on the developer’s PC; SE on a laptop. 

 Java: 1.8.0_121; Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM 25.121-b13 

 Runtime: Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment 1.8.0_121-b13 

 System: Windows 10 version 10.0 running on amd64; Cp1252; en_GB (nb) 

An integrated design environment (IDE) in NetBeans was established Using the Open University 
NetBeans guide (Walker 2015). 

 Product Version: NetBeans IDE 8.2 (Build 201609300101) 

 Updates: NetBeans IDE is updated to version NetBeans 8.2 Patch 1 

Following the version control conventions outlined in report section 6 and good practices guide by 

Bell & Beer (2014), a process was established through the Netbeans GitHub integration (Netbeans 

2017) and a project was created on the service. See Appendix 4F, ‘Git Version control through 

Netbeans’ (p. 144). 

Google app engine (GAE) was selected as a cloud provider for an implementation of the system. 

Detailed in Appendix 4G (p. 151), a LAMP setup was deployed according to guidance from the 

provider (Travis 2017). In going live, this deployment can serve all requirements for the data storage 

layer across the components. This will interface with the Java software and the php page will 

interface as a view. On ‘go-live’, the Java program would be installed as a local application on the 
server. 

The GAE process create a virtual machine instance, connects to the instance using SSH, deployed the 

LAMP stack on your instance (installing Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP). Using WinSCP ( Appendix 4G 

- p. 151), installed on the developer PC, it is straightforward to transfer PHP and HTML files to the 
server. DNS mapping is not configured, but the pages are available by the IP address. 

The deployment is accessible to the developer via the google cloud platform console. The Linux 

server is secure with a password and requires SSH keys for remote access. The DBMS used is 

PhpMyAdmin, see ‘Replicating data structures in a hosted MySQL database and setting user 
permissions’ (p. 101). 
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Libraries in project 
Hibernate 4.3 library was used in the project as part of this framework.  

A JCBD driver was installed to allow the application, through Hibernate, to connect to a database 
instance. 

The application of Hibernate is further discussed in ‘Package OAFS: System constraints’ (p. 70), and 

in Appendix 4L-2, ‘Overview of Hibernate’ (p. 209). 

 

 

Figure 4-5 Screenshot showing the hibernate 4.3 libraries used by the project, the JBDC MySQL driver and the JDK version 
and environment 



Scope of the work: the OAFS business 

The context diagram below shows the work in relation the environment and the scope of the current work to be improved by the project. The model 

realised the roles and responsibilities of adjacent systems and highlights business events, associate triggers and flows of data. The inputs and outputs 
clearly show how data travels between the work and other areas. 

 

Figure 4-6 Context diagram, showing adjacent systems and the scope of work for the product 

 

 



Analysis of the diagram shows the model is indicative of potential use cases and corresponds to the 
project goals for the product: 

 A transfer of data entities to the product (journal article, grant, person) 

 Data transfer of ‘Open Access’ information from external RESTful web services  

 Feedback from the product to the academic. 

This diagram is representative of the current process, where administrators transfer this data 

manually. An early insight is the realisation that data also need to available to the product from JISC 
monitor so it can be presented to the academic. 
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Project Phase B | Requirements & Analysis 
This section innovates the current business situation to a product design through a series of 

activities that partition work areas into meaningful use cases. Unpacked through scenarios and data-

flow modelling, these activities build on previous work. All activities add to the ongoi ng collection of 
identifiable functional requirements. The collated list is available at the end of this section (p. 48). 

 

Scope of the work: Business data dictionary 

Utilising the project glossary and by careful analysis of client documentation, interviews and design 

artefacts, a business data dictionary was derived and maintained. Noun extraction techniques 

helped identify concepts for design, e.g. candidate classes, attributes and associations. To focus the 
design, concepts now beyond the project scope of the were removed. 
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Table 1 Business data dictionary 

Type Final name description Content Development 

layers/Use cases 

Class OAFS Manager Caches and transforms data TBC All|B 

Data Grant A type of OAFS data. A data 

transaction of the ‘Open 
Access’ funding service 

 

XML file All|B 

Adjacent 
system 

Symplectic Elements Role Source of data relating 

to output, Grant, 
author 

N/A 

Data author A type of OAFS data. A data 

transaction of the ‘Open 
Access’ funding service 

  

 

XML file All|B 

Data Output A type of OAFS data. A data 

transaction of the ‘Open 
Access’ funding service 

XML file All|B 

Class openAccess Business data transaction 
that is related to an Output 

 

TBC N/A 

Data OaDoi A type of OAFS data. A data 

transaction that relates to 

an Output 

 

JSON file All|B 

Class schedule Responsible for the 

creation of objects and data 
transfer between systems 

TBC All|B 

Ext. System adjacent systems 

Business Systems owned by 

the client that provide data 

within the scope of the 

product, e.g. JISC monitor 
and Symplectic Provides XML data All|B 

Layer application layer 
Java software application 
layer 

Java packages and 
classes All|B 

Constraints business rules Business rules by the client 
Represented in all 
layers All|All 

Class cache class 
Class designed to suit data 
type as a cache of objects 

Class, containing list 
objects of class type All|B 

Definition cc-by-nc 

A creative commons license 

type, free to reuse for non-
commercial purposes N/A 5|B,C 

Hibernate connection information Database connection, e.g. 

to local MySQL through 
N/A 1-2,4,5|B,C 
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Type Final name description Content Development 

layers/Use cases 

JCDB 

Definition creative commons 
A license for freely reusing 
data on the web N/A 1-2,4,5|B,C 

Definition cron Server schedule job or task N/A 1-2,4,5|B,C 

Data data file 
XML data file processed by 
the system 

Data, types of data, 
attributes, elements 1-2,4,5|B,C 

Layer data storage layer 
Database MySQL DBMS 
software application layer 

All persisted object 
data All|All 

Layer database 
Database MySQL DBMS 
software application layer 

All persisted object 
data All|All 

Database database table 

Realisation of Conceptual 

Data Model attribute in 
database Data table + fields 1-2,4,5|C 

Design datafile path 

Referring to a file in a 

specified 'input' directory, 

containing XML files for 
processing Directory, XML files 1-2|B 

Design directory input 

Referring to a file in a 

specified 'input' directory, 

containing XML files for 
processing Directory, XML files 1-2|B 

Design directory output 

Referring to a file in a 

specified 'output' directory, 

containing XML files for 
processing Directory, XML files 4|C 

Design directory schema 

Referring to a file in a 

specified 'schema' 

directory, containing XSD 
files for validation Directory, XSD files 1-2|B 

Class documentbuilder 

Used in OAFS_main 

package for XML processing 
and validation N/A 1-2|B 

Class documentbuilderfactory 

Used in OAFS_main 

package for XML processing 

and validation N/A 1-2|B 

Class dom (document object model) 

Used in OAFS_main 

package for XML processing 
and validation N/A 1-2|B 

Attribute id 
All datatypes have 
identifying attribute N/A All|All 

Attribute initialisation parameters 

Refers to parameters in the 

properties file that control 

behaviour in the OAFS 

package. Parameters are 

set by the OAFS_main 
package N/A 1-2,4,5|B,C 

Layer Java 

Software used for the 

application layer N/A 1-2,4,5|B,C 
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Type Final name description Content Development 

layers/Use cases 

Ext. System jisc monitor 
An adjacent system that 
sends/receives data XML 1-2,4,5|B,C 

Data journal titles 
Common attribute in the 
data domain "journal of science" 1-2,4,5|B 

Data json 
Data exchange format used 
by oaDOI service {} 5|B,C 

Class junit 
Test suite used in the 
project N/A 5|B,C 

Layer lamp 

Deployment web server 

stack - Linux, apache, 
MySQL and php N/A All|All 

Layer Linux Operating system N/A All|All 

Database MySQL Database N/A All|All 

Class oaDOI 
Data type. Source REST web 
service N/A 5|B 

Definition oafs 
Client name, 'Open Access 
funding service' N/A All|All 

Data open access article 

General term for the 

information provided by 
oaDOI service N/A 5|B 

Data open access information 

General term for the 

information provided by 
oaDOI service N/A 5|B 

Layer php 
Scripting language serves 
HTML N/A 3|A 

Layer product Final working software N/A All|All 

Design relational entity 

Part of Conceptual Data 

Model for database design Model attribute 1-2,4,5|C 

Data rest service 

Data type. Source REST web 

service, e.g. oaDOI that 
returns data as JSON N/A 5|B 

Data restful 

Data type. Source REST web 

service, e.g. oaDOI that 
returns data as JSON N/A 5|B 

Data restful web service 

Data type. Source REST web 

service, e.g. oaDOI that 
returns data as JSON N/A 5|B 

Data schema files 

XSD files, used to validate 

XML data and so model 

knows the 'type' of data to 

be processed N/A 1-2|B 

Definition time-driven event 

use cases are time driven, 

i.e. hourly or daily, served 
by a CRON job N/A All|All 

Design UC 1-2,3,4,5 The use cases of the client N/A All|All 
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Type Final name description Content Development 

layers/Use cases 

Design use case 1-2,3,4,5 The use cases of the client N/A All|All 

Layer users 

academics using php web 

page or user types for 

database select queries, i.e. 

one is set for Java 

programmatic access and 
one for PHP page N/A All|All 

Definition valid xml 

XML data is validated - it is 

well formed by W3C 

standards and is validated 
against a schema XML XSD 1-2|B 

Data xml files Data format  N/A 1-2,4,5|B,C 
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Scope of the product: UML Business/Product Use Case (PUC) diagram 

Depicted on the following page, a business use-case model elicited the functional requirements 

within the corporate setting to help inform a user-centric design. Human and system actors were 

observed in the environment and their interactions with the use-cases to contextualise the OAFS 

work. A common case identified from the business events is the entering of data into the JISC 
monitor system. The commonality of this task enabled it to be factored out as another use case.  

 

Figure 4-7 Business Use Case Diagram (BUC) 

In the Business use case (BUC) diagram - the human administrator currently undertakes manual 
interventions with all activities associated with use cases 1-5. 
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Figure 4-8 Final Product Use Case Diagram (PUC) 

In the Product use case (PUC) diagram – the systems remove direct intervention administrator, as 

desired by the client. 

Analysis of the PUC diagram shows that: 

 the system serves cases undertaken in the BUC by administrators. 

 Use Case 2 was stereotyped to include the functionality of use case 1, work being decidedly 

similar, i.e. to process a data file and persist data. 

 Similarly use case 5 concerns the retrieval, updating and persistence of data. 

 use case 4 essentially defines the ability of the software to output data as XML for 

consumption. For examples, the file could be served as HTTP or stored system directory 

where the data is sent. 
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Work partitioning: Event list, use case and scenarios 
This analysis further identifies the logical partitions used as the basis for discovering detailed 

requirements. Events emerged from BUC and PUC modelling in the previous section. This shows how 

work is triggered from the flow of information/data by an event, and how a corresponding use case 

responds to the business event. Events take place just outside the OAFS scope. 

Time-triggered events infer how cases might be actioned by the live product. For example, an 

operating system could initiate an event based on a schedule/business requirement through a Cron 
job (Wikipedia 2017). 

The events identified the end-to-end processes taking place in the OAFS domain and informed work 

partitions, so that detailed requirements may be discoverable. Use cases to respond to events were 

then constructed. This clarifies the division of work and provides a means for capturing design 
requirements. 

For each use case, success scenarios were modelled, along with alternative and exception cases . 

Preconditions, which must hold before a case can be successfully triggered, were also recorded as 

well as outcomes, initiating and participating actors. This activity provides traceable data to support 

product use case design. An example scenario is included within this section, but find all use cases in 

Appendix 4H ‘Business/Product use cases and Scenarios’ (p. 155).  

Following ‘brown cow’ (Robertson & Robertson 2013), the events and scenarios evolved from 
‘business’ to ‘product’, and were annotated for separation across architectural design layers. 

 

 

 Event name Input and 
Output 

Business/product use 
case summary 

Time-
triggered? 

Relevant actors 

1
* 

#B1

#C1

 

New OAFS 
entity 

 

 

(In) new data 

from the 

adjacent system 
(e.g. Symplectic) 

(Out) None 

The adjacent system 

data is recorded as a 

new data entity in 
OAFS*. 

Data is 

retrieved/sent/stored 

to OAFS (Insert) 

Yes 
(Nightly) 

OAFS 

XML new data 

from Symplectic or 

JISC monitor 

Java server 
application 

 

2
* 

#B1

#C1

 

 

Update OAFS 
entity 

 

(In) updated 

data from the 

adjacent system 
(e.g. Symplectic) 

(Out) None 

 

The adjacent system 

data is recorded as 

an updated data 
entity in OAFS*. 

Data is 

retrieved/sent/stored 

to OAFS (Update) 

Yes 
(Nightly) 

OAFS 

XML 

updated/changed 

data from 

Symplectic or JISC 
monitor 

Java server 
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 Event name Input and 
Output 

Business/product use 
case summary 

Time-
triggered? 

Relevant actors 

 

 

application 

 

3
 

#A1

#C1

 

OAFS status 

 

(In) identifying 

request 

information 

(Out) OAFS 

status 
information 

Academic requests 

OAFS status through 

a web page 

No Database 

Academic 

PHP Web page 

4
 

#B1

#C1

 

**Send to JISC 
Monitor 

(Out) OAFS data New/updated data is 

passed to JISC 

Monitor 

Yes 
(Nightly) 

OAFS 

Database 

Java server 
application 

5

#B1

#C1

 

**Update OA 

 

 

(In) ‘Open 

Access’ data 

OAFS get ‘Open 

Access’ data from 
web service 

Yes 

(Monthly) 

openAccess 

oaDOI 

Java server 

application 

Figure 4-9 List of events and triggers
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Figure 4-10 Early Business scenario 

 

Figure 4-11 Data flow diagram

New OAFS entity

Symplectic Elements 
system

Process 1)
Get new OAFS 

entity

Process 2)
Store identifying 

information 

Process 3)
Send new OAFS 

entity

Stored data

JISC Monitor system

Work boundaryWork boundary

Process 4)
Notify academic

 

 
This shows the first use case and details how, as a business analysis, the use case can be broken down 
in a scenario. Language construction corresponds with the guidance outlined by Alexander & Stevens 
(2002a) .Data flows are considered through the model, as well as current alternatives and exceptions. 
See Appendix 4H ‘Business/Product use cases and Scenarios’ (p. 155). 
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Figure 4-12 Final product scenario 

 
 
 This shows the first use case and details how a business analysis can be 
incorporated into product scenarios, and providing several functional 
requirements the system must provide. See Appendix 4H 
‘Business/Product use cases and Scenarios’ (p. 155). 
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Requirements list 

Requirements analyses produced during the design activities were collated into a list. Functional 

requirements and non-functional requirements were captured throughout the process, derived from 

snow cards, use cases, scenarios, documentation, models and constraints per business rules. These 

were recorded using snow cards and collated throughout the project phase. Capture being iterative 

throughout the activities, as far as possible this is an accurate representation of the requirements, 

which will greatly assist the implementation phase. The artefact was maintained as new 

requirements emerged. 

Snowcard (Robertson & Robertson 2013) 

Requirement 
#: 

0001 Requirement 
Type: 

Constraint Event/PUC/BUC/Layer: 
#ALL

all
 

Description: The product will be built on a cloud hosted Linux server, with Java 7 and PHP 5 
installed 

Rationale: No technical resources from the client are available to host and maintain the 
product 

Fit criterion: The product will meet specifications for LAMP architecture  
Customer satisfaction: 5 Customer dissatisfaction: 5 

Priority (customer 
MOSCOW rating): 

M Conflicts:  

Figure 4-13 Snowcard example used throughout project to capture requirements 

 

A functional requirement describes what a software system should do, while non-functional 

requirements define other qualities, which are not strictly functional but will nevertheless cause the 

product to fail unless they are addressed. Look & feel, maintainability are some examples of non-

functional requirements. In the final list on the next page, Functional requirements are highlighted in 
grey for clarity.
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Figure 4-14 Final Requirements list 

# Requirement 
type 

Layer Use 
case 

Description Rationale Fit criterion MOSCOW 

0001 NF: Constraint #All All The product will be built on a cloud 
hosted Linux server, with Java 7 and 
PHP 5 installed 

No technical resources from 
the client are available to 
host and maintain the 
product 

The product will meet 
specifications for LAMP 
architecture  

M 

0002 NF: Constraint #B1 1, 2 Adjacent systems are responsible for 
making xml data available for 
processing by the program, e.g. sending 
an xml file to a directory on the server. 

No reliance on system 
function with connections to 
adjacent databases. Better 
protection of client business 
systems, only non-personal 
and non-essential data that is 
agreed by the client can be 
sent. 

The product will does 
not directly connect with 
the adjacent systems 

M 

0003 Functional #B1 1,2 Product reads XML OAFS data into a 
DOM 

The data can be first 
validated, then transformed, 
extracted and marshalled to 
objects more easily 

The product shall 
instance the 
DocumentBuilderFactory 
and DocumentBuilder 
class. JUNIT 

S 

0004 Functional #B1 1,2,4,5 Product instances a cache class to store 
OAFS objects 

Objects and data can be 
readily transformed, for 
example  

A cache class will be 
designed an instantiated 
within the program. 
JUNIT 

S 

0005 Functional #B1 1,2,4,5 Product instances an OAFS object of the 
correct type, with an object ID, and 
marshals the data attributes into the 
object 

Objects state can define 
database operations with the 
data, such as update/insert. 

An oafs class will define 
functionality. Subclasses 
will hold data attributes. 
JUNIT 

M 
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# Requirement 
type 

Layer Use 
case 

Description Rationale Fit criterion MOSCOW 

0007 Functional #B1 1,2,4,5 Product checks the state/value of the 
object 

If the data is new or requires 
updating or is unchanged this 
implies different behaviour 
from the system 

Test connection to the 
database. JUNIT 

S 

0008 Functional #B1 1,2,4,5 Product adds new object to cache Cache can provide batch 
processing as required, e.g. 
creating XML data from the 
objects 

JUNIT - count objects 
created = size of the 
cache 

S 

0009 Functional #B1, 
#C1 

1,2,4,5 Product inserts new data entities to the 
correct database table 

Data available to academics 
via LAMP page. Data 
persistence. Data 
comparison. 

  M 

0010 Functional #B1, 
#C1 

1,2,4,5 Product updates existing/changed 
objects in database table 

Data available to academics 
via LAMP page. Data 
persistence. Data 
comparison. 

  S 

0011 Functional #B1 1,2,4,5 Product move/deletes processed XML 
file from directory 

Signals if processing work is 
required by the program 

Directory is empty after 
program finishes 
running 

M 

0012 Functional #D1 1,2,4,5 A series of time-driven CRON jobs on 
server activates OAFS system through 
main(), which controls which use case is 
activated 

The server can regularly 
check for new data to 
process. Use cases can set to 
recur at times that accord 
with business rules 

The Linux server will 
activate the program for 
a time-driven event 

M 
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# Requirement 
type 

Layer Use 
case 

Description Rationale Fit criterion MOSCOW 

0013 Functional #B1 1,2,4,5 The use cases managed by main() 
define initialisation parameters for 
program, such as 'properties file' 

Function of the software is 
similar but variables include 
queries for 
accessing/inputting data 
from database, the xml 
namespace files and 
validations of different xml 
schemas. Some of this may 
be held by a properties file 
that is created on 
initialisation, with data acting 
as constants specific to the 
use case 

The main() method shall 
initialise the software 
per use case 

M 

0014 Functional #A1 3, Product retrieves and displays records 
from the MySQL database and RESTful 
web services 

The work centres on data 
held in the MySQL database. 
A LAMP stack and PHP page 
enables 24/7 access to 
information by customers 

Connection test with 
MySQL database by PHP 
page 

M 

0015 Functional #B1 4,5 Product reads data from MySQL 
database to object of correct subclass 

Faster than XML processing 
and safe because 
environment is secured 
within the system 

Connection test with 
MySQL database by Java 
program 

S 

0016 Functional #B1 4, Product creates XML file PUC 5: updated data can be 
fed back into the system 
through the PUC2 
functionality. PUC4: requires 
sending data to an external 
system 

exports valid against 
schema and against W3 
standard 

S 
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# Requirement 
type 

Layer Use 
case 

Description Rationale Fit criterion MOSCOW 

0017 Functional #B1 4, Product send XML files to a specified 
server directory 

PUC 5: updated data can be 
fed back into the system 
through the PUC2 
functionality. PUC4: requires 
sending data to an external 
system 

Directory contains XML 
file after program 
finishes running 

S 

0018 Functional #B1 5, Product creates new OAFS object of 
correct subclass extended to search 
RESTful web service 

Special subtype that can 
enhance data from restful 
web service 

Special object can 
enhance oaDOI subclass 

S 

0019 NFR: Look & Feel #A1 3, The product shall display the company 
logo 

User must know they are in 
the correct domain. Company 
wants to maintain identity 
online 

Logo will be displayed at 
the resolution, size and 
placement as per 
company branding 
policy 

M 

0020 NFR: Usability #A1 3, The product will appear simple to use  Must provide quick, short 
information statements to be 
usable 

The product will provide 
a single Google-style 
search input 

M 

0021 NFR: Usability #A1 3, The product shall be easy to learn This is a new product and we 
need users to voluntarily 
begin using it 

Users will be able to 
perform a search within 
5 seconds of using the 
product 

M 

0022 NFR: 
Performance 

#A1 3, The product shall support 50 
concurrent users 

Typically, administrators 
receive no more than 30 
requests for information per 
day 

Load testing of 50 
concurrent users 

S 
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# Requirement 
type 

Layer Use 
case 

Description Rationale Fit criterion MOSCOW 

0023 NFR: Usability #A1 3, The product shall return and display 
results on ‘Open Access’ article and 
journal titles per the classification 
scheme provided by the client 

Fundamental work of the 
service, ease of 
understanding for users 

Test schedule with data 
and search parameters 
for expected 
classifications 

S 

0024 NFR: Security #All All The product shall allow access to data 
on through authorised queries by 
software that resides securely on the 
server 

All data is public, but to 
protect the database 
integrity, a customised user 
with special permissions is 
suitable for access by the 
software 

special database users 
with read-only 
permissions may be 
granted access to 
parameterised views 

M 

0025 Functional #B1 1, The product shall receive and process 
new OAFS data 

main use case acceptance testing S 

0026 Functional #B1 2, The product shall receive and process 
updated OAFS data 

main use case acceptance testing S 

0027 Functional #A1 3, The product shall retrieve information 
concerning OAFS data 

main use case acceptance testing M 

0028 Functional #B1 4, The product shall prepare information 
for JISC monitor 

main use case acceptance testing S 

0029 Functional #B1 5, The product shall update OAFS outputs 
with ‘Open Access’ information 

main use case acceptance testing M 

0030 NFR: 
Performance 

#A1 3, The product interface between the user 
and the system shall have a maximum 
response time of 2 seconds 

Users do not become 
frustrated 

A search takes < 2.5 
seconds 

M 

0031 NFR: 
Performance 

#A1 3, The product shall inform the accuracy 
of results when using REST web services 

Creative commons reuse 
requirements on some data 
attributes 

Reponses contain data 
on source of REST 
service or information 
when REST service is 
unavailable 

M 
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# Requirement 
type 

Layer Use 
case 

Description Rationale Fit criterion MOSCOW 

0032 NFR: 
Operational 

#D1 1,2,4,5 The product trigger shall be activated 
by a timed CRON job 

Regular service delivery The product will notify 
the system 
administrator when it is 
activated 

M 

0033 NFR: 
Operational 

#B1 1,2 The product shall accept physical 
material content in XML format in 
specified directory 

Simple way of retrieving data 
and decoupling system from 
adjacent systems 

product accepts xml that 
validates W3 and 
schema files 

S 

0034 NFR: 
Operational 

#B1 1,2 The product can process xml files with a 
volume of 10,000 entities in a single 
session 

Limit is much higher than 
volume of data expected, if 
can perform to this standard 
it should run very rapidly 

method that produces 
an exception for files 
with a greater volume 

S 

0035 NFR: 
Maintainability 

#B1, 
#C1 

1,2,45 The product is maintainable within 3 
hours per data entity 

New data entities may need 
to be added 

It takes less than 3 hours 
to add a new data entity 
to the Java program, xml 
schema, database entity 
and write a use case in 
Main() 

S 

0036 NFR: Compliance #ALL all The product only uses data available in 
the public domain and sent by the 
client in full compliance with the law 
and company 

Legal compliance Data used is validated by 
client 

S 

0037 NFR: Compliance #ALL all The product reuses REST data that is 
licensed for reuse under creative 
commons, for example CC-BY-NC 
(attribution and reuse for non-
commercial purposes) 

Data is not available in local 
systems 

Data is retrieved M 
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# Requirement 
type 

Layer Use 
case 

Description Rationale Fit criterion MOSCOW 

0038 Functional #B1, 
#C1 

all The attributes in the data storage layer 
are accessible as queries or tables by 
the business logic and application layer 

The business layer, data for 
JISC monitor might result as a 
query product of multiple 
tables 

Successful connection to 
the MySQL database 
established 

M 

0039 Functional #D1, 
#B1 

  The main() function of Java will be used 
to determine the models parameters 
before initialisation 

Model behaviour responds to 
system constants 

properties file 
constructed in less than 
1 second 

M 

0040 Functional #D1, 
#B1 

  The main() function of Java will be 
initialise a properties file containing:  
• Valid Database connection 
information (use case 1-2,4) 
• Valid Database input table (use case 
1-2,4) 
• Valid XML datafile path (use case 1-
2,4) 
• An indication if processed data being 
output to an xml file? (use case 4,5) 
• An indication if data is being 
processed as output from the database, 
e.g. identifiers from the oaDOI table 
(use case 5) 
• The type of oafs_object to be 
processed (e.g. jm_invoice)? (use case 
1-2,4) 

Time triggered event from 
server initialises product 

Database connection 
established in < 1 
second 

S 
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# Requirement 
type 

Layer Use 
case 

Description Rationale Fit criterion MOSCOW 

0041 Functional #B1 1, 2 The product will process and validate 
an XML data file.  

Data is required from 
adjacent systems, this puts 
responsibility for delivering 
data to the system by the 
client and simplifies 
requirement to connect to 
adjacent systems 

The product will process 
a data file containing 50 
items within 1 minute 

S 

0042 Functional #B1 1, 2, 5 The product will process and validate 
an JSON data from the OADOI rest 
service. 

REST service returns JSON The product will process 
a data file containing 1 
item within 3 seconds 

M 
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Project Phases B & C | From design to implementation 
The final section of this chapter is structured per project deliverables. The discussion details design 

artefacts and makes comparison with the final implementation outcomes. 

Several data entities are specified by the client that require insertion/updating into the system per 

use case 1/2. For brevity, when evidencing the successfully compiled build of the system and 
associated functionality, the discussion focuses on a single data entity – of the SyArticle class. 

 

Figure 4-15 XML data corresponding to the SyArticle class 

A greater number of data entities were required by the client, corresponding to use cases 1, 2 and 4 

– the marshalling and unmarshalling of XML data. For clarity, minor entities ‘grants’ and ‘authors’ 

were omitted from final design artefacts, but their future adoption is discussed in the epilogue. All 

other design entities are contained in the main body of the report. See Appendix 4K-3 (p. 181) for 

implementation evidence of the other entities.  

 Manager class (p. 182) 

 Interface CacheInterface (p. 184) 

 CacheFactory Class (p. 185) 

 CacheJmArticle Class (p. 187) 

 CacheJmInvoice Class (p. 190) 

 CacheOaDoi Class (p. 193) 

 CacheSyArtice Class (p. 196) 

 JmArticle Class (p. 199) 

 JmInvoice Class (p. 201) 

 OaDoi Class (p. 203) 

 OaDoiParser Class (p. 205) 

 SyArticle Class (p. 207) 
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Project goal | Data storage layer (MySQL database) 

This section discusses the modelling and implementation of the data storage layer. The design and 
implementation meets the high-level deliverable ‘[A] A MySQL database that persists data captured’. 

The design and implementation meets all functional and non-functional requirements and 
measurable fit criterion. 

Conceptual data model 

The data model replicates entities from the adjacent systems and the external REST service. The data 

domain is very specific, and highly established – that of scholarly and bibliographic metadata. The 

modelling of data requirements informed the data attributes. Appendix 4I, ‘Data profile and 

identifiers between Symplectic, JISC Monitor and ‘Open Access’  (p. 165) outlines steps taken to 
analyse the attributes of data types within domains for a common namespace and enumeration.  

The Conceptual data model (CDM) (The Open University 2013) shows entities, attributes, 

relationships, cardinalities. The entities correspond directly to Java objects modelled in the system. 

The model is annotated with the use cases. They support use case requirements thusly: 

 Cases 1-2: data is unmarshalled into objects, and then persisted in the respective data 

structures below. 

 Case 4: data from the database is mapped to objects through a query. The system then 

marshals this into XML data. 

 Case 5: oaDOI table data is mapped to objects of the oaDOI class. Special behaviour retrieves 

and updates data from the REST API. 

 Case 3: data from the database is retrieved by the PHP page through a query.  
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#C1

 

 

Figure 4-16 Conceptual Data Model 

The ‘jm’ prefix refers to a data entity from the JISC Monitor system  

The ‘sy’ prefix refers to a data entity from the Symplectic Elements  

 

*jm_outputs(jm_id, name, ids, journal_title, publisher, workflow_complete) 

*jm_invoices(jm_invoice_id, name, passed_to_finance, payment_status, payment_method, jm_id) 

*sy_outputs(sy_id, title, journal, issn, doi, publication_date, acceptance_date, funding_request, 
jm_id) 

**oaDoi(doi, free_fulltext_url, is_boai_license, is_free_to_read, is_subscription_journal, license, 

oa_color, url) 

 

* Data attributes correspond to XML data and schema that is sent by adjacent systems (Appendix 
4M-1A - Appendix 4M-3B, p. 219) 

** Data attributes correspond to JSON structure served by the oaDoi service 
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Building a local MySQL database:  

Using MySQL Workbench, a new database was created on the 

‘djaltersMySQLServer’ server called ‘oafs’. Tables matched the 

specifications of the CDM. 

Most tables serve requirements corresponding to use cases 1, 2 and 4. 

All fields and properties match the specifications of the CDM. For data 

entities that involve use case 1-2, the data types match those expected 

for import within the respective XML file. Primary keys corresponding 
with the CDM. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4-17 Screenshot showing evidence of tables created in MySQL 
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Connecting to a MySQL Database from Netbeans 

Netbeans provide technical instructions on how to set up a connection to a MySQL database from 

the NetBeans IDE (NetBeans 2017a) and these were followed precisely to connect the instance to 

the IDE. 

 

Use case 5 support 

To ensure the oaDoi object class has a complete list of Digital Object Identifiers that will be checked 

by the Java application against the service, a trigger was applied to the sy_article table. Every new 

record that is inserted that has a DOI field value will create a new record in the oa_doi table. 

 

Figure 4-18 Screenshot showing evidence of trigger used in the MySQL database 
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Project goal | Server application layer (Java application) 

This section discusses the modelling and implementation of the application layer. The design and 
implementation meets the high-level deliverable requirement:  

B. A Java server application that: 

i. takes input or processes a data file from an adjacent system (for example Symplectic) 

ii. processes data from external RESTful web services (for example OaDoi)  

iii. provides output that may be available to an adjacent system (for example JISC Monitor)  
iv. Persists object data (for example through a simple MySQL database) 

Discussed in chapter 5, the design and implementation meet all functional and non-functional 

requirements and measurable fit criterion. This section provides an explanation of the derivation of 

use cases from previous design activities and how final implementation addressed these and 
influenced the overall architecture. 

The final outcomes were the implementation of a range of classes within two Java packages. All code 

is held within the appendices: 

 Appendix 4K-2, ‘Package: OAFS_Main implementation’ (p. 168) 

 Appendix 4K-3, ‘Package: OAFS implementation’ (p. 181) 
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Global constraints 

At runtime, global constants define the behaviour of the model. All Java programs require a main() 

function, taking an array of string as an argument. The server can be configured to compile the 

program and pass string[] arguments to the program. This can run as a scheduled job, so to meet the 
time-triggered events and business rules that constrain the project. 

 

The argument could initialise the software corresponding to the use case. The program can then 
apply appropriate model parameters. 

The main() function of Java should initialise a properties file containing:  

 INPUT_XML_PATH: Valid XML data directory file path for processing (UC|1|2)  

 OUTPUT_ XML_PATH: Valid XML data directory file path for outputting (UC|4) 

 OAFS_DATA_TYPE The type of oafs_object to be processed (e.g. jm_invoice). 

o UC|1|2 – the datatype can be identified by validating XML against an XML schema 

file 
o UC|4 – the datatype to be output as XML by the program per requirements. 

The properties file is passed to OAFS manager class constructor when instantiated, making this a 

flexible alternative to the use of constants, which may otherwise be initialised as static, final 

variables in a model. 

 

OAFS_Manager

+Initialise(+Main())

OAFS_main

Properties file

Input XML

Output XML

+Manager
Object_cache
Oafs_object
JM_invoice
JM_output
SY_output
SY_author
Oadoi
Rest_connect

OAFS

XML Schema

 

Figure 4-19 Package diagram 

This diagram shows how these components are packaged together. This uses the styles of Pressman 

(2010) and Stevens & Pooley (2000). See directories where: 

 XML data is input to the model (UC|1|2) and output (UC|4). 

 XML schemas validate data in the “input” folder on initialisation  
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This promotes modularisation and separates the functionality of the primary system model. It 
enables the business model as a separate concern from initialisation requirements. 

 

Figure 4-21 Screenshot showing the structure of the packages and directories in the project and the folders created by the 
Hibernate framework 

As shown in the project structure above, the Hibernate ORM framework (RedHat 2017) is also 

compiled at runtime. The session object (King 2010)  manages connections to the database and 

other parameters through a hibernate.cfg.xml file. This is found by the framework in a <default 
package> folder. 

 

Figure 4-22 Screenshot showing the hibernate configuration file settings 

 

The application of Hibernate is further discussed in ‘Package OAFS: System constraints’ (p. 70), 
‘Libraries in project’ and in Appendix 4L-2, ‘Overview of Hibernate’ (p. 209).  
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Package OAFS: Class model 

Early class models captured responsibilities, data requirements, multiplicities, generalisations and 

associations. Attributes and operations were not captured at this stage. The iterative approach 

ensures models are subject to continuous refinement through the design and implementation 

phases. The process formalised the assignment of responsibilities. I conducted research into design 

patterns and compared these against the requirements of the project. Examples of practical 

synthesis and research activities are found in Appendix 4O, ‘Research into Business Patterns: 
Resource and rule’ (p. 248) and ‘Superseded UML Class models’ (p. 253). 

The first-cut design overleaf reflects the final design prior to any implementation in code. It respects 

a simple GRASP controller pattern (Gamma 1995). In UC 1/2 the manager class creates objects and 

marshals XML data and creates and adds objects to a cache. The Manager class has navigability 

between the objects being created and the cache. The cache has special responsibility for 
performing batch operations to a collection of objects, for example persisting object data. 

The design considered that objects should be identifiable. Objectcache and oafsobject show a 

qualified association (Eriksson & Penker 2000), which is the object ID. This is derived from the data. 

A constraint in data model, and of the Hibernate ORM framework, requires a key or uniquely 
identifying attribute for data objects. This enable objects to be readily retrieved from the cache.  

For UC 1|2|4I5 inheritance was initially considered a suitable strategy since most obje cts in the 

system simply hold attributes of data. The class diagram therefore represents a generalisation of all 

the possible configurations of objects, because the required behaviours are universal to the use 

case. The exception is the oaDoi class, where additional behaviour is required for calling a REST 

service (p. 130). An advantage of a generic model such as this is the maintainability. It should be 

straightforward to add new data classes that can persist in the database, or even if the need arises 
to integrate other REST data services. 

The program is initialised with a variable that denotes the type of object that will be processed 

through a properties file. This benefits the genericity of the model, with the properties file holding 

runtime constants that define behaviour. 
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Figure 4-20 Early class model, annotated with use cases 

A problem of the model is the intended use, as the retrieval of data attributes and special methods 

in oafs_object subclasses, is an illegal violation of the substitutability. So, these would not be 

accessible to the manager and cache classes as required. Manager would need to create objects of 

the subclass types to access the full range of attributes. Similarly, object_cache would need to create 
collections of the appropriate class type.  

Also, to utilise JAXB technology, XML annotations for the cache and object classes cannot be passe d 
as variables. They are constants initialised at runtime for corresponding objects.  

 

  
Figure 4-21 Screenshot showing the JAXB annotations required for marshalling data to objects  

To utilise the Hibernate ORM framework a static ‘session’ object (King 2010) must be compiled at 

runtime. The session object manages connections to the database and other parameters through a 

hibernate.cfg.xml file. A mapping file for each corresponding object is described in separate hbm.xml 
files. Full details are discussed in Appendix 4K-1 (p. 167). 

  
Figure 4-22 Screenshot showing the SyArticle class and Hibernate mapping file, and location of the hibernate configuration 

file which contains links to the mappings 
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In the final Java implementation, a ‘factory’ pattern was adapted  (Grand 2002). The Manager class 

retains a controller role. ‘Factory’ is a creational pattern that uses factory methods to deal with the 

problem of creating objects without having to specify the exact class of the object that will be 

created. Factory is a creational design that manages the issue of making objects without specifying 

the correct class of the question that will be made. Here, all cache object types specify a common 
interface and a Factory makes these all readily available to the Manager class. 

See the final class diagram within. Methods and program sequences are discussed later in the 

report.
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Data classes

Factory & cache classes

Hibernate and
connection to
MySQL database

(Manager)

CacheFactory

CacheInterface
<<interface>>

Cache_SyArticle
<<CacheInterface>>

Cache_JmArticle
<<CacheInterface>>

Cache_JmInvoice
<<CacheInterface>>

SyArticle JmArticle JmInvoice OaDoiSession

+SharedMethod()

oaDoiParser
Cache_OaDoi

<<CacheInterface>>

1 2 4

5

1 2 4 5

1

2

4

5

 

Figure 4-26 Final class model, annotated with use cases
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A drawback to this implementation is that each type of object requires a cache of the appropriate 

type. Only methods in caches implementing CacheInterface are accessible to CacheFactory. This 

does not affect the model, because the type of data being process is passed to the system on 

initialisation – so Manager knows how to behave depending on the use case and data type.  

This increases maintainability work, should new data representations be required in the future, 

however, this is offset because the technology simplifies system behaviour for object persistence 

and XML marshalling. The appropriate reuse of frameworks and code is a fundamental principle of 

object orientated software engineering (Pressman 2010). 

Also allowed is customisation within caches to support special circumstances. For example, 

Cache_OaDoi has special operations and methods that relate to the oaDoiParser class, enabling the 
retrieval of data from the oaDoi REST service. 

 

Figure 4-27 Screenshot showing a selection of CacheInterface attributes and methods 

There are no additional constraints concerning the use of loops. The model does not represent the 
domain constraints that are detailed later in the report. 
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Package OAFS: System constraints 

The OCL modelling of business rules was used to investigate and represent any possible structural -
constraints. 

A Context Manager :: creates() post: 

self.object_cache->notEmpty() 

 

 

 

UC|1|2 the cache object 
will hold unmarshalled xml 
data into the appropriate 
object cache 
UC|4 the cache object will 
hold marshalled object 
data 
UC|5 the cache object will 
hold marshalled OADOI 
objects 
 

B Context Manager :: marshall(OAFS_OBJECT_TYPE) 

post: 

Size(self.object_cache)-> 

Size(self.object_cache)+1 

 

Use case all: after 
marshalling an object the 
size of the cache will 
increase by 1 

C Context object_cache inv: 

self ->size()<=2000 

 

Opportunity to limit the 
number of objects that can 
be processed by the 
system. E.g. items that 
could not be processed 
could follow use case 5 and 
be output as xml for later 
processing 

D Context object_cache inv: 

object_cache.oafs_object.object_id.allInstances() 

-> IsUnique() 

 

Object cache can perform 
global operations on object 
collection. All instances of 
object_id should be unique 

Figure 4-28 OCL modelling of business rules and constraints 

In building the application, the use of technology APIs and frameworks required reconsideration on 
how rules were to be implemented: 

 [A] / Not implemented. This does not allow the creation of empty caches. UC|4 requires and 

empty cache so to retrieve objects from the database and store them. 

 [B] / Not implemented. The marshalling of data to objects is handled by JAXB marshalling 

and Hibernate query technologies. 

 [C] / Not implemented. My research has not revealed hard limits on processing by JAXB and 

Hibernate. Constraints here should be balanced between the system resources and 

technology manuals. 

 [D] Hibernate requires mapped objects to have a unique identifier, represented as a Primary 
Key in the database. 
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Package OAFS: Sequence & state diagrams 

Sequence diagrams support the temporal ordering of messages, and object creation within the 

system that are required to satisfy the postcondition. Consideration of the lifetime of objects in the 

system helped inform constraints and the class model. System operations were allocated to classes, 

utilising ‘design by contract’ (Christudas 2008) to focus on operation preconditions. The diagrams 
make clear the system objects that orchestrate the collaboration. 

Sequence diagrams were built on analysis models of class and scenario. These elucidate system 

constants, the variables defining the behaviour and a design by contract practice of pre/post 

conditions. The classes reflect the original generic model, subsequently fulfilled by a factory and 

selected technologies handle much complexity but the essence of the functionality is the same. 

Manager creates a Cache object of the correct type, which then performs batch operations on an 

oafs_object of the correct type, in this case marshalling new and updated xml data into the data 
storage layer. The differences in final implementation are discussed in the next section.  

OAFS_system.OAFS | Use case: 1-2 

:Manager

Main(UC_1_2)

:Cache 

2 newCache()

Loop
(hasData=true)

1 readData(XML file path)

:oafs_object

3a newOAFSobject(OAFS_OBJECT_TYPE)

3c addToCache(oafs_object)

3b checkState()

Add(object)

4 To database()

5 deleteXMLfile()

1 2#B1

4a Insert(objects)

4b Update(objects)

 

Figure 4-23 Sequence diagram, use case 1-2 
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Method Preconditions Post conditions 

1 Properties file holds XML file path XML data is read to a DOM 
2  Cache is created 

3 Properties file variable contains object 
creation information, and database 
persistence information 
Database is available 

New object is created with correct state, 
and is added to Cache 

4 Database is available Insertion of new data, update of existing 
data 

5  XML file is deleted 
 

OAFS_system.OAFS | Use case: 4-5 

This diagram realised behavioural similarities between use case 4/5 that informed the final 

implementation. Similarly, although genericity of the original design is fulfilled by a factory 

implementation and selected technologies handle much complexity, the functions remain very 

similar. Manager creates a Cache object of the correct type, which then performs batch operations 

on an oafs_object of the correct type, in this case retrieving and persisting data in the storage layer. 
The differences in final implementation are discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 4-24 Sequence diagram, use case 4-5

:Manager

Main(UC_4_5)

:Cache 

2 newCache()

Loop
(hasData=true)

1 readData(database query)

:oafs_object

3a newOAFSobject(OAFS_OBJECT_TYPE)

4a addToCache(oafs_object)

3b checkState()

4b Add(object)

5 To database()

#B1

5a Insert(objects)

5c Update(objects)

Alt (Use case 5) 3c enhance

:rest_connect

Alt (Use case 5)

Alt (Use case 4)

6 Write Cache to XML(save file location)

6a WriteXML(objects)

4 5

 

Method Preconditions Post conditions 

1 Properties file holds Database 
query/connection 

Connection made to database, query 
loaded 

2  Cache is created 

3/4 Properties file variable contains object 
creation information, and database 
persistence information 
Database is available 

New object is created with correct state, 
and is added to Cache 

5 Database is available Insertion of new data, update of existing 
data 
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6 Directory is available XML file is save 

In implementation, Hibernate removes the complexity of state comparisons between existing and 

incoming data objects (step 3b in the sequence diagrams). A session object (King 2010)  controls the 

querying, retrieval, mapping and saving of object data. The Hibernate Query Language (HQL), of 

similar form to SQL, inserts or updates objects mapped to the database in accordance with normal 
database functionality. 

 

Figure 4-25 HQL query within NetBeans IDE 

If several objects are mapped in a session, and a new object is created with a matching identifier the 

data can be updated transactionally. If the ID is new, the data can be inserted. 

Originally conceived, and now superseded, was a mechanism for comparing objects state for 

insertion of updating; by “ID” but also “value”. Similarly, I found this was not required for a special 

UC|5 state. It easier for the Manager class to perform this check in a batch – HQL readily retrieves 

the required records. 

Default

Exists
--------------------------

data

ID Found in cache/database

New
--------------------------

data

ID not found in cache/database

Update
--------------------------

data

Existing Object value = field values

1 2 5#B1

Unchanged
--------------------------

data

Existing Object value � field values

 

Default

Exists
--------------------------

data

JSON or XML record returned

Fail
--------------------------

data

404 or not found error 
by web service

Unchanged
--------------------------

data

Contains expected Field values

5

Update
--------------------------

data

Does not contain expected Field values

#B1

 
Figure 4-26 State diagrams 

Considering data held by the product is obsolete compared to new, incoming data – replicated data 

coming from live, transactional systems. So, Hibernates’ function meets all requirements. Existing 
entities always update, and new entities always insert.  
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Package OAFS: All use cases 

 ‘Global constraints’ (p. 63)  shows classes of the OAFS_main package responsible for establishing 

the parameters for the OAFS package model to run correctly across the use cases and datatypes. 

This initialisation and defensive code is essential to the models function. This is discussed ‘ Package 
OAFS_main’ (p. 91) and Appendix 4K-1 (p. 167) details . 

The next sections focus on the OAFS package meeting the use case requirements and so is featured 
more prominently in the main body of the report. 

 

Package OAFS: UC|1|2 implementation 

Described herein is the implementation of the use case; unmarshalling xml data into Java objects, 
collecting objects in a cache, and persisting data in a database.  

The data used across this case is detailed in the ‘Legal, Social, Ethical and Professional Issues’ section 

(p. 26). All XML data and XSD schemas modelled and implemented by the project are found in  
Appendix 4M. 

The subject data under discussion in the main body of the report is of the SyArticle class. The XML 

data is shown overleaf. 

The Manager class has been initialised and passed a parameters file containing the datatype to be 
processed and a filepath to the xml data 

A precondition is that the data is validated by a XSD schema. This also includes validation that data is 

well formed by W3C standards. Prior to implementation the latter validation method was formally 

checked for against W3C resources, see Appendix 4M-4, ‘W3C Validation of XML data and XML 
schema in the “sy_output” namespace’ (p. 225). 

This is further discussed in the Appendix 4K-1 (p. 167) and Appendix 4K-2 (p. 168) 
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Figure 4-27 XML data file named sy_output_data.xml, corresponding to SyArticle Class 

 

A Java properties file is created by the oafs_main package. After checking the data and validating the 

schema, it knows the type of data and the file path. This is added to the properties file and passed to 
manager within the OAFS package to control the system behaviour. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<SY_outputs xmlns:SY_OUTPUTS="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>173763</syId> 

  <title>What constitutes ‘balanced’ information in the practitioners&apos; 

portrayals of down&apos;s syndrome? [Midwifery 18 (2002) 230–237]</title> 

  <journal>Midwifery</journal> 

  <doi>10.1054/midw.2002.0350</doi> 

  <issn>0266-6138</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>Yes</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId>87619</jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>122688</syId> 

  <title>Measurement and prediction of CTOD in austenitic stainless 

steel</title> 

  <journal>Fatigue &amp; Fracture of Engineering Materials &amp; 

Structures</journal> 

  <issn>8756-758X</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>Yes</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId>87877</jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>123624</syId> 

  <title>Problematic clinical features of children and adults with cerebral 

palsy who use electric powered indoor/outdoor wheelchairs: a cross-sectional study</title> 

  <journal>Assistive Technology: The Offical Journal of RESNA</journal> 

  <issn>1040-0435</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>Yes</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId></jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>124374</syId> 

  <title>Problematic clinical features of children and adults with cerebral 

palsy who use electric powered indoor/outdoor wheelchairs: A cross-sectional study</title> 

  <journal>Assistive Technology: The Offical Journal of RESNA</journal> 

  <doi>10.1080/10400435.2016.1201873</doi> 

  <Publisher_licence>CC BY</Publisher_licence> 

  <issn>1040-0435</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>No</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId></jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>124586</syId> 

  <title>Automatic Translation of Plant Data into Management Performance 

Metrics: A Case for Real-Time and Predictive Production Control</title> 

  <journal>International Journal of Production Research</journal> 

  <issn>0020-7543</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>No</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId></jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

</SY_outputs> 
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Figure 4-28 Java properties file with model parameters 

 

  

 

#Fri Aug 17 22:37:45 MYT 2017 

filePath=c://… sy_output_data.xml 
dataType=xmlns:SY_OUTPUTS 
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This object diagram shows the methods and instances at play in the scenario with the corresponding 
data subject. 

Data class

Factory & cache class

Hibernate and
connection to
MySQL database

CacheInterface
<<interface>>

Cache_SyArticle: aCache
<<CacheInterface>>

SyArticleSession

+SharedMethod()

1 2

1 2

1

2

+commitObjectListToDB()
+handleSpecialCharacters()
+stringHelper()

CacheFactory: aFactory

+getUnmarshallXMLCache(filepath, dataType)

Manager: 
aManager

+Manager(properties)
+unmarshallXML()

 

Figure 4-29 Object diagram showing use case 1-2 for the SyArticle class of data 
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After initialisation, the Manager class unmarshallXML() is called. 

 

 

Manager instantiates a CacheFactory object. CacheFactory’s getUnMarshallXMLCache() method is 
called, passing the filepath and datatype as arguments. 

 

 

Acting as a factory pattern, the correct datatype determines behaviour. Acting as a strategy pattern 
(Gamma 1995), the filepath is unmarshalled into the Cache_SyArticle class through the JAXB API. 

 

public void unMarshalXML() throws InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException, 

ClassNotFoundException, JAXBException 

{ 

 

        CacheFactory XMLoafsFact = new CacheFactory(); 

         

        CacheInterface XMLcache = XMLoafsFact.getUnmarshallXMLCache( 

                getProperties().getProperty("filePath"), 

                getProperties().getProperty("dataType")); //get unmarshalled cache object  

                                                            of correct type 

         

        XMLcache.handleSpecialCharacters(); //encode characters as latin-1 for MySQL. 

 

        XMLcache.commitObjectListToDB(); //commits the marshalled objects to the database. 

} 
 

 

public class CacheFactory 

{ 

    /** 

     * Unmarshall XML file data into POJO java objects and return the list of objects 

     * @param filePath 

     * @param dataType 

     * @return 

     * @throws JAXBException 

     */ 

    public CacheInterface getUnmarshallXMLCache(String filePath, String dataType) throws 

JAXBException 

    { 

        if (dataType == null) { 

            … 

        } 

        if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:JM_invoices")) { 

            … 

        } 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:SY_OUTPUTS")) { 

 

//            System.out.println("OAFSCache_SY_outputs running"); 

 

            JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance( 

                    Cache_SyArticle.class); 

 

            Unmarshaller jaxbUnmarshaller = jaxbContext.createUnmarshaller(); 

 

            Cache_SyArticle oafscache = (Cache_SyArticle) jaxbUnmarshaller.unmarshal( 

                    new File(filePath)); 

 

            return oafscache; 

 

        } 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:JM_ARTICLES")) { 

            … 

        } 

 

        return null; 

    } 

… 

} 
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Cache_SyArticle and SyArticle classes contain JAXB annotations (Harold et al. 2002) that enable the 

script to rapidly unmarshal XML data into a cache of Java objects. CacheFactory then returns the 

cache object to Manager, where all methods defined by the shared CacheInterface, and the list of 

unmarshalled objects, are accessible. 

 

 

 

Research revealed MySQL does not store true UTF-8 encoded strings. A limit on character bytes in 

the system restricts full storage of the standard range. XML is most commonly encoded in UTF-8. 

This caused Hibernate errors when persisting strings to the database. Fixes advised by Isocra 

Consulting (2007) on updating the JCDB connection string with additional encoding parameters and 
changing encoding in the DBMS were to no avail. 

The solution implements a handleSpecialCharacters() method that takes UTF-8 encoded characters 

for each attribute in the object list and recodes them to latin-1 (ISO-8859-1) - the default encoding 

for MySQL. Bkkbrad's (2010) simple encoding solution was adapted for use in the method. 

 

Figure 4-30 Hibernate output within the Netbeans IDE showing the error 

@XmlRootElement(name = "SY_outputs") 

@XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.FIELD) 

public class Cache_SyArticle implements CacheInterface 

{ 

 

    @XmlElement(name = "SY_output") 

 

    private List<SyArticle> SyArticles = null; 

 

    public List<SyArticle> getSY_outputs() 

    { 

        return SyArticles; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setSY_outputs(List<SyArticle> SyArticles) 

    { 

        this.SyArticles = SyArticles; 

    } 

… 

} 

 

@XmlRootElement(name = "SY_output") 

@XmlAccessorType (XmlAccessType.FIELD) 

public class SyArticle  implements java.io.Serializable { 

 

     private int syId; 

     private String title; 

     private String journal; 

     private String issn; 

     private String doi; 

     private String fundingRequest; 

     private String jmId; 

 

    … 

} 
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Finally, the commitObjectListToDB() method is invoked. For each object held in the cache, a new 

Hibernate transaction session is opened, through a specialised DBHelper class. A new object is 

created within the transaction. On saveOrUpdate() existing objects are updated and new objects are 
inserted.  

 

A query shows the records persist in the sy_article table. 

    @Override 

    public void handleSpecialCharacters() 

    { 

        List<SyArticle> list = getSY_outputs(); 

        String str; 

        for (SyArticle j : list) { 

            str = j.getTitle(); 

            j.setTitle(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getJournal(); 

            j.setJournal(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getIssn(); 

            j.setIssn(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getFundingRequest(); 

            j.setFundingRequest(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getDoi(); 

            j.setDoi(str); 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public String stringHelper(String aString) 

    { 

        String aReturn; 

        Charset charset = Charset.forName("ISO-8859-1"); 

        aReturn = charset.decode(charset.encode(aString)).toString(); 

        System.out.println(aReturn); 

 

        return aReturn; 

    } 
 

    @Override 

    public void commitObjectListToDB() throws HibernateException 

    { 

 

        for (SyArticle j : this.getSY_outputs()) { 

            DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

            Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

            Transaction tx = null; 

            try { 

                tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

                System.out.println(j.getSyId() + " " + j.getTitle()); 

                SyArticle t = new SyArticle(j.getSyId(), j.getTitle(), 

                        j.getJournal(), 

                        j.getIssn(), j.getDoi(), j.getFundingRequest(), 

                        j.getJmId()); 

                sess.saveOrUpdate(t); 

                tx.commit(); 

            } 

            catch (Exception e) { 

                if (tx != null) { 

                    tx.rollback(); 

                } 

                throw e; 

            } 

            finally { 

                sess.close(); 

            } 

        } 

    } 
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Figure 4-31 Screenshot showing persisted object data in the MySQL database 

The script works identically for other datatypes catered by the system under UC|1|2. See Appendix 
4K-3 (p. 181). 
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Package OAFS: UC|4|5 implementation 

Described herein is the implementation of the use case 4; marshalling Java objects to xml data and 

saving the file in a directory, and use case 5, calling the oaDoi rest service. These are presented 

together because the mechanics of retrieving data revealed case similarities. 

UC|4 

For UC|4 the subject data for export is of the SyArticle class.  

The Manager class has been initialised and passed a parameters file containing the datatype to be 

processed, an optionalQuery, which can further restrict objects to retrieve, and a filepath, which is 
the output directory. 

This object diagram shows the methods and instances at play in the UC 4 and 5 scenarios.  

Data class

Factory & cache class

Hibernate and
connection to
MySQL database

CacheInterface
<<interface>>

Cache_SyArticle: aCache
<<CacheInterface>>

SyArticleSession

+SharedMethod()

CacheFactory: aFactory

+getEmptyCache(dataType)

Manager: 
aManager

4

4

+setObjectListFromDB()

+marshallXMLCache(filePath)

+commitObjectListToDB()

5

OaDoi

oaDoiParser
Cache_OaDoi

<<CacheInterface>>

5

+marshallXML()

+updateOADoi()

+Manager(properties)

5

+OaDoiParser()
+getOaDoiResult()
-setOaDoiResult()

4

5

 

Figure 4-32 An object diagram for use cases 4-5 
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After initialisation, the Manager class marshallXML() is called. 

 

Manager instantiates a CacheFactory object. CacheFactory’s getEmptyCache() method is called, 
passing the datatype as argument. 

 

 

Acting as a factory pattern, the correct datatype determines behaviour and an empty cache of the 
correct type is returned. 

Manager invokes setObjectListFromDB() passing the optionalQuery as an argument. In this case the 

additional query is “where fundingRequest=’Yes’”. For the client, this represents a list of funding 
requests, data that is the main business of the JISC monitor system.  

 

public void marshalXML() throws InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException, 

ClassNotFoundException, JAXBException 

{ 

        CacheFactory oafsFact = new CacheFactory(); 

        CacheInterface dbcache = oafsFact.getEmptyCache( 

                getProperties().getProperty("dataType")); //get unmarshalled cache object  

                                                            of correct type 

        dbcache.setObjectListFromDB(getProperties().getProperty("optionalQuery")); //gets a  

                                                        list of objects or query of objects 

        dbcache.marshallXMLCache(getProperties().getProperty("filePath")); //get  

                                                     marshals cache object of correct type 

} 

 

 

public class CacheFactory 

{ 

     … 

 

    /** 

     * Return an empty cache object of datatype 

     *  

     * @param dataType 

     * @return 

     */ 

    public CacheInterface getEmptyCache(String dataType) 

    { 

        if (dataType == null) { 

 

            return null; 

        } 

        if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:JM_invoices")) { 

 

            return new Cache_JmInvoice(); 

 

        } 

 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:SY_OUTPUTS")) { 

 

            return new Cache_SyArticle(); 

 

        } 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:JM_ARTICLES")) { 

 

            return new Cache_JmArticle(); 

 

        } 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("oaDoi")) { 

 

            return new Cache_OaDoi(); 

 

        } 

        return null; 

    } 

 

} 
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Hibernate maps objects that meet the criteria to a list then held by the cache and accessible by the 
interface methods. 

 

Finally, Manager invokes marshallXMLCache() passing the output filepath for the directory. The 

method creates a new cache object and sets the list, by reference, to the retrieved of the current 

instance. A JAXB marshaller marshals object data into a new file of the correct name, and with a 
timestamp, to the output directory. 

 

The output XML data finally exported from the Hibernate and the MySQL database is shown here. 

Note only those objects matching the query have been returned. 

 

    @Override 

    public void setObjectListFromDB(String optionalStringQueryParameters) 

    { 

        DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

        Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

        List<SyArticle> syList = null; 

 

        try { 

            org.hibernate.Transaction tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

            Query q = sess.createQuery( 

                    "from SyArticle " + optionalStringQueryParameters); 

            SyList = (List<SyArticle>) q.list(); 

        } 

        catch (HibernateException e) { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

        this.setSY_outputs(syList); 

        sess.close(); 

    } 

 

 

 

    @Override 

    public void marshallXMLCache(String outputPath) 

    { 

        try { 

 

            Cache_SyArticle SyArticle = new Cache_SyArticle(); 

             

            SyArticle.setSY_outputs(this.getSY_outputs()); 

             

            String timeStamp = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy_MM_dd_HH_mm_ss").format( 

                    new Date()); 

 

            JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance( 

                    Cache_SyArticle.class); 

             

            Marshaller jaxbMarshaller = jaxbContext.createMarshaller(); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.setProperty(Marshaller.JAXB_FORMATTED_OUTPUT, true); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.marshal(SyArticle, new File( 

                    outputPath + "\\SY_articles_data_" + timeStamp + ".xml")); 

        } 

        catch (JAXBException ex) { 

            ex.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

    } 
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Figure 4-33 Screenshots showing the output XML file saved in the XMLOutput directory 

 

The script would work identically for other datatypes required by the system under UC 4.  

 

UC|5 

For UC|5 a primary difference is that the cache type is known, but for ease of use, datatype is 
specified by the initialising package as a property per the other cases.  
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The screenshot above shows selection of objects that are returned by the OaDoi service. It takes a 

DOI input and returns updated field values as a JSON object (Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 
2014) 

Manager invokes setObjectListFromDB() passing the optionalQuery as an argument. In this case the 

additional query is “where ((oaColor != 'green' and oaColor != 'green') or (oaColor is null))”. For the 

client, this represents a list of published journal articles, with DOIs that need to be checked against 

the service. The returned data is business critical within both adjacent systems. Hibernate si milarly 

maps objects that meet the criteria to a list held by the cache. 

{ 

  "results": [ 

    { 

      "algorithm_version": 1, 

      "doi": "10.1002/berj.3262", 

      "doi_resolver": "crossref", 

      "evidence": "oa repository (via 

BASE)", 

      "free_fulltext_url": 

"http://bura.brunel.ac.uk/handle/2438/13191

", 

      "is_boai_license": false, 

      "is_free_to_read": true, 

      "is_subscription_journal": true, 

      "license": null, 

      "oa_color": "green", 

      "reported_noncompliant_copies": [], 

      "url": 

"http://doi.org/10.1002/berj.3262" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

{ 

  "results": [ 

    { 

      "algorithm_version": 1, 

      "doi": "10.1002/cpe.3786", 

      "doi_resolver": "crossref", 

      "evidence": "hybrid (via crossref 

license)", 

      "free_fulltext_url": 

"http://doi.org/10.1002/cpe.3786", 

      "is_boai_license": true, 

      "is_free_to_read": true, 

      "is_subscription_journal": true, 

      "license": "cc-by", 

      "oa_color": "blue", 

      "reported_noncompliant_copies": [], 

      "url": "http://doi.org/10.1002/cpe.3786" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

{ 

  "results": [ 

    { 

      "algorithm_version": 1, 

      "doi": "10.1002/cyto.a.22697", 

      "doi_resolver": "crossref", 

      "evidence": "oa repository (via pmcid 

lookup)", 

      "free_fulltext_url": 

"http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/P

MC4744970", 

      "is_boai_license": false, 

      "is_free_to_read": true, 

      "is_subscription_journal": true, 

      "license": null, 

      "oa_color": "green", 

      "reported_noncompliant_copies": [], 

      "url": 

"http://doi.org/10.1002/cyto.a.22697" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

{ 

  "results": [ 

    { 

      "algorithm_version": 2, 

      "doi": "10.1002/etc.3448", 

      "doi_resolver": "crossref", 

      "evidence": "hybrid (via page says 

license)", 

      "free_fulltext_url": 

"http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/et

c.3448/pdf", 

      "is_boai_license": false, 

      "is_free_to_read": true, 

      "is_subscription_journal": true, 

      "license": "cc-by-nc-nd", 

      "oa_color": "blue", 

      "reported_noncompliant_copies": [], 

      "url": "http://doi.org/10.1002/etc.3448" 

    } 

  ] 

} 
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Finally, Manager invokes commitObjectListToDB() that persists the results in the database. The 

method has special behaviour. For each object, an OaDoiParser object is instantiated with a DOI 
argument 

The returned object holds a reference variable to an OaDoi object with updated information, if 

available by the OaDoi service, which can then be used for persistence in the hibernate session.  

 

    @Override 

    public void commitObjectListToDB() throws HibernateException 

    { 

 

        for (OaDoi o : this.getOaDois()) { 

 

            OaDoiParser call = new OaDoiParser(o.getDoi()); 

 

            if (call.getState()) { 

                DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

                Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

                Transaction tx = null; 

                try { 

                    tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

                    System.out.println(o.getDoi() + " " + o.getOaColor()); 

 

                    OaDoi t = new OaDoi(call.getOaDoiObject().getDoi(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getFreeFulltextUrl(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getIsBoaiLicense(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getIsFreeToRead(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getIsSubscriptionJournal(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getLicense(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getOaColor(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getUrl()); 

 

                    sess.saveOrUpdate(t); 

                    tx.commit(); 

 

                } 

                catch (Exception e) { 

                    if (tx != null) { 

                        tx.rollback(); 

                    } 

                    throw e; 

                } 

                finally { 

                    sess.close(); 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 

 

 

See the constructor of OaDoiParser. An http get request is made to the oaDoi REST service, in 

accordance with documentation instructions (Impact story 2016). OaDoiParser parses the JSON 

result into OaDoi object and holds a reference. The checks within the code ensure the request is 

    public void updateOADoi() throws MalformedURLException, IOException 

    { 

 

        CacheFactory oafsFact = new CacheFactory(); 

        CacheInterface oadoiCache = oafsFact.getEmptyCache( 

                getProperties().getProperty("dataType")); 

 

        oadoiCache.setObjectListFromDB( 

                "where ((oaColor != 'green' and oaColor != 'green') or (oaColor is 

null))"); 

 

         

        oadoiCache.commitObjectListToDB(); 

 

    } 
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successful and that the data returned represents what the organisation seeks – evidence of an 
online ‘Open Access’ publication. Otherwise OaDoiParser holds a null reference. 

 

 

 

Fontanos tutorial (2015) describes using a bufferedReader, applied here to read the URL’s JSON 

results into a String variable. (Shah 2016) tutorial describes using the JSON-simple library (Google 

2016), whose methods here parse the string into a “JSONObject”. Knowing the structure of the JSON 

object being returned from the resource documentation (Impact story 2016), the code retrieves the 
required elements to create an oaDoi object. 

    public OaDoiParser(String doi) 

    { 

 

        try { 

            TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS.sleep(100); 

 

            URL aUrl = new URL( 

                    "https://api.oadoi.org/" + doi + "?email=david.walters@brunel.ac.uk"); 

// URL to Parse 

 

            BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader( 

                    aUrl.openStream())); 

 

            String inputLine; 

            String jsonOutput = ""; 

 

            //read results of returned page to a string 

            while ((inputLine = in.readLine()) != null) { 

                jsonOutput = jsonOutput.concat(inputLine); 

                System.out.println(inputLine); 

            } 

 

            JSONObject jsonFirstParse = (JSONObject) JSONValue.parseWithException( 

                    jsonOutput); 

 

            if (jsonFirstParse.containsKey("results")) { 

                //structure is an array of objects, only expect 1 object per doi 

                JSONArray resultsArray = (JSONArray) jsonFirstParse.get( 

                        "results"); 

                // get the first result (there is only one) 

                JSONObject resultSetObj = (JSONObject) resultsArray.get(0); 

 

                if (((resultSetObj.containsValue("green")) || (resultSetObj.containsValue( 

                        "gold")) || (resultSetObj.containsValue("bronze"))) && 

(resultSetObj.containsKey( 

                        "oa_color"))) { 

                    System.out.println( 

                            resultSetObj.get("oa_color").toString() + resultSetObj.get( 

                            "oa_color").toString()); 

                    OaDoi nuOa = new OaDoi((String) resultSetObj.get("doi"), 

                            (String) resultSetObj.get("free_fulltext_url"), 

                            resultSetObj.get("is_boai_license").toString(), 

                            resultSetObj.get("is_free_to_read").toString(), 

                            resultSetObj.get("is_subscription_journal").toString(), 

                            (String) resultSetObj.get("free_fulltext_url"), 

                            (String) resultSetObj.get("oa_color"), 

                            (String) resultSetObj.get("url")); 

                    setOaDoiObject(nuOa); 

                    setState(true); 

 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        catch (IOException | ParseException | InterruptedException e) { 

        } 

 

    } 
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To test the script 40 DOIs were added from jm_article into the oa_doi table, so these could be 
retrieved by the case. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-34 Screenshot showing DOIs in oaDoi table that need to be checked against the oaDoi service  

After running the case, all valid results were persisted in the database  

 

Figure 4-35 Screenshot showing all DOIs that returned valid results from the oaDoi service 
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Package OAFS_main 

The ‘main’ package is so named because it contains the Java main() method and helper objects that 

set parameters and provide other functionality for main design model. Essential functions contain 

classes to create hibernate session objects in transactions, the validation of XML files against a 

schema for UC1|2 and initialisation of the OAFS package with the correct use case behaviours (e.g. a 
properties file containing parameters like datatype, etc.) 

Below demonstrates how a numerical value can be passed to main() through the classpath. More 

precisely this is passed through a String Array, that can be cast to a numeric data type, such as 

Integer. In this model the number passed represents the use case. In this example below, the Script 

in OAFS main knows to run the ‘5’ use case. As previously discussed on go-live, this would be 

controlled by a scheduled server job that can initialise the program accordingly. The server can 
automatically manage time triggered rules for use cases as required by the client. 

 

Figure 4-36 Screenshot showing adding String parameters to the classpath, passed to the program on compilation 
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Figure 4-37 Sequence diagram for oafs_main controller package 

This sequence diagram illustrates early conceptualisation of how use cases were to be implemented 
by this package, and its role in setting the parameters and initialisation of the model. 

Use case Preconditions Post conditions 
All The server is live 

JVM successfully interprets software 
bytecode 

A properties file is created 
The OAFS program is executed 
successfully 
The process is terminated 1-2 An XML file is deposited 

4-5 N/A 

 

For brevity, full design and implementation details of this package are contained in:  

 Appendix 4K-1, ‘Package OAFS_Main design’ (p. 167). This details the loading of SyArticle 
data for UC1|2, and shows how the other UC’s are called and controlled.  

Appendix 4K-2, ‘Package: OAFS_Main implementation’ (p. 168). This details all the code for classes of 
this package.  
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Project goal | PHP page (use case 3), wireframes, environment – google lamp, building php 

page 
This section details the design and production of the presentation layer, a simple PHP page. This 

page is designed to access the database through a config file. The HTML page uses AJAX and PHP to 
retrieve data, which is then displayed in accordance with the CSS 3 style sheet. 

Appendix 4N (p. 227) holds the final code outputs from implementation: 

 The HTML/AJAX page (p. 227) 

 The Stylesheet (p. 234) 

 config.php (p. 240) 

 getSearchJournal.php (p. 241) 

 getSearchOutput.php (p. 243) 

 

Use case 3 

The aim of the system view is to present data from the system and possibly from other external REST 
services. 

The work currently conducted by administrators in identifying ‘Open Access’ information about 

published articles and journal titles, and ‘Open Access’ funding requests as within the scope of the 

business was investigated. This work revealed a classification system acceptable to all stakeholders 
that also reduced the complexity of the information. 

This work and the data classification is brought directly into the new system. By providing a single 

user input, data from the MySQL database and from web services is immediately available to the 

user. 
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Activity diagram 

 

Figure 4-41 Activity diagram showing the work of use case 3 

This diagram demonstrates the analysis of the work that the system must replicate.  
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Wireframe 

Add

Brunel open access service

Home About

Search and check the open access status – request ID, author name, 

Clear

[123456] Sys_id | [article title/journal title] “This is my paper about science and

(2016) GOLD OA paper

(2016) CLOSED ACCESS – author - paper

Fund 
request in 
process

OPEN 
ACCESS

CLOSED 
ACCESS - 
Publisher

CLOSED 
ACCESS -
Author

(2016) CLOSED ACCESS – publisher - paper

OPEN 
ACCESS

(2016) GREEN OA paper

#A1 3

 

A series of wireframes were developed and assessed against requirements for usability. Once the 

wireframes were found to be suitable, the functionality was created in code 
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Building the PHP page 

 

The page was designed to include functionality to make searches, return results, and remove 

unwanted results from a list. A functioning prototype enables continuous and direct feedback for 

construction. 
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In response to feedback, a key was produced for the results, denoting the ‘type of access’ in line with 

the definitions provided by the client. 
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This figure shows an early test for integrations with the RESTful services using PHPs Var_dump 

command used to display data results from DOAJ and Sherpa REST services (Appendix 4E, p. 142). 
The process and selection of data can be refined to suit the requirements in future development.  
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Live page 

Appendix 4G (p. 151) details the process of deploying the web page on the Google app engine 

provider. At this stage in the project it can be considered a prototype, that will elicit further 

requirements and input from the client. 
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Replicating data structures in a hosted MySQL database and setting user permissions 

This chapter previously discussed the proposals and vendor for the ‘go-live’ architecture (p. 29), the 

working design environment (p. 31) and the associated legal and professional issues (p. 26). This 

included the development of a MySQL database (p. 58). 

On Google App Engine, the database configuration is managed through phpMyAdmin (phpMyAdmin 

2017), which is installed on the server. Special attention was placed to granting appropriate and user 
permissions for the PHP web page to access data. 

A root level user and password is created, so the database management is secure. A database called 

‘OAFS’ was created, replicating the data structures from the earlier design.  

 

All entities correspond with the CDM design and data requirements of the system (p. 58). All entities 
have appropriate primary keys, foreign keys, relationships and multiplicities.  

 

Figure 4-38 Screenshot from phpMyAdmin showing the sy_article table in the OAFS database 
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A new user was created called “web_select”. This user will be granted special select permissions and 

is intended to be used by the PHP web page to display results from queries relevant to the system 
functions. The user is not able to update or insert any data into the system. 

 

 

A new user would also be created Java software with the appropriate permissions, so that the data 

storage layer can be safely accessed and updated by the application. 
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Chapter 5 Project outcomes 
The project lifecycle, milestones and tasks positively concluded with a final design, detailed 

requirements specification and implementation of the design in code. The project framework is 

designed to enable a continuous review and acceptance process, especially because in design 

process the environment, requirements and even goals are subject to change. This chapter of the 
report therefore reviews outcomes against built-in acceptance testing methodologies. 

A product of industry that meets the goals, functional and non-functional requirements of a client, 

set at commencement and iteratively realigned through the design process, might have a strong 

expectation that the delivery of working software will ultimately be accepted on a quality basis. 

Robertson (2013) says, of a requirements specification, that all stakeholders must input and that 

unambiguity and agreed fit criterion are paramount to measure an effective delivery. This approach 

is tantamount to a live contract of work that is agreed between the developers and client. As 

previously mentioned, in the project I must play the role of all stakeholders and so the objectivity of 
output is not subject to the same scrutiny as would be the case in industry.  

Project goals (high level requirements) 

Project output is measured against the high-level requirements defined early in the project. These 

established the advantage and provided a simple measure for comparison of outcome during and at 

conclusion of the project. The project output satisfies the measure. 

Project Goal: Data flows to be automated, and transferable in an accurate and timely manner 
between the two existing business systems; Symplectic Elements and JISC 
monitor. 

Advantage: Automation of data transfer eliminates human error and staff administration 
time 

Measure: Administrators spend no time entering or updating publication, grant or author 
data from the Symplectic system into the JISC monitor system. 

 

Status: Passed 

Administrators spend no time entering data. All data can be ingested and exported through the 

system by the common interchange of valid XML data. This accords to a timed server schedule or 
CRON job. 

 

Project Goal: data to be enhanced from free-to-use oaDoi external web service 
 

Advantage: Automation of basic data entry tasks, and accuracy  
 

Measure: Administrators spend no time manually entering or updating information.  
 

Status: Passed 

 

Administrators spend no time entering data. The system utilises the oaDOI RESTful web service and 

complies with all requirements of their API. JSON data is persisted and may be use to export or 
update data as required. 
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Project Goal: An immediate response to users who require information through a simple, 
dynamic web page. 
 

Advantage: An immediate, responsive experience for service users and reduced staff 
administration time 

Measure: Requestors can access information from a web page, served in less than 1 
second. 

 

Status: Passed 

The design web page interacts with the data storage layer to provide an immediate response to user 
from a simple web page. The page is served in less than 1 second. 

Project deliverables 

The project success may also be compared against the deliverables, which focus on the architectural 

components selected to implement the project requirements. All technologies were successfully 
applied across the architectural layers to deliver working software. 

 

 

Requirements schedule 

Throughout the project functional and non-functional requirements were derived in the form of use 

cases, scenarios, constraints. These were effectively documented, reviewed and used to inform the 
design and build of the project. I accept the final output against these requirements.  
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Test driven development to manage the build process 
Requirements-based testing draws on previously gathered or formulated testable requirements to 

check that a system meets the customer’s requirements. The final stage in this  form of testing is 
acceptance testing. 

Developmental testing is a term that refers to all the testing carried out by the team developing the 

software. It is useful to distinguish between developmental testing at three different levels of scope 

– unit testing, integration or component testing and system testing. 

Regression testing is any form of testing during development or system maintenance that 
systematically checks that fixing one bug has not introduced others.  

In Phase C, the project for a time utilised JUnit, enabling TDD for Java software. TDD will not be used 

for any aspect of the project that requires a user interface. Usability testing refers to testing of the 

user interface. 

I adapted and followed an approach to help the code to pass validation measures like low 
Cyclomatic complexity. 
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Figure 5-1 Adapted from The Open University (2015) the process of TDD that will be applied, writing 5-10 lines of code
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The use of frameworks significantly reduced the amount of code required in the OAFS package. 

Coupled with TDD coding approach, I predict a low level of  Cyclomatic complexity (see Appendix 4K-

3 p. 181). However, the OAFS_main package used code in class methods because specific defensive 

functionality was built in to support the validation of XML documents. 

The model has demonstrated successful application in its domain incorporating a number of 
different data sources. 

Future development will look at incorporating a greater number open science web service for a 
comparative analysis on a bibliographic dataset. 
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Chapter 6 Project management 
This chapter discusses the role and effects of project management on the design lifecycle. The 

discussion outlines the process, considers the outcomes and how risk was managed across the 

lifecycle. This chapter demonstrates how effective planning enabled a well organised project 

appropriately, and that outcomes and progress were rigorously recorded. Building on the Chapter 3, 

the application of selected resources, skills and activities needed to carry out the project successfully 
are highlighted. 

The final lifecycle is considered well suited to the nature of the project. An ambition from the outset 

was to explore a range of life cycles, contrasting traditional and agile, so to maximise the 

opportunity for learning and evaluation and further the comparisons outlined in TM354. Learning 

intention was of equal importance to the final output, setting apart this student software 

engineering project from one of industry. Failure factors of industry such as ‘cost’ are not relevant to 

this project (The Standish Group 1994). However, the project did suffer delays, which reduced the 
effectiveness of the proposed delivery schedule. 

The project lifecycle  

The lifecycle evolved in response to continuous evaluations of the project goals and in response to 
TMA feedback. The final lifecycle that drove project activity is shown below. 

The project transitions across main phases (A, B, C). Each phase contains some area of work, and 

within this are a number of expected activities and outputs. The completion of each phase is 
considered a milestone. 

The phases transition from an iterative waterfall model in phases A-B, for design and requirements 
illicitation activites, to an agile implementation of the requirements as working software.  
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Figure 6-1 Final lifecycle
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Phase A: Initiate 

The Initiation phase prepared the management of the project and informed the work. Activities 
include defining and implementing project lifecycle and project plan. 

 

Successes 

A project tasks document was constructed (p. 255). This detailed design artefacts, tasks and 

milestones completed at each phase conclusion. The schedule focused on expected activities of the 

project and the TMA 01-02 assignments. Ultimately, all tasks were completed, although not within 
the proposed deadlines. Some were finalised after submission of TMA 02. 

The project log (p. 254) provided a review process mechanism for utilised training and support 

materials. The milestone review enables checks for the completion of activities and artefacts against 

risk and an acceptance process of completed artefacts. development was continuously realigned 
with the needs and expectations of the project. 

From the outset fundamental principles were established, in line with TM354 training, such as a 

pragmatic design approach that mitigated heavy documentation, whilst preserving traceability. This 

had an impact on the selection of research and training resources and activities to drive the project 
forward. 

The project considered research for range of lifecycles, for suitability and for synthesis within 

project. As discussed in Appendix 6B (p. 256), Eriksson's (2000) and the Open University (2014b) 

description of a V-model approach to design were considered, emphasising considerations of 

architecture and system environments at the requirements stage. While not applied to the design, 

this exploratory research may inform projects undertaken in the future. In all considered lifecycle 

cases, the primary motivation was a comprehensive exploration of the problem domain to drive the 
design.   

Challenges 

A challenge was in acting as both developer and client. The client is in fact a real organisation -they 

are also my employer. The problem is also genuine. However the risks of securing their actual 

resources were too high for the scope of this project. This made it difficult to manage the project in 
terms of feedback for output and timescales 

Phase
Content 

No
Task

Complete/ 

Drafted

✔ ✘

Milestone
Risk/

Value
Due Complete

N/A 0B Project log ✘

A 1.1 Define project title ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

A R | A | 1.2 Outline project background ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

A R | A | 1.3 Introduce client and business ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

A R | A | 1.4 Outline problem ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

A R | A | 1.5 Outline existing knowledge ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

A R | A | 1.6 Detail project lifecycle ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

A R | A | 1.7 Detail tasks, milestones and central activities ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

A R | A | 1.8 Review phase at close ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

A 1 Define Purpose of project ✔ M 1/5 FEB APR

A 1A Define goals of the project ✔ 1/5 FEB APR

A 1B Define project deliverables ✔ 1/5 FEB APR

A 1C Project tasks, milestones, activities ✔ 1/5 FEB APR

A 1D Create Kanban board (Trello) ✔ 1/5 FEB APR
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Phase B: Domain modelling, requirements and analysis 

Phase B activities consisted of domain modelling, analysis, requirements gathering and design. All 

planned activities and artefacts produced a design for various system components and a ready set of 
functional and non-functional requirements to inform the build process. 

This project is a requirement driven, software development project that follows principals learned 

through the study of TM354. Following the implicit waterfall method and employing techniques 

from industry experts such as Robertson’s Volere template was highly instructive in focusing a 

structure of activities and outputs toward an understanding the project context. Following waterfall 

allowed the consideration and inclusion of other approaches from experts. The intention was to 

explore different techniques to increase knowledge and understanding in this area but, ultimately, 

the goal was to gain a full and shared understanding of the problem space and develop a system 

specification informed by a strong, requirements driven process. 

Volere also led to a refinement of the goals and deliverables of the project. For example, from the 

outset, there was an intention that the requirements and project would be dominated by the needs 

of the client because there is a real-life, work-based application. For example, one initial objective 

was to investigate the possibility of building the application in a Microsoft programming language to 

suit the existing deployments of the client. However, I decided it would better serve the project to 

consolidate knowledge gained prior OU study. This element of the project changed to ensure 

development work went forward in a Java environment. 

Although mitigated by iterations, a negative consequence of a linear waterfall approach is that no 

practical implementation can proceed until a design has progressed sufficiently. In moving from 

design to considering architecture and deployment, an agile methodology was applied for the final 

development and implementation phases. It is anticipated this will support the rapid development 

of working software in small increments and will also be beneficial to broadening technical 

knowledge and experience by providing an opportunity to try out new techniques and technologies 
during this phase of the project. 
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Successes 

The domain analysis identified and refined the goals and content of the project to clear objectives 

that informed all remaining implementation activities. Useful and relevant entity orientated services 

were appropriated and orchestrated into a workflow (Pressman 2010), supporting a service-oriented 
architecture. 

I found much iteration between the stages, with each outcome iteratively informs another. The plan 

and organisation of the project was appropriate but only useful as a checklist. This could not capture 

B R | B | 2.1 Methodology and narrative ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.2 Domain modelling narrative ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.3 Analysis and requirements narrative ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.4 Detail artefacts produced ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.5 Detail resources used ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.6 Review phase at close ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B 2 Identify stakeholders ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2A Detail client ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2B Detail adjacent systems ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2C Detail system users ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2D Detail other stakeholders ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2E Stakeholders diagram ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2F Business activity diagrams ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2G Problem statement ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2H Noun extraction for candidate classes ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 3 Identify constraints ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 3.1 Solution constraints ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 4 Identify the scope of the work ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4A Identify the current situation of work ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4B Identify the context of the work ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4C Identify the partitions of the work ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4D Specify business use cases ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4E Data profile and identifiers ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4F Context diagrams ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4G Business event list ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4H Business use cases  and scenarios ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4I UML business use case diagram ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 5 Define Naming conventions and terminology ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 5A UML Class model ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 5B Business data dictionary ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 5C Business Patterns ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6 Identify the scope of the product ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6A Identify the product boundary ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6B Identify product use cases ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6C UML Product use case diagram ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6D Product use case table ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6E Sequence & communication diagrams ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6F State diagrams ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 7 Functional requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8 Non functional requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8A Look and feel requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8B Usabiliity and humanity requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8C Performance requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8D Operational and Environmental Requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8E Maintainability and Support Requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8F Security Requirements ✔ 1/3 MAR/APR JUN

B 8G Cultural Requirements ✔ 1/3 MAR/APR JUN

B 8H Compliance Requirements ✔ M 1/3 MAR/APR JUN
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ongoing refinements to outputs as the schedule progressed. Functional and non-functional 
requirements were continuously elicited and properly documented. 

The plan allocated time for free study, for the application of research materials relevant to the 

project stages, for example on UML techniques. This increased knowledge and skills and lead to 

comparative approaches to the solution. This in turn influenced the anticipated activities and 
artefacts.  

A rigorous risk management system prioritised development steps, refined as required functionality 

emerged. Boehm's Spiral (1988) highlights the importance of risk-driven models, especially when 

developing large software systems or systems where the developers have little experience of the 

problem domain. Leffingwell (2011) describes a WSJF (weighted shortest job first) approach that 

uses a ‘Feature Prioritization Evaluation Matrix’ to evaluate the scheduling order per user value, 

time value and risk reduction value.   

For this project, it was sufficient that a simple risk/value score informed development efforts and 
focus. Low/Risk items were undertaken first and scores will be assigned as follows: 

 Project risk (from 1 to 5) 

 Project value (from 1 to 5) 

So, an item given a value of 3/5 has a Risk score of 3 and a Value score of 5. The following matrix was 
designed to help decide the design order of items in the schedule. 

 

Figure 6-2 Risk/Value Matrix designed for the project, outlining the order in which evaluated items should be undertaken 

The design milestones also included a review of risks to completion against the state of the project 
outcomes and objectives: 

 Tutor feedback activities 

 project log 

 project goals 

 project deliverables 

 project tasks, milestones, activities 

A the close of this phase, risks to the project became bound to discovered requirements for phase C 

implementation. To mitigate risks requirements that existed in different forms, e.g. snow cards, use 

cases, scenarios, were comprehensively documented and prioritised per MoSCoW per activities in 
the project plan. 

2 1

Risk = high Risk = low

4 3

Value = high

Value = low
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Challenges 

The module and design outcomes have encouraged me to refresh and utilise knowledge and skills 

gained from prior open university study. It has been challenging and rewarding to realise how the 

component parts of my education can be used in communicating and visualising an effective 

solution to a product. However, the focus of the module should be toward TM354 materials. I have 

had to be careful not to become too drawn by other components of the system, although they 

necessarily became functional outputs of the final project, to serve the requirements. This had a 
greater impact on the project plan than originally conceived. 

The project looked at architecture much later than originally planned. This activity  radically 

transformed the nature of the design work captured, and my perception of what I was undertaking. 

Decisions on implementation, by which I mean exactly the architectural layers and technologies 

correspond to the design, enabled me to map and refine the project activities around what would 

become the build stage. The models were no longer abstract representations of a problem, but a 

blueprint as to what I would be building. The scenarios and requirements illuminated entities, 

methods, attributes and classes to be implemented. I was struck by the importance of the modelling 

process, and the function of languages such as UML; the essence of the structure of both problem 

and solution can be fully explored before implementation considerations, but also subject to an 

ongoing refinement. 

Phase C 
The build and testing phases practically implement the design in code, producing a working 

prototype that encapsulates the deliverables and design elements. This section applies knowledge 

gained through the study of object orientated Java programming  (Open University 2014), Web 

technologies (The Open University 2014) and Algorithms, data structures and computability (Open 

University 2015) to assist the quality of the final output. Additional training opportunities were 
undertaken to increase resources for the project. 

The design was implement through an XP Agile approach, using small steps to contain the 

complexity. XP was chosen as Scrum/XP variants are presently the most in use by design teams 

Leffingwell (2011). Scrum’s focus on timeboxed iterations is appropriate for a ‘design team’ of a 

single individual. Requirements already captured as use cases and scenarios transform into user 

stories. Through the previous architectural design focus, work fell naturally into partitions as self -
contained units across the layers. 

Explanation of the process outlined is as follows: 

 User stories: Initial requirements already captured as use cases and scenarios transform into 

user stories.   

 Release planning: The business partitioning from in Phase A can help break the work into 

releases of functionality. Releases will be carefully planned and will be subject to version 

control (VC) techniques. User stories can be prioritised and assessed for risk and value and 

grouped into releases (development cycles). 

 Iterations elicit further requirements and scenarios which are broken down into user stories, 

which continue the next development and release cycle. Components are subject to 

acceptance testing by developers and clients. 

 Releases are small units of functionality. 
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Figure 6-3 Extreme Programming (XP) project, adapted from Leffingwell (2011) 

 

This phase used version control software, supporting the development process and the release 

cycles. The Open University (2014b) introduced the central features of version control systems 

through a local instance of an SVN repository accessed through the TortoiseSVN client application. 

This training provided an overview of basic procedures and techniques for a single developer who 
wants to apply version control to help manage their applications.  

The Git version control system was ultimately selected. The Git system is distributed, meaning every 

developer working on a repository has a complete record of the project and all changes, not just 

recent changes (Bell & Beer 2014). 

GitHub is a website that acts as centralised storage for Git repositories. Many developers publish 

projects openly through GitHub, enabling reusability, attribution and collaboration. The advantages 
of Git for use in this project are: 

 The development lifecycle can be modelled within the versioning software. 

 The publication of working increments of software that are traceable back to requirements, 

user stories, use cases and scenarios 

 The publication of software as ‘releases’ 

 Open source publication means that clients with similar requirements may be able to adapt 

or reuse software artefacts 

 Evidence of training exercises can be similarly versioned 
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Figure 6-4 Adapted from Open University (2014b) – Version control repository timeline for tagging 

 

The main development takes place in the ‘trunk’ – in Git this is referred to as the ‘Master branch’. 

Code revisions are committed as versions by Log. Software versions are tagged for release. Software 
might have many different versions from updates to the software or device specific versions. 

Branches of development, for example for working on specific functionality or the distribution of 

work across a team, can be executed concurrently and reintegrated into the trunk as software 

versions are released. The following diagram outlines how user stories or functionality might be 

developed as ‘chunks’ of software in an Agile lifecycle that can be later reintegrated into the trunk 

for software releases. 

 

Figure 6-5 Adapted from Open University (2014b) – Version control repository timeline for branching with Agile 
development lifecycle 

The project adopted elements from Kanban method to support the lifecycle, so named for the 

esteemed Toyota car manufacturing process. Kanban is based on lean principles. The approach has 

very few restrictions compared even with say, Scrum, which assigns roles and timeboxes 
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development cycles. I felt the Kanban toolkit, may provide greater clarity to stakeholders during the 
design process. To my tutor as the project overseer but especially to myself as the developer. 

A project Kanban board adopting the lifecycle outlined within Phase C manages the WIPs, which are 

the user stories (requirements) identified. Utilising the Trello service (Trello Inc 2017) to implement a 

digital, functioning Kanban board, user stories are identified as cards, and categorised for 
development and release. 

Coloured labels act as traffic lights to show which architectural section applies to the requirement.  

 

 

Figure 6-6 Screenshot from Trello showing the full Kanban board supporting the development and release of user stories as 
functioning components 
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Successes 

The XP methodology increased the rapidity of requirements capture and therefore increased the 

delivery of software increments and functionality. Phase B’s business partitioning and architecture 
work informed the release of functionality 

The use of VC managed chunks of development for the java component. Within each architectural 

layer, user stories informed the basis of development across the classes and between packages and 
interfaces. Development branches were merged into the main trunk.  

Coding activities influenced the design process. Previous models required adaption for 

implementation, particularly in the context of specific technologies like Hibernate and JAXB. This 

lead to implementation of the factory design pattern (Gamma 1995). 

The project planned in development activities with identified resources. I took training to help me 

deploy the LAMP stack but also built on studies from the ‘Technologies in Practice’ module (Open 

University 2016). I am gaining experience and confidence in accessing systems remotely and getting 

to grips with console command functions to Linux operating systems. 

I took a short training course that gave an overview of the various Java IDEs avail able (Fisher 2016), 

particularly considering choosing between Eclipse and Netbeans. I decided to continue with 

Netbeans to build on my experience with this IDE, however I noted that Eclipse has some useful 

features such as integration with the google cloud platform for deployment. I refreshed training 

available from the TM354 course (Walker 2015). I am confident in my abilities to create and work 

with projects, compile projects and create Java Archive files, that will be ported to the runtime 

environment on the server. I can add JARs and libraries to the project and to work with packages. 

Given the use of adjacent systems in the project I considered the use of listeners to trigger work 
events 
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Supporting the project approach to test driven development, I took a short training course in JUnit 

testing (Fisher 2016) to build on knowledge gained through TM354. JUnit is free open source 

framework that helps automate the process of testing. It can perform; Individual unit tests, Group 

series of unit tests into a suite. I was particularly interested in Basic unit, Exception handling and 

Parameterized tests. This is built into the build process, with a suite of tests built every class and 
method. 

Supporting development in Java 7, I undertook a refresher training (Robichaux 2016). Outputs from 

the project created a command line application that searches text files using regular expressions, 

storing the results in an array and searching and retrieving files from a directory. The course also 
covered creating a CL application to access a database (derby) through JCDB.  

From this learning, I can recognise in my design a range of styles; layered, data-centric, data-flow, 

client-server 

Supporting the data transfer functionality of the project, I took a course in XML and XSD (W3 Schools 
2017). 

 

Challenges 

Agile methodologies appear particularly useful when applied within a team of developers. For any 

project, a team of developers might hold many different specialisms, and a shared lifecycle creates a 

cohesive working pattern most conducive to design work. As a single developer, I found it interested 

to consider an execution plan in these terms. Unfortunately, however, in these circumstances the 

proposed lifecycle was far less formal but also much less relevant than undertaking group 

development. 

Certain architectural layers were not suitable for VC, such as the database development. VC was not 

used in developing the PHP page because of its straightforwardness. It was also challenging working 

between the live and development environments and there was simply no time to develop the 

necessary experience for an effective process between the two settings.  

I found the Kanban a useful. However, this was again found more suited to team development work. 

In this project, there are no other human resources available to increase development throughput, 

although the observed bottlenecks in the process did practically inform areas for training and 

research. 

As an inexperienced developer, one challenge for me was identifying and setting the constraints of 

the build that will guide the final product. In a real-life scenario, many of these constraints may be 

elicited from the client such as servers they manage, or hosting in specific territories, or preferences 

for software or costs. To ensure that a suitable deployment solution could be met to satisfy the 

requirements of the assignment, I chose a cloud hosting solution and technologies in line with 

training and knowledge gained from my open university studies. Once these parameters were in 

place, it was much easier to map design requirements to the build process. I spent much time 

considering the benefits of deployments between the two leading cloud providers Google and 

Amazon, ultimately selecting the former. I selected Google because I could rapidly deploy a LAMP 

server, but I can also have more control, such as the ability to install Java software on the server. The 
uncertainty over solution restraints slowed down the build process. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 2 
Problem statement 

Part 1: The work and transferring data between adjacent business systems 

The business is a University administrative department that provides Open Access publishing 

services to researchers and academics. One focus of the problem is the ‘Open Access Funding 

Service’ (OAFS). Many academic publishers require payment to publish a paper as ‘Open Access’.  

The OAFS service accepts funding requests from users, and grant them if they meet funding criteria. 

The criteria comprise a series of business rules, manually checked by a trained administrator. If the 
request is approved the OAFS then makes payment on behalf of the author.  

The OAFS reduced the complexity for authors in accessing services for open access publishing. For 

authors to request funds, they need only to enter a single field in the Symplectic system. 

The workflow is based on two ideas: 

 Ask authors for the minimum information required (article title, journal title, grant).  

 Offer authors a single publications workflow that covers green and gold OA as well 
information necessary for reporting. 

The frontend for this workflow is Symplectic Elements, and adjacent system used by academics to  

manage information about their scholarly outputs. There are over 1000 academics at the University 

who use this system, the data it holds is dynamic and transactional and takes feeds from useful 

scholarly data sources. 

Our administrators, who handle the payments process, use a separate system – JISC Monitor – to 

manage the request until payment made. This system is a database that records many of the same 

data items as Symplectic – publications, grants, users – but crucially also records cost items against 

this data. There is a workflow and range of cost and financial processes that the system has been 
especially designed to serve. 

Both systems have a broader scope that is not relevant to this statement, but they are both the most 

appropriate systems for the work they provide, offering different functionality. It should be noted 

that the data domain (bibliographic metadata, grant information, research information) they 
manage is very similar. 

On acceptance for publication, authors add minimal article metadata and the manuscript to 

Elements, link the article to relevant grants and if they want the College to pay an open access 

charge, they simply tick a box. See below a screenshot of the information required from authors. 

Also, they link the output to relevant grants. This information later allows the OAFS to charge costs 
for open access publishing to the right budget. 
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Figure 2-5 A screenshot of the Symplectic Elements adjacent system, showing the form that is completed by academic users 

in entering a publication and requesting funding 
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If payment is requested, the problem is that data is not automatically transferred to JISC Monitor. 

This means administrators first spend a significant amount of time copying similar data between 
Symplectic Elements and JISC Monitor. This is time-consuming and fraught with errors. 

 

Figure 2-6 A screenshot from the JISC monitor adjacent system, that shows the publication and the status that are applied 
in accepting or rejecting a funding request. 

There is no feedback to administrators when data is updated or changed in Symplectic Elements. 

This means data between the systems quickly goes out of alignment. 

Symplectic is a practical service access point for researchers. What we need is to design a system to 

interface with JISC Monitor so we can speed up processes and increase the accuracy of reporting in 
both system. 

Part 2: Advising authors on the status of requests and on open access publishing 

JISC Monitor is a private, administrative database not accessible to academics. Therefore, there is no 

opportunity for direct feedback regarding a request status or payment instructions for authors, or 

other open access information. Presently, any feedback to academics is done through email, which is 

highly time consuming and inaccurate. This data is held in the JISC Monitor system. The total 

timeframe from request to payment can take up to two months, although it is usually much sooner. 

Presently, any feedback to academics is done through email, which is highly time consuming and 

inaccurate. 

The service must also provide feedback to researchers as a payment moves through the workflow in 

JISC Monitor. Currently, it is done manually by administrators, which is very time-consuming and 
fraught with errors.  

We also frequently get asked for advice on journal serial publishing policies for open access. 
Questions we get asked include: 

- Am I allowed to go for open access with this publisher? 

- Is my paper open access? 
- What is the status of my funding request? 
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Any journal article in Symplectic (identified by system request number) will at any time exhibit the 

following status. These can be identified on publication using RESTful web services outlined in 
Appendix 3.1.1 C 

 

 

  Open Access status Scenario 
1 Gold 

(published) 

 

The paper is published. An APC has been 
paid 

2 Green 
(published) 

 

The paper is published. A version of the 
paper is deposited in a repository system 

3 Gold (OAFS 
in process) 

 

APC funds available from Brunel University 

4 Closed 
access 

 

The paper is not open access, but the author 
has an open access option available from the 
publisher 

5 Closed 
access 

 

The paper is not open access, and the author 
does not have an open access option 
available from the publisher 
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Appendix 3A 

Considering working meetings between client and stakeholders 

For the project to be successful, it is essential that all stakeholders can contribute to the project. 

Because the stakeholders cover a range of roles across and outside the organisation, I designed a 
lightweight approach to meetings. 

This approach is illustrated in the following case, meetings with the OAFS Administrator. The aim of 

the meetings is to develop and refine design artefacts to enable a shared understanding of the 

problem domain: 

 The developer/client oversees the meetings.  

 Input 1 is a stakeholder; in the diagram case, the OAFS Administrator 

 Input 2 is the relevant OAFS Business processes and documentation, which can be referred 
to by the Client, who will ultimately accept the outputs of the activities.  

Design outputs will be cascaded down to stakeholders for feedback. Feedback and outputs will 
ultimately be accepted/rejected by the client. 

This approach for meeting stakeholders minimises the need for large meetings of all stakeholders. 

This is a challenge when employing Agile delivery methods like Scrum /XP, which requires regular 
engagement with the parties concerned, ideally on a weekly or monthly basis. 

 

 

This method means there is a greater frequency of meetings. However, it increases the availability of 

the interested parties and provides opportunities for all stakeholders to provide input into the 
process. 
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Appendix 4A 

Project copyrights and data permissions within project 
 

Permission was granted by the author to make appropriate use of Volere framework for academic 

purposes (Robertson & Robertson 2016) 

Data used from REST service ‘oaDoi’ (Impact story 2016) licenses data for use by any service, free of 
charge and so reuse is in full copyright compliance within the project 

Data used from REST service ‘Sherpa REF’ (JISC 2017b) information is available under a Creative 

Commons Attribution-Non-commercial-Share Alike license and so reuse is in full copyright 
compliance within the project 

Data used from REST service ‘Sherpa REF’ (JISC 2017b) information is available under a Creative 

Commons Attribution-Non-commercial-Share Alike license and so reuse is in full copyright 
compliance within the project 

Data used from REST service ‘DOAJ’ (Directory of ‘Open Access’ Journals 2017) is available under a 

Creative Commons Attribution--Share Alike license and so reuse is in full copyright compliance 

within the project 

Example Publication and author data used in the project was agreed by a representative of the 
client, Brunel University London and so is in full copyright compliance within the project 
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Appendix 4B 

Glossary of All Terms, Including Acronyms through Noun extraction 

The glossary includes relevant terms available from ‘The  Open Research Glossary’ (Tennant & 

Mounce 2015) defines several terms that are pertinent to the scope and activities of this project. 

Available for community reuse under a Creative Commons CC-0 license, the list below contains 
replication of the most appropriate and other terms within the scope of the project 

A noun extraction exercise from business documentation and interviews also revealed further 

semantic terminology in the business language. The Open University (2015) classifies candidate 
classes as follows: 

 tangible objects – the physical things in the domain 

 roles – the roles played by people in the domain 

 business transactions – the activities, episodes and interactions 

 organisational units – the groups to which people belong 

Hans-Erik Eriksson & Penker (2000) observe other object technologies that might be inferred by the 
client. Some of these were considered to assist with class modelling in later design activities. 

 Attribute – quality or property of a ‘person or thing’. 

 Operation – act performed or transaction in the way of business 

Open research dictionary terms: 

RESTful web service A online web service that may be queried by URL and provides data 

sent over the http protocol. Typically, this might be in XML or JSON 

format 

Open Access (OA) making peer-reviewed scholarly manuscripts freely available via the 

Internet, permitting any user to read, download, copy, distribute, print, 
search, or link to the full text of these articles 

Article Processing 

Charge (APC) 

A fee charged to the author, creator, or institution to cover the cost of 

an article, rather than charging the potential reader of the article. APCs 

may apply to both commercial and ‘Open Access’ publications. APCs are 

sometimes charged to authors to cover the cost of publishing and 

disseminating an article in an ‘Open Access’ scholarly journal 

Repository (article) An archive to deposit manuscripts. These can be personal, institutional, 

on websites such as ResearchGate or Academia.edu, or subject-based 
such as arXiv. 

Repository (software) A collection of files managed with version control software (e.g., bzr, 

hg, git, csv, svn, etc.). Can be hosted by third-party (e.g., github, 
bitbucket, sourceforge), by an institution, or self-hosted locally. 

Institutional Repository  An online database designed to collect the intellectual output of a 

institution or university, including digital collections such as electronic 

theses and dissertations (ETDs), pre-prints, or faculty scholarship, and 

presents associated metadata regarding these items. (Source) 
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Paywall Restriction via a financial barrier to research, often implemented by 

legacy publishers. Can be removed by personal or institutional 
subscription.  

Publishing To make a research output available to the public. Commonly refers to 

the release of works by publishers, irrespective of whether public 
access is granted or not. 

Publisher Publisher - a company whose purpose is to make the outputs of 
research publicly available. 

Open access publisher A publisher that publishes all research articles as ‘Open Access’ articles. 

Most legacy publishers have options to make journals at least partially 
open access. 

Toll access whereby a fee is required to pass a paywall to access research. 

Commercial publisher a publisher that historically has operated on a paywall -based business 
model. 

Digital Object Identifier 
(DOI)  

a unique text string that is used to identify digital objects such as 
journal articles or open source software releases. 

SHERPA-RoMEO Securing a Hybrid Environment for Research Preservation and Access - 

Rights of MEtadata for Open archiving (SHERPA-RoMEO) - a tool to 
check what the self-archiving policies for individual journals are 

Directory of ‘Open 
Access’ Journals (DOAJ) 

a directory indexing ‘Open Access’ peer-reviewed journals 

Symplectic A world-leading products and services company specialised in research 

information management. Their flagship system Elements, is used by a 
number of the world’s research institution 

ISSN An International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) is an eight-digit serial 

number used to identify a serial publication uniquely. The ISSN is 

particularly useful in distinguishing between serials with the same title 

JISC Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) - A UK educational charity, 

formerly the of HEFCE but now independent. Provides expertise to 

universities, colleges and cultural institutions on the use of technology 

to support research, including publication models, repositories, 

licensing, and infrastructure. One product built for institutions is JISC 
Monitor 

Noun extraction and semantic analysis: 

Final name Semantic Name/s Classification In scope of OAFS 

work? Description 

OAFS OAFS (Open access funding 
service) 

Business transaction, 

also the name of the 
organisational unit 

Yes, an OAFS class 

might be within the 

scope, depending on 
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design pattern 
selection 

 

Grant Grant  Tangible, data entity to 

be shared between 

systems 

 

Yes, data entity in the 

Symplectic Elements 

and JISC monitor 
systems 

Status request status  Attribute/operation. 

The status of a request 

might be encapsulated 

within an object, or 

derivable through a 
method 

Yes, request status is 

data that comes from 

JISC monitor that 

indicates how an 

OAFS request is 
progressing 

Symplectic 
elements 

Symplectic elements  Role Yes, adjacent system 

author Users, authors, academics Tangible, data entity to 

be shared between 
systems 

 

 

Yes, entity in the 

Symplectic Elements 

and JISC monitor 
systems. 

Academics Academics, Users role because academics 

seek feedback on the 

status of OAFS requests 

Academics are 

individual users of the 

system who require 
feedback on OAFS 

Output publications (output), article 

title, output, bibliographic 

metadata, data domain, data 

items, journal title, minimal 

article metadata, Research 

output 

Tangible, data entity to 

be shared between 

systems 

 

Yes, entity in the 

Symplectic Elements 

and JISC monitor 
systems. 

Open access ‘Open Access’, oa  Tangible, data entity to 

be shared between 
systems 

 

Yes 

Feedback Feedback Business transaction Yes, feedback is 

provided by 

administrators to 

users of the system. A 

class might perform 
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some similar function 

JISC monitor JISC monitor Role Yes, adjacent system 

For completeness, other nouns identified are listed below. Although relevant to the business, 
these have been classified as outside the scope of the project work 

payment, payment instructions, payment process, payments process, purchase order number  

academic publishers  

charge costs  

clear objective  

correct budget  

electronic invoice  
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Appendix 4C 

Activity Diagram – Academic requesting funds from the OAFS service 

 

 

Figure 0-1 Activity Diagram – Academic requesting funds from the OAFS service 
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Activity Diagram – Administrator entering a new OAFS entity into JISC Monitor 

 

Figure 0-2 Activity Diagram – Administrator entering a new OAFS entity into JISC Monitor 

A OAFS data entity may be: 

- A journal article 

- Grant details 
- Author details 
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Activity Diagram – Administrator updating an OAFS entity that already exists in JISC Monitor 

 

Figure 0-3 Activity Diagram – Administrator updating an OAFS entity that already exists in JISC Monitor 

A OAFS data entity may be: 

- A journal article 

- Grant details 
- Author details 
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Activity Diagram – Administrator providing feedback to academic on OAFS entities through 

external web services 
This business diagram shows the use of web services to feedback information to the academic on 
data in the OAFS domain – ‘Open Access’ publishing and funding request statuses 

  Open access status Scenario 
1 Gold 

(published) 

 

The paper is published. An APC has been 
paid 

2 Green 
(published) 

 

The paper is published. A version of the 
paper is deposited in a repository system 

3 Gold (OAFS 
in process) 

 

APC funds available from Brunel University 
and this is being processed in JISC Monitor 

4 Closed 
access 

 

The paper is not open access, but the author 
has an ‘Open Access’ option available from 
the publisher 

5 Closed 
access 

 

The paper is not open access, and the author 
does not have an ‘Open Access’ option 
available from the publisher 

 

If the user is searching for a prospective journal title by ISSN: 

 

Figure 0-4 Activity diagram: user searching for a prospective journal title by ISSN 
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* For clarity activities, such as “search the DOAJ REST API” have been omitted, the branding indicates 
a search is made to the REST API by the available input 

** The classifications of the results are also included for traceability 

If the user is searching for a published journal article by DOI: 

 

 

Figure 0-5 Activity diagram: user searching for a published journal article by DOI 

* For clarity activities such as “search the DOAJ REST API” have been omitted, the branding indicates 
a search is made to the REST API by the available input 

** The classifications of the results are also included for traceability 
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Appendix 4D 

Primary Adjacent System: Symplectic 

Below shows a Screenshot from the Symplectic system. The system is used by the institution's 

academics to enter details of their research publications. The system is a locally hosted private 
database and application. 

The screen below shows the publication list of David Walters. The list comprises publications he has 
entered on the system. 

 

Figure 0-6 A screenshot of the “My publications” screen from Symplectic 

 

Academics request access to the OAPF service through Symplectic 

When entering the details of a research article, any author of the paper may select “Yes” at the 

customised field “Do you want to apply for APC funding”.  

 

 

Figure 0-7 A screenshot showing how academics indicate they would like to request funding when entering a publication 

An administrator runs a report each week. Each funding request marked “Yes” is manually recorded 
in the JISC monitor system and so begins the business processes associated with this service. 
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Secondary Adjacent System: JISC Monitor 

JISC Monitor is a shared, cloud-hosted service that enables institutions to record data relating to the 

publication of ‘Open Access’ outputs by their academics. Monitor allows an institution a single, 

centralised point to record APC expenditure, as well as policy and funder compliance. Monitor helps 

institutions put together reports for ‘Open Access’ costs and funder policy compliance (JISC 2016). 

Administrators manually process requests for funding through Monitor. Once an application is 
received, the details for each article are manually entered in Monitor by Administrators. 

 

Figure 0-8 Screenshot from JISC Monitor 

From here administrators enter data the pertain to the request. They: 

 Enter the article and relate grant details under the “general” and “publications” tabs  

 Enter author details. 

 Enter invoice details (when received) 

 Enter cost and reconciliation data when the University finance department has made 
payment 

Administrators feedback manually to academics throughout the process via email. For example: 

 They advise the success of their application 

 They provide instructions on how academics should make an order with the publisher, e.g. 

secure an invoice. 

 They provide Confirmation that a payment has been made 

 They confirm that the paper has been published as ‘Open Access’ 

JISC systems record data that pertain to this workflow and the state of a request. 

Administrators must enhance data manually. Examples include: 

1) Dates of publication, when available 

2) Changes to article title during production 

3) Other publication metadata like DOIs, when available 

4) Open access information, when available 
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Appendix 4E 

Adjacent Systems: RESTful web services that provide data on ‘Open Access’ publishing  

In scholarly publishing, there exists several web services and applications for the research 

community (Bosman & Kramer 2015). Typically, these comprise a public website interface and a 

free-to-use RESTful web service. Often used for research purposes, they have a broad range of 
application. 

Some examples that are relevant to the project are ‘Lantern’ and ‘OADoi’. These are both services 

that aggregate data from lots of different scholarly sources. In the OAFS service, they are used by 

administrators to enhance publications metadata with information about ‘Open Access’. Currently, 

insights from these tools are manually entered into the JISC Monitor database by administrators but 
using the services public web interfaces. 

In the project, oaDOI service was implemented for the Java application 

In the project, the DOAJ, Sherpa REF/Sherpa RoMEO and oaDOI service were considered for 

implementation in the PHP application. 

Typically, the inputs for these services are either DOIs and ISSNs.  

A description of the services is available below. 

 

 

 

(Cottage Labs 2015) 

Lantern provides ‘Open Access’ compliance 

measures to help users meet institutional, 
funder and government mandates. 

Users can search for one article by DOI, 

PubMed ID, or PubMedCentral ID, or upload a 
list in a CSV file. 

The service provides information like the 

publisher's re-use licence, whether it is in a 

repository (and which ones), its status in 

EuropePMC, embargo and self-archiving 
policies, as well as related grant information. 

 

 

(CORE 2016) 

This is an aggregation service of ‘Open Access’ 

research papers. It holds 5 million documents. 
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(Hayes 2016) 

 

 

This service works similarly to Lantern, but has 

different coverage. One service used by OaDOI 

that is not used by Lantern is BASE (Bielefeld 

University 2017). BASE provides more than 

100 million documents from more than 4,000 

sources. 

 

(JISC 2017a) 

 

(JISC 2017b) 

 

Sherpa REF and Sherpa Romeo hold publisher 

permission data relating to journal titles for 
green open access. 

 

(Directory of ‘Open Access’ Journals 2017) 

The Directory of ‘Open Access’ journals hold 

data on fully ‘Open Access’ journal serial titles 
for gold open access 
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Appendix 4F 

Git Version control through Netbeans 

To test the versioned development process outlined in section 1.6 a private Git repository on GitHub 

was instantiated called ‘tm470-xml-file-conversion’ 

Following the ‘Using Git Support in NetBeans IDE’ documentation (Anon n.d.), the empty repository 

was cloned in a Netbeans project. There is only one ‘master’ branch available at this stage and a 
local directory hosts the repository clone. 

 

Figure 4-43 Connecting a git repository through Netbeans 

 Netbeans prompts the creation of a new project. I created a new test project called ‘OAFS’. 

 

 

The project and folder structure are now available. The green highlighted text shows that the 
OAFS.java file (created by default) has been added to the cloned repository.  
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1st ever commit of all files to the master branch 
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File history shows commits 

 

 

Pending commits can be seen i.e.: 

 

 

Creating a branch 
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Created a branch called User_story_1. This incorporated the existing files. I created a new file  

This allows me to have a branch of development that partitions the development work. It could be 
that I approach it wi 

 

 

 

Fetching/Pulling/Pushing to GitHub 

Push to upstream: 
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Only the last commits are pushed up. 

 

Tagging: So after merging user story 1 into master. I created a tag.  
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Helpfully indicates whether the local copy is “in sync” or “ahead of” the remote repository. 
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Wiki 
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Appendix 4G 

Deploying web pages on google app engine 
 

Setting Up LAMP on Compute Engine (Travis 2017) 

https://cloud.google.com/community/tutorials/setting-up-lamp 

 

Create a virtual machine instance. 

This automatically set up and deployed a LAMP stack 

Connect to your instance using SSH. 

 

Using the Google Cloud Shell, the above command creates SSH keys saved to my local machine and 

connects remotely to the Linux instance. On the Linux server, a directory that matches the name of 
my computer ‘walte’ was created in the ‘home’ directory. 

Transfer files. 

Using WinSCP, as recommended by google, I could connect through SCP protocol (secure copy). I can 
copy files to the ‘walte’ folder. 
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With files successfully transferred to the server, I am then able to move them to the Apache server 
/www/html folder to be served to clients. 
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To check that PHP has installed correctly on the server, I created a simple PHP hello world file and 
deployed it to the web server: 

<html> 

 <head> 

  <title>PHP Test</title> 

 </head> 

 <body> 

 <?php echo '<p>Hello World</p>'; ?>  
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 </body> 

</html> 

Going to the URI http://35.189.229.97/phptest.php, which is the public IP and file location, the page 
returned successfully: 

 

  

http://35.189.229.97/phptest.php
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Appendix 4H 

Business/Product use cases and Scenarios 

Data flow notation style (Robertson & Robertson 2013). Once defined, the scenarios help (Alexander 

& Stevens 2002a) determine many functional requirements for the system 

 

Figure 0-9 BUC 1: New OAFS entity Data flow diagram 

A = Alternative case, E = Exception case. 

BUC 1: New OAFS entity 
BUC Trigger: Administrator actions use case. 

BUC Active Stakeholders: Administrator (trigger), Symplectic Elements, JISC Monitor 

Preconditions:  

 Symplectic Elements is live.  

 JISC Monitor is live.  

 Data from adjacent systems is restricted to that eligible within the scope of OAFS data 

(outputs, or grants, or authors) 

 

1. Get record/s from the adjacent system 

E1. Symplectic is unavailable 

2. Record identifying OAFS information. Example if it is a journal article:  (Symplectic ID, output 

title, host journal title, DOI, request intention) and academic information (name, email address) 

2.1. Data is entered on a spreadsheet 

3. Send OAFS/s to JISC Monitor 

E2. JISC Monitor is unavailable 
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Outcome: A new OAFS entity has been identified, recorded and transferred to JISC Monitor. If the 
entity is a journal article, the corresponding academic is notified 

Constraints/Business rules 

 An academic should be notified within 5 working days that a request has been received 

What if’s: 

 The academic has indicated a OAFS, but then changes their mind. This scenario does not 

affect the use case. Once a request is in JISC Monitor administrative staff can follow 

workflows pertaining to requests including if a request is later retracted. 

 A grant is not transferred to JISC Monitor and so is unavailable when administrators are 

processing requests in this system. This scenario lies outside this system’s scope but does 

not affect the use case. Grants not yet available in Monitor can be easily added into the 

system if required. This would be rare because Grants persist over many years and typically 

many months before publications arise from a grant. 

--------------  

 

 

Figure 0-10 BUC 2: Update OAFS entity Data flow diagram 

BUC 2: Update OAFS entity 

Trigger: Administrator actions use case. 

Active Stakeholders: Administrator (trigger), Symplectic Elements, JISC Monitor 

Preconditions:  

 Symplectic Elements is live.  

 JISC Monitor is live.  

 

1. Get record/s from the Symplectic system 

1.1. Check the record/s is an existing OAFS request 
1.2. Check the data in the record has changed 
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E1. Symplectic is unavailable 

A1. The data has not changed. End transaction. 

2. Update Recorded identifying OAFS information (Symplectic ID, output title, host journal title, 

DOI, request intention) and academic information (name, email address) 

2.1. Update Data entered on a spreadsheet 

3. Send OAFS/s to JISC Monitor 

E2. JISC Monitor is unavailable 

Outcome: An existing OAFS has been identified with changed data. This is recorded and transferred 
to JISC Monitor. 

Constraints/Business rules 

 The data may be updated monthly 

 Symplectic only allows retrieval of records that conform to business rules – outputs eligible 
for OAFS requests, or grants, or authors. 

What if’s: 

 None 

 

BUC 3: OAFS status 
Trigger: Academic actions use case. 

Active Stakeholders: Administrator (trigger), Symplectic Elements, JISC Monitor, Web services 
(oadoi, Sherpa ref, doaj, Sherpa Romeo) 

Preconditions:  

 Symplectic Elements is live.  

 JISC Monitor is live.  

 Symplectic only allows retrieval of records that conform to business rules – outputs eligible 

for OAFS requests, or grants, or authors. 

 

1. Get record/s from the Symplectic system 

1.1. Check the record/s is an existing OAFS request 
1.2. Check the data in the record has changed 

E1. Symplectic is unavailable 

A1. The data has not changed. End transaction. 

2. Get record/s from the JISC Monitor system 

E2. JISC Monitor is unavailable 

3. Get records from ‘Open Access’ REST data sources, e.g. oadoi, Sherpa ref, doaj, Sherpa Romeo, 

4. Email requested data to academic 
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Outcome: Academic receives feedback pertaining to a journal article or serial recorded in the 
Symplectic or JISC monitor systems, supplemented with ‘Open Access’ data from REST services  

Constraints/Business rules 

 Some data may be updated monthly 

What if’s: 

 None 

------------  

 

Figure 0-11 BUC 3: OAFS status Data flow diagram 

BUC 5: Update OA 
Trigger: Administrator actions use case. 

Active Stakeholders: Administrator (trigger), Web service, JISC Monitor 

Preconditions:  

 The web service is available 

 Symplectic only allows retrieval of records that conform to business rules – outputs eligible 

for OAFS requests 

 

1. Get record/s 
1.1. Check the record/s has a digital object identifier (DOI), or other required identifier 

A1. Identifier unavailable – end BUC 

A2. ‘Open Access’ data has already been secured – end BUC 
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2. Get ‘Open Access’ data from web service from identifying OAFS information (DOI) 

E1. Web service is unavailable 

A3. No ‘Open Access’ data is available – end BUC 

3. Record ‘Open Access’ data 

A4. Send OAFS/s to JISC Monitor 

E2. JISC Monitor is unavailable 

Outcome: ‘Open Access’ data relating to an OAFS request is identified, recorded and transferred to 
JISC Monitor. 

Constraints/Business rules 

 The data may be updated monthly 

 If no ‘Open Access’ data is available, data should be checked up to 2 years after the 
publication date. 

What if’s: 

 None 

 

--------------- 
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PUC 1 & PUC 2: New OAFS entity | Update OAFS entity <<extends>> 

PUC Trigger: CRON job on server activates OAFS system. On initialisation the program checks a 

designated directory for new XML data to process. The Java program has a main method() that takes 

an argument to run the correct program and parameters. 

PUC Active Stakeholders: OAFS system 

Preconditions:  

 XML data has been sent to a specified directory on the server 

 XML data is valid against a schema 

 Valid XML/Schema has predetermined a Java properties file that contains information about 

the database connection, table mappings etc, the subtype of OAFS object.  

 

1. Product reads XML OAFS data into a DOM 

2. Product instances a cache class to store OAFS objects 

3. For each data item in the DOM 

a. Product marshalls DOM XML data into an object of the correct subclass 

b. Product checks the state/value of the object (new data, updated data, unchanged 

data?) 

c. Product adds new object to cache 

 
4. Product inserts new data entities to the correct database table  

E1. Database is unavailable 

A1. Terminate 

5. Product updates existing/changed objects in database table 

E2. Database is unavailable 

A2. Terminate 

6. Product move/deletes processed XML file from directory 

E3. XML file or directory is unavailable 

 A4. Terminate 

Outcome: 

 A collection of new OAFS entities has been identified and recorded and transferred to JISC 

Monitor.  

 A collection of updated OAFS entities has been identified and recorded and transferred to 
JISC Monitor. 

Constraints/Business rules 

 Data must be sent securely by FTP to the correct directory on the server by the client 
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What if’s: 

 The academic has indicated a OAFS, but then changes their mind. This scenario does not 

affect the use case. Once a request is in JISC Monitor administrative staff can follow 
workflows pertaining to requests including if a request is later retracted. 

Key development differences: 

 This use case is concerned only with the capture and storage of data. Another PUC deals 
with the sending data to the JISC monitor system 

 

 

--------------- 

PUC 3: OAFS status 
Trigger: Academic actions use case. 

Active Stakeholders: Administrator (trigger), Symplectic Elements, JISC Monitor, Web services 

(oadoi, Sherpa ref, doaj, Sherpa Romeo) 

Preconditions:  

 Symplectic Elements is live.  

 JISC Monitor is live.  

 Symplectic only allows retrieval of records that conform to business rules – outputs eligible 

for OAFS requests, or grants, or authors. 

 

1. Product retrieves and displays records from the MySQL database 

E1. Database is unavailable 

A1. The search is on ISSN. Product retrieves and displays records from RESTful web services 

Outcome: Academic receives feedback pertaining to a journal article or serial recorded in the 
Symplectic or JISC monitor systems, supplemented with ‘Open Access’ data from REST services  

Constraints/Business rules 

 Some data may be updated monthly 

What if’s: 

 None 

Furthering the business modelling in Appendix 3.1.1 A6, the information to display to academics, 

utilising all sources of data, is detailed in the following activity diagram: 
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Figure 0-12 Activity diagram considering full range of 'Open Access' REST services to support UC|3 

 

* For clarity activities such as “search the OADOI REST API” have been omitted, the branding 
indicates a search is made to the REST API by the available input 

** The classifications of the results are also included for traceability 

 

 

----------------  

PUC 4: Send data to JISC monitor 
Trigger: System (time-driven) 

Active Stakeholders: Datastore, OA DOI Web service 

Preconditions: transactions have been updated or inserted in the database since the last time data 

was sent to JISC monitor 

 

1. Product reads recordset data from MySQL database query (transactions recently updated or 

inserted according to business requirements) 
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E1. Database is unavailable 

A1. There are no records meeting criteria 

 

2. Product creates new cache object 

3. Loop 

3.1. Product creates new OAFS object of correct subclass 

3.2. Product adds new OAFS object to cache 

4.  

4.1. Product creates XML file 

4.2. Product send XMl files to a specified server directory 

Outcome: OAFS data to be transferred to JISC monitor is stored as XML 

Constraints/Business rules 

 None 

What if’s: 

 None 

 

 

-------------  

 

Figure 0-13 PUC 4: Send data to JISC monitor Data flow diagram 

PUC 5: Update OA 
Trigger: System (monthly). 

Active Stakeholders: Datastore, OA DOI Web service 

Preconditions:  
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1. Get DOIs record/s not yet checked or where (date last checked > 1 month and < 2 years)  

E1. Database is unavailable 

A1. No DOIs available within established parameters 

 

2. Get ‘Open Access’ data from web service from identifying OAFS information (DOI)  

E1. Web service is unavailable 

A2. No ‘Open Access’ data is available – end BUC 
3. Record ‘Open Access’ data 

Outcome: ‘Open Access’ data relating to an OAFS request is identified and stored 

Constraints/Business rules 

 We only check dates for up to 2 years as this is enough time to establish dynamic ‘Open 
Access’ activity from the oadoi system 

What if’s: 

 None 

 

1. Product reads recordset data from MySQL database query (DOIs record/s not yet checked or 

where (date last checked > 1 month and < 2 years) 

E1. Database is unavailable 

A1. There are no records meeting criteria 

 

2. Product creates new cache object 

3. Loop 

3.1. Product creates new OAFS object of correct subclass extended to search RESTful webservice 

3.2. Product adds new OAFS object to cache 

4.  

4.1. Product creates XML file 

4.2. Product send XMl files to a specified server directory 

Outcome: OAFS data to be transferred to JISC monitor is stored as XML 

Constraints/Business rules 

 None 

What if’s: 

 None 
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Appendix 4I 

Data profile and identifiers between Symplectic, JISC Monitor and ‘Open Access’  

This exercise highlights the similarity of the work in transferring and enhancing data. It points to 

semantic differences between the systems and the use of enumerated types in some instances and 
the data domain in general of scholarly publications and metadata.  

The data in JISC monitor may be considered a subset of information in the Symplectic System. The 
Data profile between journal article OAFS requests in Symplectic and JISC Monitor is very similar. 

Classifications on ‘Open Access’ publishing data have been defined by NISO (National Information 

Standards Organization 2015) and the RIOXX metadata standard (Edina 2016). These have been 

considered for the project because in accessing web services for ‘Open Access’ publishing data it is 

likely these profiles will be used. Part of the system’s function will map ‘Open Access’ publishing data 
to fields in JISC Monitor. 

 

Data profile between grants in Symplectic and JISC Monitor 

 

Data profile between academics in Symplectic and JISC Monitor 

* mandatory field

Symplectic JISC Monitor

Output: Data example type Description

Mapping - field name in 

monitor type

*System ID 187476 string: [1]

the system id allocated by 

Symplectic Local reference string: []

Subtype Article

string: 

[Article/Conf

erence 

Proceeding]

the type of academic 

output, e.g. journal article Output Type

string: [Journal article/Conference 

Proceeding/Unknown]

*title

CRIS Power! Taming the Reporting 

Requirements of Open Access string: [1] title of a journal article Title* string: [1]

authors Walters, D.; Ritchie, M.; Kilb, M. string: [1] authors of a journal article

*journal/ 

Published 

proceedings: The Serials Librarian string: [1] title of a journal article

Journal title/Conference 

title string: []

ISSN 0361-526X string: []

the serial identifier of a 

journal

Journal issn/Conference 

issn string: []

DOI 10.1080/0361526X.2016.1160306 string: []

the object identifier of a 

journal article DOI string: []

Do you want 

to apply for 

APC funding? Yes

string: 

[Yes/No/Null

]

An indication by the author 

that they would like to 

initate a funding request APC Funding approval

string: 

[Accepted/Rejected/Pending/Eligibl

e/Null]

If a conference proceeding, the title is not mandatory

Entered from authority lists

Must be "valid" (i.e. checked against authority sources)

Symplectic JISC Monitor

Grant: Data example type Description

Mapping - field name in 

monitor type

*System ID 187476 string: [1]

the system id allocated by 

Symplectic Internal project code string: []

Funder 

reference EP/L504671/1 string: []

A grant code allocated by a 

funding body *Grant code string: [1]

Title: 

High temperature radiation hard 

detectors (HTRaD) string: [] Grant name string: []

Funder EPSRC string: [] Funder

string: [AHRC, BBSRC, EPSRC, ESRC, 

MRC, NERC, STFC]

There are many funders recorded in Symplectic. JISC monitor holds a small authority list. More funders may be added to the list in the future.

An area of maintenance may be keeping mappings between key funders in Symplectic and JISC Monitor up to date.
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The fields that record “open access” information in JISC monitor are as follows: 

“Publication license applied” string [CC-BY, CC-BY-SA…] – This enumerated type denotes creative 

commons (Creative Commons 2015) or public licenses that are applied by publishers to grant open 

access. 

 

“Is deposited” string [Yes, No, Null] – This enumerated type denotes whether a version of the paper 

has been submitted and is available from a publications repository. 

 

To access this information automatically, the client might decide to use the OADOI web service 

(Hayes 2016) to harvest data on ‘Open Access’ publishing.  

This web service is passed a DOI, that is associated with a publication, and returns results re lating to 

open access. The complete list of fields is available the service website (Impact story 2016). This is a 
JSON object that can be retrieved and parsed by a client 

The work of the product is to retrieve an object and pass the correct value or indication to the JISC 
monitor system. 

  

Symplectic JISC Monitor

Person: Data example type Description

Mapping - field name in 

monitor type

*System ID 187476 string: [1]

the system id allocated by 

Symplectic

First Name David string: [] An ID another system *First Name string: []

Last Name Walters string: []

A grant code allocated by a 

funding body *Surname string: [1]

Primary group

College of Engineering, Design and 

Physical Sciences string: [] Department string: []

Department 

(Generic02)

Dept of Mech, Aero & Civil 

Engineering string: [] Division

string: [AHRC, BBSRC, EPSRC, ESRC, 

MRC, NERC, STFC]

Email david.walters@brunel.ac.uk string: [] Primary email

string: [AHRC, BBSRC, EPSRC, ESRC, 

MRC, NERC, STFC]

Authenticating 

authority BRUNEL

string: 

[BRUNEL] Organisation string: [Brunel University]

The system does not have a field to retain this information from external systems. It uses  email addresses as a key

An area of work for the system could be in retaining the IDs for efficient transfer and updating of metadata.
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Appendix 4K-1 

Package OAFS_Main design 
The responsibility of this class is to define the parameters that direct the software’s behaviour.  

This appendix explains the classes involved and how they interact with the OAFS package model, 

that is detailed in the main body of the report. We then discuss the pre -validation checks that this 
code is responsible for, e.g. validating XML files against a schema. 

Below shows the class diagram. Key points to note are: 

 Class Main is required by all java software applications. On initialisation, the compiler looks 

for the main script and this is first class executed by the JVM (Sierra & Bates 2008). Class 

main is passed a String array. In this case, the values are on the class path and correspond to 

the Use case numbers being implemented. 

 Main instances a Run object. Run instances 3 FileDir (file directory) objects the correspond 

to the input, output and schema directory folders discussed in the main report body. Run 

establishes the parameters with which to instance the manager class from the OAFS 

package, based on the use case and possibly the type of data being processed 

 Instantiated objects within the OAFS package make use of the DbHelper class, which creates 
transactional sessions to load and persist object data. 

 

 

Figure 0-14 Class diagram showing the OAFS_main package 
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Appendix 4K-2 

Package: OAFS_Main implementation 
This appendix holds all the code for this package and explains it’s functionality 
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Main class 
 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS_main; 

 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.nio.file.Paths; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBException; 

import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 

import org.hibernate.SessionFactory; 

import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

public class Main 

{ 

 

    private static SessionFactory factory; 

 

    /** 

     * @param args the command line arguments 

     * @throws javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException 

     * @throws org.xml.sax.SAXException 

     * @throws java.io.IOException 

     * @throws javax.xml.bind.JAXBException 

     * @throws java.lang.InstantiationException 

     * @throws java.lang.IllegalAccessException 

     * @throws java.lang.ClassNotFoundException 

     */ 

    public static void main(String[] args) throws ParserConfigurationException, 

SAXException, IOException, JAXBException, InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException, 

ClassNotFoundException 

    { 

 

        String currentStringPath = Paths.get("").toAbsolutePath().toString(); 

        //Initialise a run object, so that references to directories and files are 

available 

        Run run = new Run(currentStringPath); 

 

        // This will always run first, getting the use case to run as integer numbers from 

the array 

        int[] useCaseArgs = new int[args.length]; 

 

        for (int i : useCaseArgs) { 

            try { 

                useCaseArgs[i] = Integer.parseInt(args[i]); 

                //System.out.println(useCaseArgs[i]); 

 

                run.runUseCase(useCaseArgs[i]); 

 

            } 

            catch (NumberFormatException e) { 

                System.err.println( 

                        "Failed trying to parse a non-numeric argument, " + args[i]); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

 

} 

 

This class is run first by the compiler. The JVM has been passed a String array containing a numerical 
value corresponding to the use case. 

The code first gets the absolute path of the software. 
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It then initialises a new run object with the absolute path. Run creates three fileDir objects that 

essentially recursively search for the directories ‘input’, ‘output’ and ‘schema’ , and creates a list of 
any files contained within them. 

The main script then calls the ‘runUseCase’ method of the run object, passing each time the nume ric 

value from the array. 
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Run class 

On initialisation run with recursively creates two fileDir objects that recursively search for the 
directories ‘input’, ‘output’ and ‘schema’, and creates a list of any files contained within them. 

The runUseCase method then executes scripts that relate to the use case. 

For use case 1-2, the ‘input’ folder is searched for xml files. These are then validated against the list 

of schema files, which enables the type of data to be identified. All parameters are properly 
recorded into a properties file.  

Run then initialises and sends messages to the manager class, which can execute the case. 

Use cases 4 and 5 are require much smaller scripts, as most functionality is contained within the oafs 

main package, but similarly the run switch case sends messages to the manager class for the 

required functional behaviour. 

 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS_main; 

 

//import static OAFS_main.Initialise.validateXMLMatchNameSpaces; 

 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.util.HashMap; 

import java.util.HashSet; 

import java.util.Properties; 

import java.util.Set; 

import javax.xml.XMLConstants; 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 

import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 

import javax.xml.transform.Source; 

import javax.xml.transform.dom.DOMSource; 

import javax.xml.transform.stream.StreamSource; 

import javax.xml.validation.Schema; 

import javax.xml.validation.SchemaFactory; 

import javax.xml.validation.Validator; 

import org.w3c.dom.Document; 

import org.w3c.dom.Element; 

import org.w3c.dom.NamedNodeMap; 

import org.w3c.dom.Node; 

import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 

 

//import the cache classes so can initialise the program with the correct data 

import OAFS.Manager; 

 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBException; 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

public class Run 

{ 

 

    //initialise the directories and XMLnamespaces 

    private final FileDir XMLInputPath; 

    private final FileDir XMLOutputPath; 

    private final FileDir XMLSchemaPath; 

 

    private Set<String> XMLnamespaces; //holds valid namespaces 

    private Set<String> DBQuery; //holds valid namespaces 

 

    private Document xmlFileDom = null; //initialise as null 
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    public Run(String currentStringPath) 

    { 

        //file directory class finds paths to XML data for processing and validating for 

all use cases 

        this.XMLInputPath = new FileDir(true, "XMLInput", currentStringPath); 

        this.XMLOutputPath = new FileDir(true, "XMLOutput", currentStringPath); 

        this.XMLSchemaPath = new FileDir(true, "XMLSchema", currentStringPath); 

         

        //name spaces expected in XML data 

        setXMLnamespaces(); 

         

    } 

 

    public FileDir getXMLInputPath() 

    { 

        return XMLInputPath; 

    } 

 

    public FileDir getXMLOutputPath() 

    { 

        return XMLOutputPath; 

    } 

 

    public FileDir getXMLSchemaPath() 

    { 

        return XMLSchemaPath; 

    } 

 

    public void runUseCase(int useCaseNumber) throws ParserConfigurationException, 

SAXException, IOException, JAXBException, InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException, 

ClassNotFoundException 

    { 

//get properties 

 

        switch (useCaseNumber) { 

            case 1: //use case 1 & use case 2 - OAFS data input (insert/update) from XML 

file 

                //precondition to use case 1 is that there is valid XML in the 

XMLInputdirectory 

                System.out.println("Running use case 1"); 

                int count = 0; 

                Boolean xmlTest = false; 

                String[] schemaFiles = this.getXMLSchemaPath().getFiles().toArray( 

                        new String[0]); 

                //get the XMLnamespaces, and validate the types against a schema 

                for (String filePath : this.getXMLInputPath().getFiles()) { 

                    Properties prop = getProperties(); 

                    String xmlSchemaNS=""; 

                    Boolean xmlFileParsed = xmlFileParsed(filePath); 

                    System.out.println("running " + filePath); 

                    if (xmlFileParsed) { 

                        while ((xmlTest == false) && (count < schemaFiles.length)) { 

                            //just ensures that it matches a schema file - no namespace, 

just expected data 

                            xmlTest = validateXML(this.getXmlFileDom(), 

schemaFiles[count]); 

                            count++; 

                        } 

                        if (xmlTest==true) { //valid xml confirmed against one of the 

schemas held by the program 

                            //now just checks the XML dataname space is included in the 

list, i.e. it has been modelled. 

                            String xmlFileParsedNameSpace = 

this.getNameSpace(this.getXmlFileDom()); 

                             

                            System.out.println( 

                                        "parsed namespace from dom = " + 

xmlFileParsedNameSpace); 

                             

                            if (this.getXMLnamespaces().contains(xmlFileParsedNameSpace)) { 

//checks to ensure the namespace is agreed 

                                System.out.println( 

                                        "the namespace exists in my list  = " + 

xmlFileParsedNameSpace); 
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                                prop.setProperty("filePath", filePath); 

                                prop.setProperty("dataType", xmlFileParsedNameSpace); 

//also DB table?? 

 

                                Manager OAFSManager = new Manager(prop); 

                                 

                                OAFSManager.unMarshalXML(); 

                                //delete XML file?? 

                            } 

                            else { 

                                //provide feedback to developer 

                            } 

                        } 

                        else { 

                            System.out.println( 

                                    filePath + " could not be validated against a schema or 

dom is null"); 

                        } 

                        count = 0; //reset count 

                        xmlTest = false; //so subsequent files will be testing against 

schemas 

                    } 

 

                     

 

                } 

                break; 

            case 4: //use case 4 - OAFS data output to XML file 

                 

                //set properties and the datatype 

                Properties prop = getProperties(); 

                prop.setProperty("filePath", getXMLOutputPath().getPath()); 

                 

                prop.setProperty("dataType", "xmlns:SY_OUTPUTS"); //also DB table?? 

                 

                prop.setProperty("optionalQuery", "where funding_request='Yes'"); 

                 

                Manager OAFSManager = new Manager(prop); 

                OAFSManager.marshalXML(); 

                 

                 

                 

                break; 

            case 5:  //use case 5 - enhance data from REST Apis and output to database 

                Properties props = getProperties(); 

                 props.setProperty("dataType", "oaDoi"); 

                 

                Manager OSManager = new Manager(props); 

                OSManager.updateOADoi(); 

                 

                break; 

            default: 

                break; 

        } 

    } 

 

    public Boolean xmlFileParsed(String XMLfilepath) 

    { 

        Boolean result = true; 

        Document document = null; 

 

 

        try { 

            // parse an XML document into a DOM tree 

            //DocumentBuilder parser = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance().newDocumentBuilder(); 

            DocumentBuilderFactory parser = DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

            parser.setNamespaceAware(true); 

            DocumentBuilder builder = parser.newDocumentBuilder(); 

            document = builder.parse(new File(XMLfilepath)); 

            System.out.println("parsed successfully"); 

        } 

        catch (SAXException | IOException | ParserConfigurationException ex) { 

            result = false; 
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            System.out.println("exception in parsing xmlFile"); 

//            DocumentBuilder builder = parser.newDocumentBuilder(); 

//            InputSource is = new InputSource(new StringReader("<empty></empty>")); 

//            document = builder.parse("<empty></empty>"); 

        } 

        finally { 

            setXmlFileDom(document); 

            return result; 

        } 

    } 

 

public Boolean validateXML(Document XMLfile, String XMLschemapath) { 

        //https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/environment/properties.html 

        Boolean valid = true; 

        try { 

 

            SchemaFactory factory = 

SchemaFactory.newInstance(XMLConstants.W3C_XML_SCHEMA_NS_URI); 

 

            // load a WXS schema, represented by a Schema instance 

            Source schemaFile = new StreamSource(new File(XMLschemapath)); 

            Schema schema = factory.newSchema(schemaFile); 

 

            // create a Validator instance, which can be used to validate an instance 

document 

            Validator validator = schema.newValidator(); 

             

            DOMSource doms = new DOMSource(XMLfile); 

             

            //validate the DOM tree 

            validator.validate(doms); //If a document is valid, or if a document contains 

some errors but none of them were fatal and the ErrorHandler didn't throw any exception, 

then the method returns normally. 

             

            System.out.println("successful validation"); 

             

        } 

        catch (SAXException ex) { 

            //ex.printStackTrace(); 

            System.out.println("SAX exception in validateXML - SCHEMPATH " + 

XMLschemapath); 

            valid = false;  

        } 

        catch (IOException ex) { 

            //System.out.println("IO exception in validateXML - SCHEMPATH " + 

XMLschemapath); 

            valid = false;  

        } 

         

        finally { 

            return valid; 

        } 

    } 

     

 

     

     

public String getNameSpace(Document doc) throws ParserConfigurationException, SAXException, 

        IOException 

{ 

    String returnNS = ""; 

 

    Element root = doc.getDocumentElement(); 

 

    NamedNodeMap attributes = root.getAttributes(); 

    Node node = attributes.item(0); 

    if (node.getNodeType() == Node.ATTRIBUTE_NODE) 

    { 

        returnNS = node.getNodeName(); 

        //System.out.println("Namespace found:" + returnNS + " " + node.getNamespaceURI()); 

        System.out.println("Namespace found:" + returnNS); 

    } 

     

    return returnNS; 

} 
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    public Properties getProperties() { 

        //creates an initial properties file with database connection information 

        return createPropertiesFile(); 

    } 

     

    private Properties createPropertiesFile() { 

        //https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/environment/properties.html 

         

        Properties prop = new Properties(); 

         

        //properties file also contains XML namespaces that correspond to Object classes 

        //prop 

         

        return prop; 

    } 

     

    public Set<String> getXMLnamespaces() 

    { 

        return XMLnamespaces; 

    } 

 

    private void setXMLnamespaces() 

    { 

        this.XMLnamespaces = new HashSet<>(); 

        //sets. In the program these objects have been configured 

        this.XMLnamespaces.add("xmlns:JM_invoices"); 

        this.XMLnamespaces.add("xmlns:SY_OUTPUTS"); 

        this.XMLnamespaces.add("xmlns:JM_ARTICLES"); 

        this.XMLnamespaces.add("oaDoi"); 

    } 

     

 

 

    public Document getXmlFileDom() 

    { 

        return xmlFileDom; 

    } 

 

    public void setXmlFileDom(Document xmlFileDom) 

    { 

        this.xmlFileDom = xmlFileDom; 

    } 

 

     

     

} 
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Filedir class 
 

From a directory path, this class recursively searches for directory names, e.g. ‘input’ and then 
creates a list of file paths for those directories. These are then available to the run object.  

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS_main; 

 

import java.io.File; 

import java.util.HashSet; 

import java.util.Set; 

 

/** 

 * Purpose - retreieve file/s from a directory that match a regular expression 

 * Written using Java 8 Lynda.com provided framework 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

public class FileDir 

{ 

 

    private boolean callSubDir; 

    private String fileDir; //the directory name being sought 

    private String path; //the directory path 

    private boolean objectState; //path ok, file ok, pattern ok 

    private Set<String> files = new HashSet<>(); 

 

    public FileDir(Boolean callSubDir, String fileDirectory, String rootFolder) 

    { 

        this.callSubDir = callSubDir; //tells program to search folder recursively for 

files (walkMthod only) 

        //get current folder to find file directory 

        this.fileDir = fileDirectory; 

        try { 

            setDirPath(rootFolder); //Sets "Path" matching fileDir recursive call searches 

subfolders 

            listFiles(); //lists files in a set 

        } 

        catch (Exception ex) { 

            ex.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

 

    } 

 

    public void printObj() 

    { 

        System.out.println("callSubDir: " + this.isCallSubDir()); 

        System.out.println("fileDir: " + this.getFileDir()); 

        System.out.println("objectState: " + this.isObjectState()); 

    } 

 

    public void setDirPath(String currentFolder) throws Exception 

    { 

        //Finds required folder from loaded system directory location, should be 

C:\..chosen folder...\OAFS, then whatver subdirectory is sought 

        File file = new File(currentFolder); 

        //Recursively walk through file directory until fileDir is found; 

        String[] names = file.list(); 

 

        for (String name : names) { 

            if (new File(file + "\\" + name).isDirectory()) { 

//                System.out.println(name); 

                if (name.equals(this.getFileDir())) { 

                    //folder found 

                    this.setPath(new File(file + "\\" + name).getCanonicalPath()); 

                    this.setObjectState(true); 

 

                } 
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                else { 

                    this.setDirPath( 

                            new File(file + "\\" + name).getCanonicalPath()); 

                } 

            } 

        } 

 

    } 

 

    public void listFiles() 

    { 

        File f; 

        File[] paths; 

 

        try { 

 

            // create new file 

            f = new File(this.getPath()); 

 

            // returns pathnames for files and directory 

            paths = f.listFiles(); 

 

            // for each pathname in pathname array 

            for (File aPath : paths) { 

 

                // prints file and directory paths 

                //System.out.println(aPath.toString()); 

                addSetItem(aPath.toString()); 

            } 

 

        } 

        catch (Exception e) { 

            // if any error occurs 

 

        } 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Get the value of path 

     * 

     * @return the value of path 

     */ 

    public String getPath() 

    { 

        return path; 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Set the value of path 

     * 

     * @param path new value of path 

     */ 

    public void setPath(String path) 

    { 

        this.path = path; 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Get the value of fileDir 

     * 

     * @return the value of fileDir 

     */ 

    public String getFileDir() 

    { 

        return fileDir; 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Set the value of fileDir 

     * 

     * @param fileDir new value of fileDir 

     */ 

    public void setFileDir(String fileDir) 

    { 

        this.fileDir = fileDir; 
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    } 

 

    /** 

     * Get the value of objectState 

     * 

     * @return the value of objectState 

     */ 

    public boolean isObjectState() 

    { 

        return objectState; 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Set the value of objectState 

     * 

     * @param objectState new value of objectState 

     */ 

    public void setObjectState(boolean objectState) 

    { 

        this.objectState = objectState; 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Get the value of callSubDir 

     * 

     * @return the value of callSubDir 

     */ 

    public boolean isCallSubDir() 

    { 

        return callSubDir; 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Set the value of callSubDir 

     * 

     * @param callSubDir new value of callSubDir 

     */ 

    public void setCallSubDir(boolean callSubDir) 

    { 

        this.callSubDir = callSubDir; 

    } 

 

    public void addSetItem(String item) 

    { 

        this.files.add(item); 

    } 

 

    public Set<String> getFiles() 

    { 

        return files; 

    } 

 

} 
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HibernateUtil class 

RedHat (2017) recommend the inclusion of this class, and this adapted from their code. This is a 

helper method that accesses the sessionFactory class object that is initialised at runtime by the 

hibernate framework 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS_main; 

 

import org.hibernate.cfg.AnnotationConfiguration; 

import org.hibernate.SessionFactory; 

 

/** 

 * Hibernate Utility class with a convenient method to get Session Factory 

 * object. 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

public class HibernateUtil 

{ 

 

    private static final SessionFactory sessionFactory; 

     

    static { 

        try { 

            // Create the SessionFactory from standard (hibernate.cfg.xml)  

            // config file. 

            sessionFactory = new 

AnnotationConfiguration().configure().buildSessionFactory(); 

        } 

        catch (Throwable ex) { 

            // Log the exception.  

            System.err.println("Initial SessionFactory creation failed." + ex); 

            throw new ExceptionInInitializerError(ex); 

        } 

    } 

     

    public static SessionFactory getSessionFactory() 

    { 

        return sessionFactory; 

    } 

} 
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DBHelper class 

RedHat (2017) recommend the inclusion of this class, and this is their code. This is a helper method 

that accesses the HibernateUtil class. It creates transactional sessions that are used by the OAFS 

model to persist object data. In OAFS package, a transactional session is opened, data is inserted or 
updated, and then the session is closed. 

 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS_main; 

 

import OAFS_main.HibernateUtil; 

import org.hibernate.Session; 

import org.hibernate.SessionFactory; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

public class DBHelper { 

 

    Session session = null; 

    SessionFactory factory = null; 

 

    public Session getSession() 

    { 

        return session; 

    } 

     

    public SessionFactory getFactory() 

    { 

        return factory; 

    } 

 

    public DBHelper() { 

        this.session = HibernateUtil.getSessionFactory().getCurrentSession(); 

        this.factory = HibernateUtil.getSessionFactory(); 

    } 

     

 

} 
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Appendix 4K-3 

Package: OAFS implementation 

This appendix holds all the code for this package. The main functions of the code are discussed in the 
body of the report. 
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Manager class 
 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS; 

 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.net.MalformedURLException; 

import java.util.Properties; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBException; 

 

/** 

 * @version 1 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

public class Manager 

{ 

 

    private final Properties properties; 

 

    /** 

     * 

     */ 

    public Manager() 

    { 

        this.properties = null; 

 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * 

     * @param prop the properties file defining system constants & behaviour 

     */ 

    public Manager(Properties prop) 

    { 

        this.properties = prop; 

//        System.out.println( 

//                "manager object with a properties file instantiated"); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * unMarshalls XML into Cache from file path and datatype and persists to 

     * database 

     * 

     * @throws java.lang.InstantiationException 

     * @throws java.lang.IllegalAccessException 

     * @throws java.lang.ClassNotFoundException 

     * @throws javax.xml.bind.JAXBException 

     */ 

    public void unMarshalXML() throws InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException, 

ClassNotFoundException, JAXBException 

    { 

 

        CacheFactory XMLoafsFact = new CacheFactory(); 

 

        CacheInterface XMLcache = XMLoafsFact.getUnmarshallXMLCache( 

                getProperties().getProperty("filePath"), 

                getProperties().getProperty("dataType")); //get unmarshalled cache object 

of correct type 

 

        XMLcache.handleSpecialCharacters(); //encode characters as latin-1 for MySQL. 

 

        XMLcache.commitObjectListToDB(); //commits the marshalled objects to the database. 

 

        XMLcache.getCacheTest(); 

 

        System.out.println( 

                "unmarshall method call | " + getProperties().getProperty( 

                        "filePath") + " | " + getProperties().getProperty( 

                        "dataType")); 
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        System.out.println( 

                "I think we're done"); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Marshals objects of correct type, with optional where clause from MySql 

     * using Hibernate 

     * 

     * @throws java.lang.InstantiationException 

     * @throws java.lang.IllegalAccessException 

     * @throws java.lang.ClassNotFoundException 

     * @throws javax.xml.bind.JAXBException 

     */ 

    public void marshalXML() throws InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException, 

ClassNotFoundException, JAXBException 

    { 

        CacheFactory oafsFact = new CacheFactory(); 

        CacheInterface dbcache = oafsFact.getEmptyCache( 

                getProperties().getProperty("dataType")); //get unmarshalled cache object 

of correct type 

        dbcache.setObjectListFromDB(getProperties().getProperty("optionalQuery")); //gets a 

list of objects or query of objects 

        dbcache.marshallXMLCache(getProperties().getProperty("filePath")); //marshals cache 

object of correct type 

 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Updates data from the OaDoi service 

     *  

     * @throws MalformedURLException 

     * @throws IOException 

     */ 

    public void updateOADoi() throws MalformedURLException, IOException 

    { 

 

        CacheFactory oafsFact = new CacheFactory(); 

        CacheInterface oadoiCache = oafsFact.getEmptyCache( 

                getProperties().getProperty("dataType")); 

 

        oadoiCache.setObjectListFromDB( 

                "where ((oaColor != 'green' and oaColor != 'green') or (oaColor is 

null))"); 

 

         

        oadoiCache.commitObjectListToDB(); 

 

    } 

 

    public Properties getProperties() 

    { 

        return properties; 

    } 

 

} 
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Interface CacheInterface 
 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS; 

 

import java.util.List; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

public interface CacheInterface 

{ 

    //each list of objects needs to be accessible by factory. Therefore a list of each 

classtype must be implemented by all caches 

    List<JmInvoice> getJM_invoices(); 

    List<SyArticle> getSY_outputs(); 

    List<JmArticle> getJM_articles(); 

 

 

    void getCacheTest(); //this is a test method that was used to check that cache was 

accessible 

     

    List<OaDoi> getOaDois(); 

     

 

    void setJM_invoices(List<JmInvoice> JM_invoices); 

    void setSY_outputs(List<SyArticle> SY_outputs); 

    void setJM_articles(List<JmArticle> JM_articles); 

     

    void setOaDois(List<OaDoi> OaDois); 

     

    //Database operations, e.g. commit, update 

    void commitObjectListToDB(); //appropriate list is set after manager operation. Hiber 

query can be made and new/updated data inserted 

    void setObjectListFromDB(String optionalStringQueryParameters); //will set the list 

from the databaseQuery. A "", just returns all records, but could be limited. Rules, index 

0 always contains... 1..n contains parameters required for special implementation for apis 

    void handleSpecialCharacters(); // 

    String stringHelper(String aString); //with help of handleSpecialCharacters() ensure 

correct character encoding for MySQL database 

    void marshallXMLCache(String outputPath); 

} 
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CacheFactory Class 
 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS; 

 

import java.io.File; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBContext; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBException; 

import javax.xml.bind.Unmarshaller; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

public class CacheFactory 

{ 

    /** 

     * Unmarshall XML file data into POJO java objects and return the list of objects 

     * @param filePath 

     * @param dataType 

     * @return 

     * @throws JAXBException 

     */ 

    public CacheInterface getUnmarshallXMLCache(String filePath, String dataType) throws 

JAXBException 

    { 

        if (dataType == null) { 

            return null; 

        } 

        if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:JM_invoices")) { 

            System.out.println("jm invoices running"); 

            JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance( 

                    Cache_JmInvoice.class); 

            Unmarshaller jaxbUnmarshaller = jaxbContext.createUnmarshaller(); 

            Cache_JmInvoice oafscache = (Cache_JmInvoice) jaxbUnmarshaller.unmarshal( 

                    new File(filePath)); 

            return oafscache; 

 

        } 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:SY_OUTPUTS")) { 

//            System.out.println("OAFSCache_SY_outputs running"); 

            JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance( 

                    Cache_SyArticle.class); 

            Unmarshaller jaxbUnmarshaller = jaxbContext.createUnmarshaller(); 

            Cache_SyArticle oafscache = (Cache_SyArticle) jaxbUnmarshaller.unmarshal( 

                    new File(filePath)); 

 

            return oafscache; 

 

        } 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:JM_ARTICLES")) { 

            System.out.println("OAFSCache_JM_articles running"); 

            JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance( 

                    Cache_JmArticle.class); 

            Unmarshaller jaxbUnmarshaller = jaxbContext.createUnmarshaller(); 

            Cache_JmArticle oafscache = (Cache_JmArticle) jaxbUnmarshaller.unmarshal( 

                    new File(filePath)); 

 

            return oafscache; 

 

        } 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Return an empty cache object of datatype 

     *  

     * @param dataType 

     * @return 
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     */ 

    public CacheInterface getEmptyCache(String dataType) 

    { 

        if (dataType == null) { 

 

            return null; 

        } 

        if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:JM_invoices")) { 

 

            return new Cache_JmInvoice(); 

 

        } 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:SY_OUTPUTS")) { 

 

            return new Cache_SyArticle(); 

 

        } 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("xmlns:JM_ARTICLES")) { 

 

            return new Cache_JmArticle(); 

 

        } 

        else if (dataType.equalsIgnoreCase("oaDoi")) { 

 

            return new Cache_OaDoi(); 

 

        } 

        return null; 

    } 

 

} 
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CacheJmArticle Class 
 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

import java.util.List; 

 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessorType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement; 

import OAFS_main.DBHelper; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.nio.charset.Charset; 

import java.text.SimpleDateFormat; 

import java.util.Date; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBContext; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBException; 

import javax.xml.bind.Marshaller; 

import org.hibernate.HibernateException; 

import org.hibernate.Query; 

import org.hibernate.Session; 

import org.hibernate.Transaction; 

 

@XmlRootElement(name = "JM_articles") 

@XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.FIELD) 

public class Cache_JmArticle implements CacheInterface 

{ 

 

    @XmlElement(name = "JM_article") 

    private List<JmArticle> JM_articles = null; 

 

    @Override 

    public List<JmArticle> getJM_articles() 

    { 

        return JM_articles; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setJM_articles(List<JmArticle> JM_articles) 

    { 

        this.JM_articles = JM_articles; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void getCacheTest() 

    { 

        System.out.println("Haha it worked - cache away m'boy"); 

    } 

 

    //other types must return null 

    @Override 

    public List<JmInvoice> getJM_invoices() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public List<SyArticle> getSY_outputs() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    //hibernate 

    @Override 
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    public void setSY_outputs(List<SyArticle> SY_outputs) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setJM_invoices(List<JmInvoice> JM_invoices) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void commitObjectListToDB() throws HibernateException 

    { 

 

        for (JmArticle j : this.getJM_articles()) { 

            DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

            Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

            Transaction tx = null; 

            try { 

                tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

                System.out.println(j.getJournalTitle() + " " + j.getJmId()); 

                JmArticle t = new JmArticle(j.getJmId(), j.getName(), j.getIds(), 

                        j.getJournalTitle(), j.getPublisher(), 

                        j.getWorkflowComplete()); 

                sess.saveOrUpdate(t); 

 

                tx.commit(); 

            } 

            catch (Exception e) { 

                if (tx != null) { 

                    tx.rollback(); 

                } 

                throw e; 

            } 

            finally { 

                sess.close(); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setObjectListFromDB(String optionalStringQueryParameters) 

    { 

        DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

        Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

        List<JmArticle> jmList = null; 

 

        try { 

            org.hibernate.Transaction tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

            Query q = sess.createQuery( 

                    "from JmArticle " + optionalStringQueryParameters); 

            jmList = (List<JmArticle>) q.list(); 

        } 

        catch (HibernateException e) { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

        this.setJM_articles(jmList); 

        sess.close(); 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void handleSpecialCharacters() 

    { 

        List<JmArticle> list = getJM_articles(); 

        String str; 

        for (JmArticle j : list) { 

            str = j.getIds(); 

            j.setIds(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getJournalTitle(); 

            j.setJournalTitle(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getName(); 

            j.setName(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getPublisher(); 

            j.setPublisher(stringHelper(str)); 
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            str = j.getWorkflowComplete(); 

            j.setWorkflowComplete(stringHelper(str)); 

        } 

 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public String stringHelper(String aString) 

    { 

        String aReturn; 

        Charset charset = Charset.forName("ISO-8859-1"); 

        aReturn = charset.decode(charset.encode(aString)).toString(); 

        System.out.println(aReturn); 

 

        return aReturn; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void marshallXMLCache(String outputPath) 

    { 

        try { 

 

            Cache_JmArticle JmArticle = new Cache_JmArticle(); 

            JmArticle.setJM_articles(this.getJM_articles()); 

            String timeStamp = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy_MM_dd_HH_mm_ss").format( 

                    new Date()); 

 

            JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance( 

                    Cache_JmArticle.class); 

            Marshaller jaxbMarshaller = jaxbContext.createMarshaller(); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.setProperty(Marshaller.JAXB_FORMATTED_OUTPUT, true); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.marshal(JmArticle, new File( 

                    outputPath + "\\JmArticle_data_" + timeStamp + ".xml")); 

        } 

        catch (JAXBException ex) { 

            ex.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public List<OaDoi> getOaDois() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setOaDois(List<OaDoi> OaDois) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

} 
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CacheJmInvoice Class 
 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

import java.util.List; 

 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessorType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement; 

import OAFS_main.DBHelper; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.nio.charset.Charset; 

import java.text.SimpleDateFormat; 

import java.util.Date; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBContext; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBException; 

import javax.xml.bind.Marshaller; 

import org.hibernate.HibernateException; 

import org.hibernate.Query; 

import org.hibernate.Session; 

import org.hibernate.Transaction; 

 

@XmlRootElement(name = "JM_invoices") 

@XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.FIELD) 

public class Cache_JmInvoice implements CacheInterface 

{ 

 

    @XmlElement(name = "JM_invoice") 

    private List<JmInvoice> JmInvoices = null; 

 

    @Override // remember the getters are for the XML marshaller, the setters are the DB 

marshaller 

    public List<JmInvoice> getJM_invoices() 

    { 

        return JmInvoices; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setJM_invoices(List<JmInvoice> JmInvoices) 

    { 

        this.JmInvoices = JmInvoices; 

    } 

 

    //other types must return null 

    @Override 

    public void getCacheTest() 

    { 

        System.out.println("Haha it worked - cache away m'boy"); 

    } 

 

    //other types must return null 

    @Override 

    public List<JmArticle> getJM_articles() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public List<SyArticle> getSY_outputs() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 
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    //hibernate 

    @Override 

    public void setSY_outputs(List<SyArticle> SY_outputs) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setJM_articles(List<JmArticle> JM_articles) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void commitObjectListToDB() throws HibernateException 

    { 

 

        for (JmInvoice j : this.getJM_invoices()) { 

            DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

            Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

            Transaction tx = null; 

            try { 

                tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

                System.out.println(j.getName() + " " + j.getInvoiceFileName()); 

                JmInvoice t = new JmInvoice(j.getJmInvoiceId(), j.getName(), 

                        j.getPassedToFinance(), 

                        j.getPaymentMethod(), j.getPaymentStatus(), 

                        j.getInvoiceFileName()); 

                sess.saveOrUpdate(t); 

 

                tx.commit(); 

            } 

            catch (Exception e) { 

                if (tx != null) { 

                    tx.rollback(); 

                } 

                throw e; 

            } 

            finally { 

                sess.close(); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setObjectListFromDB(String optionalStringQueryParameters) 

    { 

        DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

        Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

        List<JmInvoice> jmList = null; 

 

        try { 

            org.hibernate.Transaction tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

            Query q = sess.createQuery( 

                    "from JmInvoice " + optionalStringQueryParameters); 

            jmList = (List<JmInvoice>) q.list(); 

        } 

        catch (HibernateException e) { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

        this.setJM_invoices(jmList); 

        sess.close(); 

 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void handleSpecialCharacters() 

    { 

 

        List<JmInvoice> list = getJM_invoices(); 

        String str; 

        for (JmInvoice j : list) { 

            str = j.getInvoiceFileName(); 

            j.setInvoiceFileName(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getName(); 
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            j.setName(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getPassedToFinance(); 

            j.setPassedToFinance(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getPaymentMethod(); 

            j.setPaymentMethod(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getPaymentStatus(); 

            j.setPaymentStatus(stringHelper(str)); 

        } 

 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public String stringHelper(String aString) 

    { 

 

        String aReturn; 

        Charset charset = Charset.forName("ISO-8859-1"); 

        aReturn = charset.decode(charset.encode(aString)).toString(); 

        System.out.println(aReturn); 

 

        return aReturn; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void marshallXMLCache(String outputPath) 

    { 

        try { 

 

            Cache_JmInvoice JmInvoice = new Cache_JmInvoice(); 

            JmInvoice.setJM_invoices(this.getJM_invoices()); 

            String timeStamp = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy_MM_dd_HH_mm_ss").format( 

                    new Date()); 

 

            JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance( 

                    Cache_JmInvoice.class); 

            Marshaller jaxbMarshaller = jaxbContext.createMarshaller(); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.setProperty(Marshaller.JAXB_FORMATTED_OUTPUT, true); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.marshal(JmInvoice, new File( 

                    outputPath + "\\JmInvoice_data_" + timeStamp + ".xml")); 

        } 

        catch (JAXBException ex) { 

            ex.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public List<OaDoi> getOaDois() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setOaDois(List<OaDoi> OaDois) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

} 
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CacheOaDoi Class 
/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

import java.util.List; 

 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement; 

import OAFS_main.DBHelper; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.nio.charset.Charset; 

import java.text.SimpleDateFormat; 

import java.util.Date; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBContext; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBException; 

import javax.xml.bind.Marshaller; 

import org.hibernate.HibernateException; 

import org.hibernate.Query; 

import org.hibernate.Session; 

import org.hibernate.Transaction; 

 

public class Cache_OaDoi implements CacheInterface 

{ 

 

    @XmlElement(name = "OaDois") 

    private List<OaDoi> OaDois = null; 

 

    @Override 

    public List<OaDoi> getOaDois() 

    { 

        return OaDois; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setOaDois(List<OaDoi> OaDois) 

    { 

        this.OaDois = OaDois; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void getCacheTest() 

    { 

        System.out.println("Haha it worked - cache away m'boy"); 

    } 

 

    //other types must return null so ...factory can return a collection 

    @Override 

    public List<JmInvoice> getJM_invoices() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public List<JmArticle> getJM_articles() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    //hibernate 

    @Override 

    public void setJM_articles(List<JmArticle> JM_articles) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setJM_invoices(List<JmInvoice> JM_invoices) 

    { 
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        //do nothing 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void commitObjectListToDB() throws HibernateException 

    { 

 

        for (OaDoi o : this.getOaDois()) { 

 

            OaDoiParser call = new OaDoiParser(o.getDoi()); 

 

            if (call.getState()) { 

                DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

                Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

                Transaction tx = null; 

                try { 

                    tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

                    System.out.println(o.getDoi() + " " + o.getOaColor()); 

 

                    OaDoi t = new OaDoi(call.getOaDoiObject().getDoi(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getFreeFulltextUrl(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getIsBoaiLicense(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getIsFreeToRead(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getIsSubscriptionJournal(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getLicense(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getOaColor(), 

                            call.getOaDoiObject().getUrl()); 

 

                    sess.saveOrUpdate(t); 

                    tx.commit(); 

 

                } 

                catch (Exception e) { 

                    if (tx != null) { 

                        tx.rollback(); 

                    } 

                    throw e; 

                } 

                finally { 

                    sess.close(); 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setObjectListFromDB(String optionalStringQueryParameters) 

    { 

 

        DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

        Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

        List<OaDoi> oaList = null; 

 

        try { 

            org.hibernate.Transaction tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

            Query q = sess.createQuery( 

                    "from OaDoi " + optionalStringQueryParameters); 

            oaList = (List<OaDoi>) q.list(); 

 

        } 

        catch (HibernateException e) { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

        this.setOaDois(oaList); 

 

        sess.close(); 

 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void handleSpecialCharacters() 

    { 

 

        List<OaDoi> list = getOaDois(); 

        String str; 
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        for (OaDoi j : list) { 

            str = j.getDoi(); 

            j.setDoi(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getFreeFulltextUrl(); 

            j.setFreeFulltextUrl(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getIsBoaiLicense(); 

            j.setIsBoaiLicense(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getIsFreeToRead(); 

            j.setIsFreeToRead(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getIsSubscriptionJournal(); 

            j.setDoi(str); 

            str = j.getLicense(); 

            j.setLicense(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getOaColor(); 

            j.setOaColor(str); 

            str = j.getUrl(); 

            j.setUrl(str); 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public String stringHelper(String aString) 

    { 

 

        String aReturn; 

        Charset charset = Charset.forName("ISO-8859-1"); 

        aReturn = charset.decode(charset.encode(aString)).toString(); 

        System.out.println(aReturn); 

 

        return aReturn; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void marshallXMLCache(String outputPath) 

    { 

        try { 

 

            Cache_OaDoi oadoi = new Cache_OaDoi(); 

            oadoi.setOaDois(this.getOaDois()); 

 

            String timeStamp = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy_MM_dd_HH_mm_ss").format( 

                    new Date()); 

 

            JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance(Cache_OaDoi.class); 

            Marshaller jaxbMarshaller = jaxbContext.createMarshaller(); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.setProperty(Marshaller.JAXB_FORMATTED_OUTPUT, true); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.marshal(oadoi, new File( 

                    outputPath + "\\SY_articles_data_" + timeStamp + ".xml")); 

        } 

        catch (JAXBException ex) { 

            ex.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public List<SyArticle> getSY_outputs() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setSY_outputs(List<SyArticle> SY_outputs) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

} 
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CacheSyArtice Class 
 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

import java.util.List; 

 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessorType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement; 

import OAFS_main.DBHelper; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.nio.charset.Charset; 

import java.text.SimpleDateFormat; 

import java.util.Date; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBContext; 

import javax.xml.bind.JAXBException; 

import javax.xml.bind.Marshaller; 

import org.hibernate.HibernateException; 

import org.hibernate.Query; 

import org.hibernate.Session; 

import org.hibernate.Transaction; 

 

@XmlRootElement(name = "SY_outputs") 

@XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.FIELD) 

public class Cache_SyArticle implements CacheInterface 

{ 

 

    @XmlElement(name = "SY_output") 

 

    private List<SyArticle> SyArticles = null; 

 

    public List<SyArticle> getSY_outputs() 

    { 

        return SyArticles; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setSY_outputs(List<SyArticle> SyArticles) 

    { 

        this.SyArticles = SyArticles; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void getCacheTest() 

    { 

        System.out.println("Haha it worked - cache away m'boy"); 

    } 

 

    //other types must return null so ...factory can return a collection 

    @Override 

    public List<JmInvoice> getJM_invoices() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public List<JmArticle> getJM_articles() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    //hibernate 

    @Override 
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    public void setJM_articles(List<JmArticle> JM_articles) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setJM_invoices(List<JmInvoice> JM_invoices) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void commitObjectListToDB() throws HibernateException 

    { 

 

        for (SyArticle j : this.getSY_outputs()) { 

            DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

            Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

            Transaction tx = null; 

            try { 

                tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

                System.out.println(j.getSyId() + " " + j.getTitle()); 

                SyArticle t = new SyArticle(j.getSyId(), j.getTitle(), 

                        j.getJournal(), 

                        j.getIssn(), j.getDoi(), j.getFundingRequest(), 

                        j.getJmId()); 

                sess.saveOrUpdate(t); 

                tx.commit(); 

            } 

            catch (Exception e) { 

                if (tx != null) { 

                    tx.rollback(); 

                } 

                throw e; 

            } 

            finally { 

                sess.close(); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setObjectListFromDB(String optionalStringQueryParameters) 

    { 

        DBHelper db = new DBHelper(); 

        Session sess = db.getFactory().openSession(); 

        List<SyArticle> jmList = null; 

 

        try { 

            org.hibernate.Transaction tx = sess.beginTransaction(); 

            Query q = sess.createQuery( 

                    "from SyArticle " + optionalStringQueryParameters); 

            jmList = (List<SyArticle>) q.list(); 

        } 

        catch (HibernateException e) { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

        this.setSY_outputs(jmList); 

        sess.close(); 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void handleSpecialCharacters() 

    { 

        List<SyArticle> list = getSY_outputs(); 

        String str; 

        for (SyArticle j : list) { 

            str = j.getTitle(); 

            j.setTitle(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getJournal(); 

            j.setJournal(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getIssn(); 

            j.setIssn(stringHelper(str)); 

            str = j.getFundingRequest(); 

            j.setFundingRequest(stringHelper(str)); 
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            str = j.getDoi(); 

            j.setDoi(str); 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public String stringHelper(String aString) 

    { 

        String aReturn; 

        Charset charset = Charset.forName("ISO-8859-1"); 

        aReturn = charset.decode(charset.encode(aString)).toString(); 

        System.out.println(aReturn); 

 

        return aReturn; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void marshallXMLCache(String outputPath) 

    { 

        try { 

 

            Cache_SyArticle SyArticle = new Cache_SyArticle(); 

 

            SyArticle.setSY_outputs(this.getSY_outputs()); 

 

            String timeStamp = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy_MM_dd_HH_mm_ss").format( 

                    new Date()); 

 

            JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance( 

                    Cache_SyArticle.class); 

 

            Marshaller jaxbMarshaller = jaxbContext.createMarshaller(); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.setProperty(Marshaller.JAXB_FORMATTED_OUTPUT, true); 

 

            jaxbMarshaller.marshal(SyArticle, new File( 

                    outputPath + "\\SY_articles_data_" + timeStamp + ".xml")); 

        } 

        catch (JAXBException ex) { 

            ex.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public List<OaDoi> getOaDois() 

    { 

        return null; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void setOaDois(List<OaDoi> OaDois) 

    { 

        //do nothing 

    } 

} 
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JmArticle Class 
 

package OAFS; 

// Generated 13-Aug-2017 15:27:21 by Hibernate Tools 4.3.1 

 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessorType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement; 

 

/** 

 * JmArticle generated by hbm2java 

 */ 

@XmlRootElement(name = "JM_article") //jaxb xml unmarshalling 

@XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.FIELD) //jaxb xml unmarshalling 

public class JmArticle implements java.io.Serializable 

{ 

 

    private int jmId; 

    private String name; 

    private String ids; 

    private String journalTitle; 

    private String publisher; 

    private String workflowComplete; 

 

    public JmArticle() 

    { 

    } 

 

    public JmArticle(int jmId) 

    { 

        this.jmId = jmId; 

    } 

 

    public JmArticle(int jmId, String name, String ids, String journalTitle, 

            String publisher, String workflowComplete) 

    { 

        this.jmId = jmId; 

        this.name = name; 

        this.ids = ids; 

        this.journalTitle = journalTitle; 

        this.publisher = publisher; 

        this.workflowComplete = workflowComplete; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public int getJmId() 

    { 

        return this.jmId; 

    } 

 

    public void setJmId(int jmId) 

    { 

        this.jmId = jmId; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getName() 

    { 

        return this.name; 

    } 

 

    public void setName(String name) 

    { 

        this.name = name; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getIds() 

    { 

        return this.ids; 

    } 

 

    public void setIds(String ids) 
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    { 

        this.ids = ids; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getJournalTitle() 

    { 

        return this.journalTitle; 

    } 

 

    public void setJournalTitle(String journalTitle) 

    { 

        this.journalTitle = journalTitle; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getPublisher() 

    { 

        return this.publisher; 

    } 

 

    public void setPublisher(String publisher) 

    { 

        this.publisher = publisher; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getWorkflowComplete() 

    { 

        return this.workflowComplete; 

    } 

 

    public void setWorkflowComplete(String workflowComplete) 

    { 

        this.workflowComplete = workflowComplete; 

    } 

 

} 
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JmInvoice Class 
 

package OAFS; 

// Generated 13-Aug-2017 15:27:21 by Hibernate Tools 4.3.1 

 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessorType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement; 

 

/** 

 * JmInvoice generated by hbm2java 

 */ 

@XmlRootElement(name = "JM_invoice") 

@XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.FIELD) 

public class JmInvoice implements java.io.Serializable 

{ 

 

    private int jmInvoiceId; 

    private String name; 

    private String passedToFinance; 

    private String paymentStatus; 

    private String paymentMethod; 

    private String invoiceFileName; 

 

    public JmInvoice() 

    { 

    } 

 

    public JmInvoice(int jmInvoiceId) 

    { 

        this.jmInvoiceId = jmInvoiceId; 

    } 

 

    public JmInvoice(int jmInvoiceId, String name, String passedToFinance, 

            String paymentStatus, String paymentMethod, String invoiceFileName) 

    { 

        this.jmInvoiceId = jmInvoiceId; 

        this.name = name; 

        this.passedToFinance = passedToFinance; 

        this.paymentStatus = paymentStatus; 

        this.paymentMethod = paymentMethod; 

        this.invoiceFileName = invoiceFileName; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public int getJmInvoiceId() 

    { 

        return this.jmInvoiceId; 

    } 

 

    public void setJmInvoiceId(int jmInvoiceId) 

    { 

        this.jmInvoiceId = jmInvoiceId; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getName() 

    { 

        return this.name; 

    } 

 

    public void setName(String name) 

    { 

        this.name = name; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getPassedToFinance() 

    { 

        return this.passedToFinance; 

    } 

 

    public void setPassedToFinance(String passedToFinance) 
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    { 

        this.passedToFinance = passedToFinance; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getPaymentStatus() 

    { 

        return this.paymentStatus; 

    } 

 

    public void setPaymentStatus(String paymentStatus) 

    { 

        this.paymentStatus = paymentStatus; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getPaymentMethod() 

    { 

        return this.paymentMethod; 

    } 

 

    public void setPaymentMethod(String paymentMethod) 

    { 

        this.paymentMethod = paymentMethod; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getInvoiceFileName() 

    { 

        return this.invoiceFileName; 

    } 

 

    public void setInvoiceFileName(String invoiceFileName) 

    { 

        this.invoiceFileName = invoiceFileName; 

    } 

 

} 
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OaDoi Class 
 

package OAFS; 

// Generated 13-Aug-2017 15:27:21 by Hibernate Tools 4.3.1 

 

/** 

 * OaDoi generated by hbm2java 

 */ 

public class OaDoi implements java.io.Serializable 

{ 

 

    //private Integer id; 

    private String doi; 

    private String freeFulltextUrl; 

    private String isBoaiLicense; 

    private String isFreeToRead; 

    private String isSubscriptionJournal; 

    private String license; 

    private String oaColor; 

    private String url; 

 

    public OaDoi() 

    { 

    } 

 

    public OaDoi(String doi) 

    { 

        this.doi = doi; 

    } 

 

    public OaDoi(String doi, String freeFulltextUrl, String isBoaiLicense, 

            String isFreeToRead, String isSubscriptionJournal, String license, 

            String oaColor, String url) 

    { 

        this.doi = doi; 

        this.freeFulltextUrl = freeFulltextUrl; 

        this.isBoaiLicense = isBoaiLicense; 

        this.isFreeToRead = isFreeToRead; 

        this.isSubscriptionJournal = isSubscriptionJournal; 

        this.license = license; 

        this.oaColor = oaColor; 

        this.url = url; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getDoi() 

    { 

        return this.doi; 

    } 

 

    public void setDoi(String doi) 

    { 

        this.doi = doi; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getFreeFulltextUrl() 

    { 

        return this.freeFulltextUrl; 

    } 

 

    public void setFreeFulltextUrl(String freeFulltextUrl) 

    { 

        this.freeFulltextUrl = freeFulltextUrl; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getIsBoaiLicense() 

    { 

        return this.isBoaiLicense; 

    } 

 

    public void setIsBoaiLicense(String isBoaiLicense) 
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    { 

        this.isBoaiLicense = isBoaiLicense; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getIsFreeToRead() 

    { 

        return this.isFreeToRead; 

    } 

 

    public void setIsFreeToRead(String isFreeToRead) 

    { 

        this.isFreeToRead = isFreeToRead; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getIsSubscriptionJournal() 

    { 

        return this.isSubscriptionJournal; 

    } 

 

    public void setIsSubscriptionJournal(String isSubscriptionJournal) 

    { 

        this.isSubscriptionJournal = isSubscriptionJournal; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getLicense() 

    { 

        return this.license; 

    } 

 

    public void setLicense(String license) 

    { 

        this.license = license; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getOaColor() 

    { 

        return this.oaColor; 

    } 

 

    public void setOaColor(String oaColor) 

    { 

        this.oaColor = oaColor; 

    } 

 

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getUrl() 

    { 

        return this.url; 

    } 

 

    public void setUrl(String url) 

    { 

        this.url = url; 

    } 

 

} 
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OaDoiParser Class 
 

/* 

 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 

 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 

 * and open the template in the editor. 

 */ 

package OAFS; 

 

import java.io.BufferedReader; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.InputStreamReader; 

import java.net.URL; 

import java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit; 

import org.json.simple.JSONArray; 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import org.json.simple.parser.ParseException; 

 

import org.json.simple.JSONValue; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author walte 

 */ 

public class OaDoiParser 

{ 

 

    private Boolean state = false; 

 

    private OaDoi oaDoiObject = null; 

 

    public OaDoiParser(String doi) 

    { 

 

        try { 

            TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS.sleep(100); 

 

            URL aUrl = new URL( 

                    "https://api.oadoi.org/" + doi + "?email=david.walters@brunel.ac.uk"); 

// URL to Parse 

 

            BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader( 

                    aUrl.openStream())); 

 

            String inputLine; 

            String jsonOutput = ""; 

 

            //read results of returned page to a string 

            while ((inputLine = in.readLine()) != null) { 

                jsonOutput = jsonOutput.concat(inputLine); 

                System.out.println(inputLine); 

            } 

 

            JSONObject jsonFirstParse = (JSONObject) JSONValue.parseWithException( 

                    jsonOutput); 

 

            if (jsonFirstParse.containsKey("results")) { 

                //structure is an array of objects, only expect 1 object per doi 

                JSONArray resultsArray = (JSONArray) jsonFirstParse.get( 

                        "results"); 

                // get the first result (there is only one) 

                JSONObject resultSetObj = (JSONObject) resultsArray.get(0); 

 

                if (((resultSetObj.containsValue("green")) || (resultSetObj.containsValue( 

                        "gold")) || (resultSetObj.containsValue("bronze"))) && 

(resultSetObj.containsKey( 

                        "oa_color"))) { 

                    System.out.println( 

                            resultSetObj.get("oa_color").toString() + resultSetObj.get( 

                            "oa_color").toString()); 

                    OaDoi nuOa = new OaDoi((String) resultSetObj.get("doi"), 

                            (String) resultSetObj.get("free_fulltext_url"), 

                            resultSetObj.get("is_boai_license").toString(), 
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                            resultSetObj.get("is_free_to_read").toString(), 

                            resultSetObj.get("is_subscription_journal").toString(), 

                            (String) resultSetObj.get("free_fulltext_url"), 

                            (String) resultSetObj.get("oa_color"), 

                            (String) resultSetObj.get("url")); 

                    setOaDoiObject(nuOa); 

                    setState(true); 

 

                } 

            } 

        } 

        catch (IOException | ParseException | InterruptedException e) { 

        } 

 

    } 

 

    public OaDoi getOaDoiObject() 

    { 

        return oaDoiObject; 

    } 

 

    private void setOaDoiObject(OaDoi oaDoiObject) 

    { 

        this.oaDoiObject = oaDoiObject; 

    } 

 

    public Boolean getState() 

    { 

        return state; 

    } 

 

    private void setState(Boolean state) 

    { 

        this.state = state; 

    } 

} 
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SyArticle Class 
package OAFS; 

// Generated 13-Aug-2017 15:27:21 by Hibernate Tools 4.3.1 

 

 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAccessorType; 

import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement; 

/** 

 * SyArticle generated by hbm2java 

 */ 

@XmlRootElement(name = "SY_output") 

@XmlAccessorType (XmlAccessType.FIELD) 

public class SyArticle  implements java.io.Serializable { 

 

 

     private int syId; 

     private String title; 

     private String journal; 

     private String issn; 

     private String doi; 

     private String fundingRequest; 

     private String jmId; 

 

    public SyArticle() { 

    } 

 

  

    public SyArticle(int syId) { 

        this.syId = syId; 

    } 

    public SyArticle(int syId, String title, String journal, String issn, String doi, 

String fundingRequest, String jmId) { 

       this.syId = syId; 

       this.title = title; 

       this.journal = journal; 

       this.issn = issn; 

       this.doi = doi; 

       this.fundingRequest = fundingRequest; 

       this.jmId = jmId; 

    } 

     

    //@XmlElement 

    public int getSyId() { 

        return this.syId; 

    } 

     

    public void setSyId(int syId) { 

        this.syId = syId; 

    } 

     

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getTitle() { 

        return this.title; 

    } 

     

    public void setTitle(String title) { 

        this.title = title; 

    } 

     

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getJournal() { 

        return this.journal; 

    } 

     

    public void setJournal(String journal) { 

        this.journal = journal; 

    } 

     

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getIssn() { 

        return this.issn; 

    } 

     

    public void setIssn(String issn) { 
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        this.issn = issn; 

    } 

     

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getDoi() { 

        return this.doi; 

    } 

     

    public void setDoi(String doi) { 

        this.doi = doi; 

    } 

     

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getFundingRequest() { 

        return this.fundingRequest; 

    } 

     

    public void setFundingRequest(String fundingRequest) { 

        this.fundingRequest = fundingRequest; 

    } 

     

    //@XmlElement 

    public String getJmId() { 

        return this.jmId; 

    } 

     

    public void setJmId(String jmId) { 

        this.jmId = jmId; 

    } 

 

} 
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Appendix 4L-1 

Overview of JAXB 

JAXB is the selected technology with the Java framework that enables the marshalling and 

unmarshalling of XML data into POJO’s (plain old java objects). In application of this technology 

within the project, I relied heavily on Vajjhala & Fialli (2006) documentation. This work describes the 

technology with its adoption by Oracle in the standard Java framework and it is highly instructive in 

the appropriate use of the technology. It contains several examples of code that were adapted for 
use in the project. 

Once the correct Java API libraries are referenced, classes of are specially annotated with ‘JAXB 

annotations’. In my design these correspond to the ‘cache’ classes and the datatype classes, e.g. 

SyArticle. The cache classes are annotated with the expected XML root name and the XML element 

name. This means the technology knows what parts of the XML document will contain the objects 

for marshalling and unmarshalling. The caches also hold collections of the class of object. Methods 

within cache mean that JAXB can ‘unmarshal’ an XML file into the collection, or ‘marshal’ a collection 

into an XML file.  

The object classes also contain JAXB annotations for the element name. The attributes of the data 

should appear in the expected order or with the same namespace as the XML data. This enables 

JAXB to quickly unmarshal data directly into these attributes, all business handling constructi on is 

covered by the framework. 

In conjunction with Hibernate, when this framework is called to map data from the database, it does 

so through the cache class. Objects are retrieved by a query and mapped very quickly into the 
collection. This makes them available for marshalling into an XML file as required by the software. 

An error was caused with JAXB that was resolved when reading into the problem. I had to also 

include the persistence library, now also part of the Java API, to ensure that created objects persists 

when the software is running. This is possibly related to the fact the JAXB and Hibernate don’t 

construct objects in the way that a programmer would, e.g. using a class constructor, rather 

relational entities are mapped to the class (Oracle 2017a). 

Appendix 4L-2 

Overview of Hibernate 

Hibernate is a framework that is designed to enable Java software applications to readily connect 

with relational databases. It enables the mapping of Java objects directly to a data storage layer. It 

was the technology selected by this project to serve the requirement of persisting data in the 

system. In application of this technology I relied on several sources to help with implementation. A 

key limitation I discovered is that working within the Netbeans IDE, which offers some support for 

this technology, only up to version 4.3 is supported. The technology has gone through many more 
long term supported versions, at the time of writing it is on version 7 (RedHat 2017). 

Use of Hibernate for database retrieval and persistence 
Hibernate with MySQL Database one must create a hibernate.cfg.xml configuration file and place it 
in the root of the application's classpath. 
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Hibernate NetBeans tutorial 

I used the Netbeans tutorial on Hibernate to help implement the framework (NetBeans 2017b). The 

software contains a wizard that assists with autogenerating much of the required configuration files 
needed to interact with the database tables. 

I modified the initialisation file, using localhost as the server information (for the database was 

hosted on the local developer machine for design) and entered the appropriate connection 
information. 

Following the tutorial instructions, I created a hibernate.util file, which is used to create a factory 
session during runtime. 

Using NetBeans, the wizard assists in the creation of a ‘reverse Engineering’ process that, after 

connecting to a database, creates the Java classes and mapping files with correct references in the 
Hibernate configuration file. These are evidenced in the screenshots below. 
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Below shows the mapped objects from wizard. From here I could modify the classes, for example 

with JAXB annotations to ensure the software had all the required functionality 

 

 

When the project is initialised, the configuration file establishes a connection with database and can 
query and map objects. A session is created on initialisation that enables this (King 2010) 
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Querying the database is known as an ‘HQL query’. It takes a very similar syntax to SQL, and can 

quickly map objects based on a query to the database. An example below shows a query to JmArticle 
with 3 objects mapped and returned: 
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Hibernate.cfg.xml 

This shows the hibernate configuration file. I had to make several modifications. Notably JCDB 

connections to the database and in specifying additional parameters such as the encoding, which 

was causing problems (see Chapter 4). Note the mapping resource tag which refers to the mapping 

files that enable the framework to map class attributes to the database for object creation.  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!DOCTYPE hibernate-configuration PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Configuration DTD 3.0//EN" 

"http://hibernate.sourceforge.net/hibernate-configuration-3.0.dtd"> 

<hibernate-configuration> 

  <session-factory> 

    <!--    <property 

name="hibernate.dialect">org.hibernate.dialect.MySQLInnoDBDialect</property>--> 

    <property name="hibernate.connection.driver_class">com.mysql.jdbc.Driver</property> 

    <property 

name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/oafs?autoReconnect=true&amp;useUni

code=true&amp;createDatabaseIfNotExist=true&amp;characterEncoding=iso-8859-1</property> 

    <!--    <property 

name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/oafs</property>--> 

    <property name="hibernate.connection.username">root</property> 

    <property name="hibernate.connection.password">#######</property> 

    <!--  added from advice https://stackoverflow.com/questions/13063372/hibernate-mysql-how-

to-set-the-encoding-utf-8-for-database-and-tables --> 

    <property name="hibernate.connection.CharSet">iso-8859-1</property> 

    <property name="hibernate.connection.characterEncoding">utf8</property> 

    <property name="hibernate.connection.useUnicode">true</property> 

    <property name="hibernate.show_sql">true</property> 

    <property 

name="hibernate.jdbc.factory_class">org.hibernate.hql.classic.ClassicQueryTranslatorFactory</p

roperty> 

    <property name="hibernate.current_session_context_class">thread</property> 

    <mapping resource="OAFS/OaDoi.hbm.xml"/> 

    <mapping resource="OAFS/JmInvoice.hbm.xml"/> 

    <mapping resource="OAFS/SyArticle.hbm.xml"/> 

    <mapping resource="OAFS/JmArticle.hbm.xml"/> 

  </session-factory> 

</hibernate-configuration> 
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Hibernate.reveng.xml 
This is the reverse engineering file that was created through the wizard. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!DOCTYPE hibernate-reverse-engineering PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Reverse Engineering 

DTD 3.0//EN" "http://hibernate.sourceforge.net/hibernate-reverse-engineering-3.0.dtd"> 

<hibernate-reverse-engineering> 

  <schema-selection match-catalog="oafs"/> 

  <table-filter match-name="jm_invoice"/> 

  <table-filter match-name="sy_article"/> 

  <table-filter match-name="jm_article"/> 

  <table-filter match-name="oa_doi"/> 

</hibernate-reverse-engineering> 
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Hibernate mapping file: JmArticle.hbm.xml 
This shows the mapping file, corresponding to the database definition.  

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<!DOCTYPE hibernate-mapping PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Mapping DTD 3.0//EN" 

"http://www.hibernate.org/dtd/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd"> 

<!-- Generated 13-Aug-2017 15:27:22 by Hibernate Tools 4.3.1 --> 

<hibernate-mapping> 

    <class name="OAFS.JmArticle" table="jm_article" catalog="oafs" optimistic-

lock="version"> 

        <id name="jmId" type="int"> 

            <column name="jm_id" /> 

            <generator class="assigned" /> 

        </id> 

        <property name="name" type="string"> 

            <column name="name" length="65535"> 

                <comment>output title</comment> 

            </column> 

        </property> 

        <property name="ids" type="string"> 

            <column name="ids" length="65535"> 

                <comment>dois and other ids</comment> 

            </column> 

        </property> 

        <property name="journalTitle" type="string"> 

            <column name="journal_title" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="publisher" type="string"> 

            <column name="publisher" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="workflowComplete" type="string"> 

            <column name="workflow_complete" length="5" /> 

        </property> 

    </class> 

</hibernate-mapping> 
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Hibernate mapping file: JmInvoice.hbm.xml 
This shows the mapping file, corresponding to the database definition. 

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<!DOCTYPE hibernate-mapping PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Mapping DTD 3.0//EN" 

"http://www.hibernate.org/dtd/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd"> 

<!-- Generated 13-Aug-2017 15:27:22 by Hibernate Tools 4.3.1 --> 

<hibernate-mapping> 

    <class name="OAFS.JmInvoice" table="jm_invoice" catalog="oafs" optimistic-

lock="version"> 

        <id name="jmInvoiceId" type="int"> 

            <column name="jm_invoice_id" /> 

            <generator class="assigned" /> 

        </id> 

        <property name="name" type="string"> 

            <column name="name" length="65535"> 

                <comment>of the invoice, e.g. invoice number</comment> 

            </column> 

        </property> 

        <property name="passedToFinance" type="string"> 

            <column name="passed_to_finance" length="3"> 

                <comment>yes or no</comment> 

            </column> 

        </property> 

        <property name="paymentStatus" type="string"> 

            <column name="payment_status" length="3" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="paymentMethod" type="string"> 

            <column name="payment_method" length="5"> 

                <comment>chaps, bacs or card</comment> 

            </column> 

        </property> 

        <property name="invoiceFileName" type="string"> 

            <column name="invoice_file_name" length="6"> 

                <comment>number which matches the jisc monitor id</comment> 

            </column> 

        </property> 

    </class> 

</hibernate-mapping> 
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Hibernate mapping file: OaDoi.hbm.xml 
This shows the mapping file, corresponding to the database definition.  

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<!DOCTYPE hibernate-mapping PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Mapping DTD 3.0//EN" 

"http://www.hibernate.org/dtd/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd"> 

<!-- Generated 13-Aug-2017 15:27:22 by Hibernate Tools 4.3.1 --> 

<hibernate-mapping> 

    <class name="OAFS.OaDoi" table="oa_doi" catalog="oafs" optimistic-lock="version"> 

        <id name="doi" type="string"> 

            <column name="doi" length="30" not-null="true" unique="true"/> 

        </id> 

        <property name="freeFulltextUrl" type="string"> 

            <column name="free_fulltext_url" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="isBoaiLicense" type="string"> 

            <column name="is_boai_license" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="isFreeToRead" type="string"> 

            <column name="is_free_to_read" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="isSubscriptionJournal" type="string"> 

            <column name="is_subscription_journal" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="license" type="string"> 

            <column name="license" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="oaColor" type="string"> 

            <column name="oa_color" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="url" type="string"> 

            <column name="url" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

    </class> 

</hibernate-mapping> 
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Hibernate mapping file: SyArticle.hbm.xml 
This shows the mapping file, corresponding to the database definition.  

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<!DOCTYPE hibernate-mapping PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Mapping DTD 3.0//EN" 

"http://www.hibernate.org/dtd/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd"> 

<!-- Generated 13-Aug-2017 15:27:22 by Hibernate Tools 4.3.1 --> 

<hibernate-mapping> 

    <class name="OAFS.SyArticle" table="sy_article" catalog="oafs" optimistic-

lock="version"> 

        <id name="syId" type="int"> 

            <column name="sy_id" /> 

            <generator class="assigned" /> 

        </id> 

        <property name="title" type="string"> 

            <column name="title" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="journal" type="string"> 

            <column name="journal" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="issn" type="string"> 

            <column name="issn" length="9" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="doi" type="string"> 

            <column name="doi" length="65535" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="fundingRequest" type="string"> 

            <column name="funding_request" length="3" /> 

        </property> 

        <property name="jmId" type="string"> 

            <column name="jm_id" length="6" /> 

        </property> 

    </class> 

</hibernate-mapping> 
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Appendix 4M-1A 

XML import data for JmArticles: 
 

For brevity, some entities have been omitted. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<JM_articles xmlns:JM_ARTICLES="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 <JM_article> 

  <jmId>54484</jmId> 

  <name>Drinking game participation, gender performance and normalization of 

intoxication among Nigerian university students</name> 

  <ids>10.1016/j.abrep.2016.11.002</ids> 

  <journalTitle>Addictive Behaviors Reports</journalTitle> 

  <publisher>Elsevier</publisher> 

  <workflowComplete>true</workflowComplete> 

 </JM_article> 

 <JM_article> 

  <jmId>54501</jmId> 

  <name>Analysis of the interaction between globular head modules of human C1q 

and its candidate receptor gC1qR</name> 

  <ids></ids> 

  <journalTitle>Frontiers in Immunology</journalTitle> 

  <publisher>Frontiers</publisher> 

  <workflowComplete>true</workflowComplete> 

 </JM_article> 

 <JM_article> 

  <jmId>54514</jmId> 

  <name>Experienced Grey Wolf Optimizer through Reinforcement Learning and 

Neural Networks</name> 

  <ids></ids> 

  <journalTitle>IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks and Learning 

Systems</journalTitle> 

  <publisher>IEEE</publisher> 

  <workflowComplete>true</workflowComplete> 

 </JM_article> 

 <JM_article> 

  <jmId>54515</jmId> 

  <name>Pulmonary surfactant protein SP-D opsonises carbon nanotubes and 

augments their phagocytosis and subsequent pro-inflammatory immune response</name> 

  <ids></ids> 

  <journalTitle>Nanoscale</journalTitle> 

  <publisher>Royal Society of Chemistry</publisher> 

  <workflowComplete>true</workflowComplete> 

 </JM_article> 

 <JM_article> 

  <jmId>54516</jmId> 

  <name>Graphene films printable on flexible substrates for sensor 

applications</name> 

  <ids></ids> 

  <journalTitle>2D Materials</journalTitle> 

  <publisher>IOP Publishing</publisher> 

  <workflowComplete>true</workflowComplete> 

 </JM_article> 

 <JM_article> 

  <jmId>54520</jmId> 

  <name>The Effect of a Sequential Structure of Practice for the Training of 

Perceptual-Cognitive Skills</name> 

  <ids></ids> 

  <journalTitle>PLoS ONE</journalTitle> 

  <publisher>Public Library of Science</publisher> 

  <workflowComplete>true</workflowComplete> 

 </JM_article> 

 <JM_article> 

  <jmId>54522</jmId> 

  <name>Automatic Translation of Plant Data into Management Performance 

Metrics: A Case for Real-Time and Predictive Production Control</name> 

  <ids></ids> 

  <journalTitle>International Journal of Production Research</journalTitle> 

  <publisher>Taylor &amp; Francis</publisher> 

  <workflowComplete>true</workflowComplete> 

 </JM_article> 

</JM_articles> 
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Figure 4-55 XML data 

Appendix 4M-1B 

XSD schema for JmArticles 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 

<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

 

 

<xs:element name="JM_articles"> 

  <xs:complexType> 

    <xs:sequence> 

  <xs:element name="JM_article" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

    <xs:complexType> 

   <xs:sequence> 

    <xs:element name="jmId" type="xs:integer"/> 

    <xs:element name="name" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

    <xs:element name="ids" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

    <xs:element name="journalTitle" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

    <xs:element name="publisher" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

    <xs:element name="workflowComplete" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

   </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

  </xs:element> 

    </xs:sequence> 

  </xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

 

</xs:schema> 

Figure 4-56 XML schema data (xsd) 
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Appendix 4M-2A 

XML import data for JmInvoices: 
 

For brevity, some entities have been omitted. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<JM_invoices xmlns:JM_invoices="http://me.com/namespaces/JM_invoices"> 

 <JM_invoice> 

  <jmInvoiceId>54529</jmInvoiceId> 

  <name>2016-0062849-2</name> 

  <passedToFinance>Yes</passedToFinance> 

  <paymentStatus>Yes</paymentStatus> 

  <paymentMethod>BACS</paymentMethod> 

  <invoiceFileName>54527</invoiceFileName> 

 </JM_invoice> 

 <JM_invoice> 

  <jmInvoiceId>54530</jmInvoiceId> 

  <name>2016-0066351-3</name> 

  <passedToFinance>Yes</passedToFinance> 

  <paymentStatus>Yes</paymentStatus> 

  <paymentMethod>BACS</paymentMethod> 

  <invoiceFileName>54528</invoiceFileName> 

 </JM_invoice> 

 <JM_invoice> 

  <jmInvoiceId>54531</jmInvoiceId> 

  <name>W1364187</name> 

  <passedToFinance>Yes</passedToFinance> 

  <paymentStatus>Yes</paymentStatus> 

  <paymentMethod>BACS</paymentMethod> 

  <invoiceFileName>54484</invoiceFileName> 

 </JM_invoice> 

 <JM_invoice> 

  <jmInvoiceId>54532</jmInvoiceId> 

  <name>2016-0060499-3</name> 

  <passedToFinance>Yes</passedToFinance> 

  <paymentStatus>Yes</paymentStatus> 

  <paymentMethod>BACS</paymentMethod> 

  <invoiceFileName>54501</invoiceFileName> 

 </JM_invoice> 

 <JM_invoice> 

  <jmInvoiceId>54535</jmInvoiceId> 

  <name>7985494</name> 

  <passedToFinance>Yes</passedToFinance> 

  <paymentStatus>Yes</paymentStatus> 

  <paymentMethod>BACS</paymentMethod> 

  <invoiceFileName>54533</invoiceFileName> 

 </JM_invoice> 

 <JM_invoice> 

  <jmInvoiceId>54544</jmInvoiceId> 

  <name>3400001101</name> 

  <passedToFinance>Yes</passedToFinance> 

  <paymentStatus>Yes</paymentStatus> 

  <paymentMethod>BACS</paymentMethod> 

  <invoiceFileName>54497</invoiceFileName> 

 </JM_invoice> 

 <JM_invoice> 

  <jmInvoiceId>54551</jmInvoiceId> 

  <name>unknown-001</name> 

  <passedToFinance>Yes</passedToFinance> 

  <paymentStatus>Yes</paymentStatus> 

  <paymentMethod>BACS</paymentMethod> 

  <invoiceFileName>54497</invoiceFileName> 

 </JM_invoice> 

</JM_invoices> 

 

Appendix 4M-2B 

XSD schema for JmInvoices 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 

<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

 

 

<xs:element name="JM_invoices"> 

  <xs:complexType> 

    <xs:sequence> 

  <xs:element name="JM_invoice" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

    <xs:complexType> 

   <xs:sequence> 

    <xs:element name="jmInvoiceId" type="xs:integer"/> 

    <xs:element name="name" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

    <xs:element name="passedToFinance" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

    <xs:element name="paymentStatus" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

    <xs:element name="paymentMethod" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

    <xs:element name="invoiceFileName" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

   </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

  </xs:element> 

    </xs:sequence> 

  </xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

 

</xs:schema> 
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Appendix 4M-3A 

XML import data for SyArticles: 
 

For brevity, some entities have been omitted. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<SY_outputs xmlns:SY_OUTPUTS="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>173763</syId> 

  <title>What constitutes ‘balanced’ information in the practitioners&apos; 

portrayals of down&apos;s syndrome? [Midwifery 18 (2002) 230–237]</title> 

  <journal>Midwifery</journal> 

  <doi>10.1054/midw.2002.0350</doi> 

  <issn>0266-6138</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>Yes</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId>87619</jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>122688</syId> 

  <title>Measurement and prediction of CTOD in austenitic stainless 

steel</title> 

  <journal>Fatigue &amp; Fracture of Engineering Materials &amp; 

Structures</journal> 

  <issn>8756-758X</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>Yes</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId>87877</jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>123624</syId> 

  <title>Problematic clinical features of children and adults with cerebral 

palsy who use electric powered indoor/outdoor wheelchairs: a cross-sectional study</title> 

  <journal>Assistive Technology: The Offical Journal of RESNA</journal> 

  <issn>1040-0435</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>Yes</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId></jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>124374</syId> 

  <title>Problematic clinical features of children and adults with cerebral 

palsy who use electric powered indoor/outdoor wheelchairs: A cross-sectional study</title> 

  <journal>Assistive Technology: The Offical Journal of RESNA</journal> 

  <doi>10.1080/10400435.2016.1201873</doi> 

  <Publisher_licence>CC BY</Publisher_licence> 

  <issn>1040-0435</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>No</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId></jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

 <SY_output> 

  <syId>124586</syId> 

  <title>Automatic Translation of Plant Data into Management Performance 

Metrics: A Case for Real-Time and Predictive Production Control</title> 

  <journal>International Journal of Production Research</journal> 

  <issn>0020-7543</issn> 

  <fundingRequest>No</fundingRequest> 

  <jmId></jmId> 

         

 </SY_output> 

</SY_outputs> 
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Appendix 4M-3B 

XSD schema for SyArticles 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 

<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

 

 

<xs:element name="SY_outputs"> 

  <xs:complexType> 

    <xs:sequence> 

  <xs:element name="SY_output" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

    <xs:complexType> 

   <xs:sequence> 

      <xs:element name="syId" type="xs:integer"/> 

      <xs:element name="title" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

      <xs:element name="journal" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

      <xs:element name="doi" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

      <xs:element name="Publisher_licence" 

type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

      <xs:element name="issn" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

      <xs:element name="fundingRequest" 

type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

      <xs:element name="jmId" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

   </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

  </xs:element> 

    </xs:sequence> 

  </xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

 

</xs:schema> 
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Appendix 4M-4 

W3C Validation of XML data and XML schema in the “sy_output” namespace 
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Appendix 4N 

The HTML/AJAX page 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" 

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd"> 

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en"> 

<head> 

 <title>Brunel ‘Open Access’ publishing service</title> 

 <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" /> 

 <meta name="Keywords" content="" /> 

 <meta name="Description" content="" /> 

 

 <link href="styles.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" /> 

</head> 

<body> 

<!--(1A)Report: Comment (i)--> 

 <div id="page_container"> 

  <div id="page_header"> 

   <div class="page_header_top"> 

    <div class="page_header_left"> 

     <div class="logo"></div> 

    </div>  

    <div class="page_header_right"> 

     <div class="title">Open Access publishing service</div> 

     <div class="subtitle">Funding requests and data-driven 

advice on ‘Open Access’ publishing</div> 

    </div> 

   </div> 

   <div class="navbar"> 

    <div class="hmenu"><a href="index.htm">Home</a></div> 

    <div class="hmenu"><a href="version1.htm">Version 1 | 

Wireframe</a></div> 

    <div class="hmenu"><a href="version1.htm">Version 2 | 

Live</a></div> 

   </div> 

  </div> 

<!--(main area)--> 

  <div class="container"> 

<!--(description of page goes here)--> 

   <div class="container"> 

    <div class="text"> 

     <p> 
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      Search and check the ‘Open Access’ status of your 

papers – search on request ID, paper title  

     </p> 

    </div> 

   </div> 

<!--(search box goes here)--> 

   <div class="container"> 

    <div class="sub"> 

     <div class="text"> 

      <p> 

       <p> 

        <input type="text" name="RunnerID" 

id="searchVal" size="90" maxlength="30"/> 

       </p> 

       <p> 

        <input type="submit" 

name="submitsearch" value="search" 

onclick="getResult(document.getElementById('searchVal').value);"/> 

        <input type="button" name="reset" 

value="reset" onclick="removeAllResults();"/> 

       </p> 

      </p> 

     </div> 

<!--(feedback on form entry goes here)--> 

     <div class="text" id="txtHint"> 

     </div> 

    </div> 

   </div> 

<!--(the 'Key' goes here)--> 

   <div class="container"> 

    <div class="text"> 

     <p> 

      Key: ‘Open Access’ status  

     </p> 

    </div> 

   </div> 

   <div id="key_container"> 

    <div class="keybar"> 

     <div class="key"> 

      <div style="border-radius: 15px 50px; background: 

#d1d1e0; padding: 3px; height: auto; text-align: center; color: #0033cc; font-size:small; 

border: 1px solid #666;">   
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       <p></p><b></b>Closed-access 

(Publisher)<p></p> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

     <div class="key"> 

      <div style="border-radius: 15px 50px; background: 

#ecb3ff; padding: 3px; height: auto; text-align: center; color: #0033cc; font-size:small; 

border: 1px solid #666;">   

       <p></p><b></b>Closed-access 

(Author)<p></p> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

     <div class="key"> 

      <div style="border-radius: 15px 50px; background: 

#ffe0b3; padding: 3px; height: auto; text-align: center; color: #0033cc; font-size:small; 

border: 1px solid #666;">   

       <p></p><b></b>Open Access funding 

request<p></p> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

     <div class="key"> 

      <div style="border-radius: 15px 50px; background: 

#ccffb3; padding: 3px; height: auto; text-align: center; color: #0033cc; font-size:small; 

border: 1px solid #666;">   

       <p></p><b></b>Open access (green)<p></p> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

     <div class="key"> 

      <div style="border-radius: 15px 50px; background: 

#ffffcc; padding: 3px; height: auto; text-align: center; color: #0033cc; font-size:small; 

border: 1px solid #666;">   

       <p></p><b></b>Open access (gold)<p></p> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

    </div> 

   </div> 

<!--(query results go in a new div here. They get an ID--> 

   <div class="container" id="results"> 

   </div> 

 

    

  </div> 

<!--(footer)--> 

  <div id="page_footer"> 
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   <p>David Walters</p> 

   <p>© Copyright 2017. All Rights Reserved</p> 

  </div> 

 </div> 

 

</body> 

 <script> 

  //accordion script 

  var acc = document.getElementsByClassName("accordion"); 

  var i; 

 

  for (i = 0; i < acc.length; i++) { 

   acc[i].onclick = function(){ 

    this.classList.toggle("active"); 

    var panel = this.nextElementSibling; 

    if (panel.style.display === "block") { 

     panel.style.display = "none"; 

    } else { 

     panel.style.display = "block"; 

    } 

   } 

  } 

   

  function callAccordion() { 

   var acc = document.getElementsByClassName("accordion"); 

   var i; 

 

   for (i = 0; i < acc.length; i++) { 

    acc[i].onclick = function(){ 

     this.classList.toggle("active"); 

     var panel = this.nextElementSibling; 

     if (panel.style.display === "block") { 

      panel.style.display = "none"; 

     } else { 

      panel.style.display = "block"; 

     } 

    } 

   } 

  } 
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 </script> 

 <script> 

  //remove result script 

  function removeResult(thisResult) { 

   var lv1 = thisResult.parentNode 

   var lv2 = lv1.parentNode 

   var lv3 = lv2.parentNode //(parent) 

   lv3.parentNode.removeChild(lv3); 

  } 

  //remove all results script 

  function removeAllResults() { 

   var parent; 

   var child; 

    

   //var items = [].slice.call(doc.getElementsByClassName('foo')); 

   var elements = [].slice.call(document.getElementsByName("entry")); 

   var i; 

   for (i = 0; i < elements.length; i++) { 

    //alert(elements.length); 

    parent = elements[i].parentNode; 

    child = elements[i]; 

    parent.removeChild(child); 

    //elements[i].parentNode.removeChild(elements[i]); 

   } 

  } 

   

 </script> 

 <script> 

  //getPHPresult 

  function getResult(str) { 

   //note the script is only setup to return a single result, so first 

result it finds will be sent. 

   alert(str); 

   //trim leading/trailing spaces 

   str=str.trim(); 

   if (str == "") { 

    alert("no search params"); 

    document.getElementById("txtHint").innerHTML = "Please enter a 

search value; either a request number (e.g. 123456 or 12345) or an article title (optional 

wildcard), (e.g. my paper about*) or a journal ISSN (e.g. 0000-0000)"; 
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    return; 

   } else { 

     

    alert(str); 

    if (window.XMLHttpRequest) { 

     // code for IE7+, Firefox, Chrome, Opera, Safari 

     xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest(); 

    } else { 

     // code for IE6, IE5 

     xmlhttp = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP"); 

    } 

    xmlhttp.onreadystatechange = function() { 

     if (this.readyState == 4 && this.status == 200) { 

      if (this.responseText=="") { 

      

 document.getElementById("txtHint").innerHTML = "no results found, try a wildcard *"; 

      } else { 

       var parent = 

document.getElementById("results"); 

       var div = document.createElement("div"); 

       div.setAttribute("class", "container"); 

       div.setAttribute("name", "entry"); 

       div.innerHTML = this.responseText; 

       parent.appendChild(div); 

       callAccordion(); 

      

 document.getElementById("txtHint").innerHTML = "first result found and returned"; 

      } 

     }  

    }; 

    //pass element count and query 

    //var phpFile = checkQuery(str); 

    var phpFile = checkQuery(str); 

    xmlhttp.open("GET",phpFile+".php?q="+str); 

    xmlhttp.send(); 

   } 

  } 

 

  function checkQuery(input) { 

   //based on what the author has entered, decide what phpfile should be 

used to query 
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   //(is it an issn?) (it it a number? is it an article) 

   var file; 

     

   //is it an issn? 

   var res = input.match(/[\S]{4}\-[\S]{4}/g); //matches issn format 0000-

0000 

   if (res) { 

    alert("valid issn"); 

    file = "getsearchJournal"; 

   } else { 

    file = "getsearchOutput"; 

   } 

   return file; 

  } 

 </script> 

</html> 
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The Stylesheet 
#page_container { 

  width: 940px; 

  background: #fff; 

  margin: 2px auto; 

  position: relative; 

  border: 1px solid #666; 

  padding: 1px; 

  color: #3399FF 

} 

#page_header { 

  height: auto; 

  overflow: hidden; 

  position: relative 

} 

 

#page_header .page_header_top { 

  height: 90px; 

  width: 100%; 

  padding: 5px 0 0 5px; 

  position: relative; 

} 

 

#page_header .page_header_top .page_header_left { 

  height: 100%; 

  width: 200px; 

  padding: 5px 0 0 5px; 

  float: left; 

  display:inline 

} 

 

#page_header .page_header_top .page_header_right { 

  height: auto; 

  width: auto; 

  padding: 5px 0 0 5px; 

  float: center-left; 

  display:inline 

} 
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#page_header .page_header_left .logo { 

  height: 100%; 

  width: auto; 

  background: url(images/ou_logo.png) no-repeat 0 7px; 

  position: relative; 

} 

 

#page_header .page_header_top .page_header_right .title { 

  font-size: 2em; 

  color: #000; 

  font-weight: bold; 

  position: left; 

  font-family: Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

} 

 

#page_header .page_header_top .page_header_right .subtitle { 

  font-size: 0.8em; 

  color: #000; 

  font-weight: bold; 

  position: left; 

  font-family: Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

} 

 

 

#page_header .navbar { 

 border: 1px solid #666; 

 width: 100%; 

 height:25px; 

 overflow: hidden; 

} 

 

#page_header .navbar .hmenu 

{ 

 text-align: center; 

 float:left; 

 width: auto; 

 height: auto; 

 display:inline 

 font-family: Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
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 font-size:12px; 

 font-weight:bold; 

 color:#252F33; 

 padding-left:20px; 

 padding-right:20px; 

 padding-top:5px; 

 padding-bottom:5px; 

 border: 1px solid #666; 

} 

 

 

 

.container { 

   height: auto; 

   width: 100%; 

   padding: 2px 2px 2px 2px; 

   overflow: hidden; 

} 

 

.container .text { 

   height: auto; 

   width: auto; 

   font-family: Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

   font-size:11px; 

   color:#252F33; 

   overflow: hidden; 

   padding: 2px 2px 2px 2px; 

} 

 

.container .sub { 

 text-align: center; 

 width: 100%; 

 height: auto; 

 display:inline; 

   overflow: hidden; 

} 

 

.container .leftresult { 

 text-align: center; 
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 float: left; 

 width: 5%; 

 height: auto; 

 display:inline; 

    overflow: hidden; 

 padding: 2px 2px 2px 2px; 

} 

 

.container .leftresult .cross { 

 text-align: center; 

 float: center; 

 width: 15px; 

 height: 15px; 

 display:inline; 

    overflow: hidden; 

 border: 1px solid #666; 

 padding: 2px 2px 2px 2px; 

    font-family: Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

    font-size:10px; 

    color: white; 

 background-color: red; 

} 

 

.container .rightresult { 

 text-align: left; 

 float: left; 

 width: 850px;  

 height: auto; 

 display:inline; 

    overflow: hidden; 

 /* border: 1px solid #666; */ 

 padding: 2px 2px 2px 2px; 

} 

 

#key_container { 

  padding-bottom: 5px; 

  width: 100%; 

} 
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#key_container .keybar { 

 

  width: 100%; 

  margin-left: auto;  

  margin-right: auto; 

 

} 

 

#key_container .keybar .key 

{ 

 width: 19%; 

 text-align: center;  

    vertical-align: top; 

    display: inline-block; 

    *display: inline; 

    zoom: 0; 

} 

 

 

#page_footer { 

  color:#252F33; 

  position: relative; 

  font-family: Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

  border-top: 1px solid #000; 

  padding: 10px 2px; 

  margin-top: 20px; 

  font-size:11px; 

  text-align: justify; 

} 

 

/* cite w3school below (for accordion) adapted with two sides */ 

button.accordion { 

    background-color: #eee; 

    color: #444; 

    cursor: pointer; 

    padding: 18px; 

    width: 100%; 

    border: none; 

    text-align: left; 
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    outline: none; 

    transition: 0.4s; 

} 

 

 

button.accordion.active, button.accordion:hover { 

    background-color: #ddd;  

} 

 

div.panel { 

    padding: 0 18px; 

    display: none; 

    background-color: white; 

} 

 

 

 

.footer { 

 

width: 730px; 

height:60px; 

background: url(images/footer.jpg) no-repeat; 

text-align:center; 

font-size:10px; 

color:#000000; 

padding-top:24px; 

} 
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config.php 
<?php 

 require_once("config.php"); 

 $q = $_GET[&#34;q&#34;]; //get the query 

 

 // $con = 

mysql_connect(&#34;localhost&#34;,&#34;web_select&#34;,&#34;QaX8ndRyRlJB3klUqNN7&#34;); 

 $con = mysqli_connect("127.0.0.1", "web_select", "QaX8ndRyRlJB3klUqNN7", "oafs"); 

if (!$con) { 

 // echo "no connect"; 

    // die(&#34;Could not connect: &#34; . mysqli_error($con)); 

    echo "Error: Unable to connect to MySQL." . PHP_EOL; 

    echo "Debugging errno: " . mysqli_connect_errno() . PHP_EOL; 

    echo "Debugging error: " . mysqli_connect_error() . PHP_EOL; 

    exit; 

} 

 

// mysqli_select_db($con,"oafs"); 

 $sql="SELECT * FROM test_table"; 

 $result = mysqli_query($con,$sql); 

  

if (!$result) { 

 // echo "no connect"; 

    // die(&#34;Could not connect: &#34; . mysqli_error($con)); 

    echo "Error: Unable to connect to MySQL." . PHP_EOL; 

    // echo "Debugging errno: " . mysqli_connect_errno() . PHP_EOL; 

    // echo "Debugging error: " . mysqli_connect_error() . PHP_EOL; 

    exit; 

} 

 

mysqli_close($con); 

?> 
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getSearchJournal.php 
<?php 

 //require_once("config.php"); 

 $q = $_GET['q']; //get the query (i.e. issn) 

  

// // $q = "1471-244X"; //BMC Psychiatry - for a test 

  

// // curl -X GET --header "Accept: application/json" 

"https://doaj.org/api/v1/search/journals/issn%3A1471-244X?page=1&pageSize=1" 

 

function callApi($url) { 

 //  Initiate curl 

 $ch = curl_init(); 

 // Disable SSL verification 

 curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_SSL_VERIFYPEER, false); 

 // Will return the response, if false it print the response 

 curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER, true); 

 // Set the url 

 curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_URL,$url); 

 // Execute 

 $result=curl_exec($ch); 

 // Closing 

 curl_close($ch); 

 

 //close cURL resource, and free up system resources 

 return $result; 

} 

//doaj - json 

$url = "https://doaj.org/api/v1/search/journals/issn%3A" .  $q . "?page=1&pageSize=1"; 

$doajRes = callApi($url, "json"); 

var_dump(json_decode($doajRes, true)); 

 

//sherpa ref - json 

$url = "https://ref.sherpa.ac.uk/id/journal/" .  $q; 

$sherRefRes = callApi($url); 

var_dump(json_decode($sherRefRes, true)); 

 

//sherpa romeo - xml 

$url = "http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/api29.php?issn=" .  $q; 
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$sherRomRes = callApi($url); 

$oXML = new SimpleXMLElement($sherRomRes); 

var_dump($oXML); 

 

 

echo  $q; 

echo  $url; 

?> 
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getSearchOutput.php 
<?php 

 //require_once("config.php"); 

 $q = $_GET['q']; //get the query 

 

 // $con = mysql_connect('localhost','web_select','QaX8ndRyRlJB3klUqNN7'); 

 $con = mysqli_connect("127.0.0.1", "web_select", "QaX8ndRyRlJB3klUqNN7", "oafs"); 

if (!$con) { 

 // echo "no connect"; 

    // die('Could not connect: ' . mysqli_error($con)); 

    echo "Error: Unable to connect to MySQL." . PHP_EOL; 

    echo "Debugging errno: " . mysqli_connect_errno() . PHP_EOL; 

    echo "Debugging error: " . mysqli_connect_error() . PHP_EOL; 

    exit; 

} 

 

//echo "Success: A proper connection to MySQL was made! The my_db database is great." . 

PHP_EOL; 

//echo "Host information: " . mysqli_get_host_info($con) . PHP_EOL; 

 

// mysqli_select_db($con,"oafs"); 

 $sql="SELECT * FROM test_table"; 

 $result = mysqli_query($con,$sql); 

  

if (!$result) { 

 // echo "no connect"; 

    // die('Could not connect: ' . mysqli_error($con)); 

    echo "Error: Unable to connect to MySQL." . PHP_EOL; 

    // echo "Debugging errno: " . mysqli_connect_errno() . PHP_EOL; 

    // echo "Debugging error: " . mysqli_connect_error() . PHP_EOL; 

    exit; 

} 

 

$randomNo = rand (1, 5); 

 //REMEMBER WE ARE ONLY EVER GOING TO RETURN A SINGLE RESULT! 

//echo "<script type='text/javascript'>alert('$randomNo');</script>"; 

switch ($randomNo) { 

    case 1: 

    echo "<div class='leftresult'> 
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      <div class='cross'> 

       <input type='button' name='reset' 

value='X' onclick='removeResult(this);'/> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

     <div class='rightresult'> 

      <button class='accordion' style='background: 

#ffff00; color: #0033cc; font-size:medium; border: 1px solid #666;'> 

        (127364|52342) In silico 

exploration of the fructose-6-phosphate phosphorylation step in glycolysis: genomic evidence 

of the coexistence of an atypical ATP-dependent along with a PPi-dependent phosphofructokinase 

in Propionibacterium freudenreichii subsp. shermanii  

      </button> 

      <div class='panel'> 

       <div class='text'> 

        <p> 

         Key: ‘Open Access’ status  

        </p> 

       </div> 

      </div> 

     </div>"; 

        break; 

    case 2: 

    echo "<div class='leftresult'> 

      <div class='cross'> 

       <input type='button' name='reset' 

value='X' onclick='removeResult(this);'/> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

     <div class='rightresult'> 

      <button class='accordion' style='background: 

#33cc33; color: white; font-size:medium; border: 1px solid #666;'> 

        (126478|52874) Ceramic: A Review 

of the Electronic and Optoelectronic Applications in Display Devices 

      </button> 

      <div class='panel'> 

       <div class='text'> 

        <p> 

         Key: ‘Open Access’ status  

        </p> 

       </div> 

      </div> 
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     </div>"; 

        break; 

    case 3: 

    echo "<div class='leftresult'> 

      <div class='cross'> 

       <input type='button' name='reset' 

value='X' onclick='removeResult(this);'/> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

     <div class='rightresult'> 

      <button class='accordion' style='background: 

#ff9933; color: white; font-size:medium; border: 1px solid #666;'> 

        (123756|58936) A comparison of 

three accelerometry-based devices for estimating energy expenditure in adults and children 

with cerebral palsy 

      </button> 

      <div class='panel'> 

       <div class='text'> 

        <p> 

         Key: ‘Open Access’ status  

        </p> 

       </div> 

      </div> 

     </div>"; 

        break; 

    case 4: 

    echo "<div class='leftresult'> 

      <div class='cross'> 

       <input type='button' name='reset' 

value='X' onclick='removeResult(this);'/> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

     <div class='rightresult'> 

      <button class='accordion' style='background: 

#cc33ff; color: white; font-size:medium; border: 1px solid #666;'> 

        (125463|53645) A metastable 

polymorphic form of the antifungal anilinopyrimidine active Pyrimethanil 

      </button> 

      <div class='panel'> 

       <div class='text'> 

        <p> 

         Key: ‘Open Access’ status  
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        </p> 

       </div> 

      </div> 

     </div>"; 

        break; 

    case 5: 

    echo "<div class='leftresult'> 

      <div class='cross'> 

       <input type='button' name='reset' 

value='X' onclick='removeResult(this);'/> 

      </div> 

     </div> 

     <div class='rightresult'> 

      <button class='accordion' style='background: 

#7575a3; color: white; font-size:medium; border: 1px solid #666;'> 

        (124587|56821) A Note on the 

Macroeconomic Consequences of Ethnic/Racial Tension  

      </button> 

      <div class='panel'> 

       <div class='text'> 

        <p> 

         Key: ‘Open Access’ status  

        </p> 

       </div> 

      </div> 

     </div>"; 

        break; 

} 

  

 // echo "<table> 

// <tr> 

// <th>id</th> 

// <th>name</th> 

// <th>title</th> 

// <th>true</th> 

// </tr>"; 

// while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)) { 

    // echo "<tr>"; 

    // echo "<td>" . $row['id'] . "</td>"; 

    // echo "<td>" . $row['name'] . "</td>"; 
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    // echo "<td>" . $row['title'] . "</td>"; 

    // echo "<td>" . $row['true_or_false'] . "</td>"; 

    // echo "</tr>"; 

// } 

// echo "</table>"; 

// echo "yes, from David"; 

 

 

mysqli_close($con); 

?> 
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Appendix 4O 

Research into Business Patterns: Resource and rule 

Hans-Erik Eriksson & Penker (2000) describe modelling business resources to inform information and 

product requirements, which make up the activity of business. These are described as patterns that 
are common to many business scenarios. 

Initial insights were compared against relevant patterns to provide insights into helper or functional 
classes that can support business objects during the work. 

The actor-role pattern 

Hans-Erik Eriksson & Penker (2000) describe actor-role as an actor with a function and with an 

associate role that describes the action taken by the actor. An actor may be matched to different 
roles 

 

Figure 0-15 Actor-role pattern 
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Figure 0-16 Superseded class diagram (actor-role pattern) adapted from Hans-Erik Eriksson (2000) 

The implications of the OAFS and openAccess classes introduced in Artefact 5A/5B, is that there 

exists similar roles in connecting to adjacent systems to capture and manipulate data. The actor 

might define the object and data structure. In BUC 1 (New OAFS entity) and BUC 2 (Update OAFS 

entity) data transactions from Symplectic and JISC Monitor might be encapsulated within the OAFS 
classes. 

The role might tell the object how to function in a context, for example the schedule object might be 

looking to check for new OAFS entities (BUC 1).  

 Symplectic is hosted locally through a LAN, but provides a private service API through the 

http protocol. This connection might be specially defined, for example using XML, and might 

return many entities for processing. The connection might be directly to the database itself, 

for example through JCDB. 

 Similarly, the oaDoi (BUC 3 - Update OA) and JISC monitor services are accessible through 

RESTful web services over http protocols. These are services hosted and managed by 

external providers. Similarly, this connection might be specially defined, for example using 

XML, and might return many entities for processing. This might have an impact on all BUCs. 

Actor-role connection looks at allowed connections between roles. It might be that, in BUC 1, grant 

objects can connect with the Symplectic database for instance. 

Actor-role connection rule defines XOR or AND logic to mean that several or all roles are played 
simultaneously. 
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In BUC 4 (OAFS status) if a web page is requesting access to data stored by the application, this 
pattern again might provide components that support an interface. 

As well as defining the context, the Schedule (or similar) class might also help in collection 
management lots of class instances are being created or updated. 

Comparing the business patterns Eriksson & Penker (2000) against the current domain analysis, the 

class model was revised to include classes to assist with the challenge of object versioning and 
connections with adjacent systems. 

From this process, it became apparent that the openAccess class should also inherit behaviour from 
OAFS because the behaviour is the same.  

 

Figure 0-17 Superseded class diagram (Actor-role pattern) 
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The Document pattern 

Hans-Erik Eriksson & Penker (2000) describe Document as handling copies of documents and 

versions, useful in product data-management systems. This is significant to the project because data 

entities (which we might refer to as documents), e.g. OAFS->output, are to be replicated between 

the OAFS system and JISC monitor. Also, entities from JISC monitor and Symplectic are to be 
replicated in the OAFS system. 

Document defines the abstraction, but does not represent the physical documents. These are 

represented as ‘copy’. The diagram below is a simplified version of the Hans-Erik Eriksson & Penker 

model. Since we are dealing with data between systems, the simplest way to identify the latest 

version might be using an attribute such as ‘date created’, along with system identifiers that can act 

as indexes (see Artefact 4A), and the ‘author’ of a copy may attribute the actor responsible for 
inputting the data. 

The distribution class is responsible for sending copies to other locations, for example via the 
internet. 

 

Figure 0-18 Superseded class diagram (document pattern) adapted from Hans-Erik Eriksson (2000) 

It might be the case to differentiate between BUC 1 (a new OAFS data entity) and BUC 2 (an updated 

BUC data entity to check that a copy of the last version of the object is stored. BUC 2 can also check 
to ensure the data has indeed changed (indicated by the case) before updating the object. 
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The Product data management (PDM) and Title-Item patterns 

Hans-Erik Eriksson & Penker (2000) describe Title-Item as handling objects that exist in multiple 
copies or instances. 

 

Figure 0-19 Superseded object diagram (Document pattern) 
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Superseded UML Class models 
This model is a first cut representation of business data managed by the application. The model 

notation style references The Open University (2015), Eriksson & Penker (2000) and Jacobson et al. 
(1999). 

The system must support data transactions between the Symplectic and JISC monitor system. A 

OAFS superclass could support this functionality, allowing Subclasses to model the data 

requirements. There are no relationships between the OAFS subclasses that need to be modelled in 
this system. 

At the same time the output subclass could allow data to be available to a web page to provide 

service feedback information on the status of OAFS funding requests.  

The openAccess class could provide functionality that enables connections with RESTful web 

services. In this case the client wishes to use the oaDoi web service, which will have specific data 

attributes to be recorded. This also offers the possibility that more APIs could be added in due 

course. 

A schedule class may be suitable in managing the flow of data, including processing new records, 
updating records and frequency. 

 

Figure 0-20 Superseded UML Class model 
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Appendix 6A 

Project log 

Below shows an example from the project log I have constructed. The log documents actions 

undertaken each week. There will be the opportunity to review progress at the end of each 

subsequent design step, with opportunities to feed into the design process from the available 
resources. 

 

 

Field values: 

Phase Activity type Resource 

Phase A: Initiate Artefact Me 

Phase B: domain modelling Activity Reading 

Phase B: requirements Training Practical training 

Phase B: analysis Assignment Stakeholders 

Phase B: design     

Phase C: Build     
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Project Tasks phases A-B 

 

Phase
Content 

No
Task

Complete/ 

Drafted

✔ ✘

Milestone
Risk/

Value
Due Complete

N/A 0B Project log ✘

A 1.1 Define project title ✔ 1/5 FEB FEB

A R | A | 1.2 Outline project background ✔ 1/5 FEB FEB

A R | A | 1.3 Introduce client and business ✔ 1/5 FEB FEB

A R | A | 1.4 Outline problem ✔ 1/5 FEB FEB

A R | A | 1.5 Outline existing knowledge ✔ 1/5 FEB FEB

A R | A | 1.6 Detail project lifecycle ✔ 1/5 FEB FEB

A R | A | 1.7 Detail tasks, milestones and central activities ✔ 1/5 FEB FEB

A R | A | 1.8 Review phase at close ✔ 1/5 FEB FEB

A 1 Define Purpose of project ✔ M 1/5 FEB APR

A 1A Define goals of the project ✔ 1/5 FEB APR

A 1B Define project deliverables ✔ 1/5 FEB APR

A 1C Project tasks, milestones, activities ✔ 1/5 FEB APR

A 1D Create Kanban board (Trello) ✔ 1/5 FEB APR

B R | B | 2.1 Methodology and narrative ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.2 Domain modelling narrative ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.3 Analysis and requirements narrative ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.4 Detail artefacts produced ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.5 Detail resources used ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B R | B | 2.6 Review phase at close ✔ 1/5 FEB MAR

B 2 Identify stakeholders ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2A Detail client ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2B Detail adjacent systems ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2C Detail system users ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2D Detail other stakeholders ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2E Stakeholders diagram ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2F Business activity diagrams ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2G Problem statement ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 2H Noun extraction for candidate classes ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAR

B 3 Identify constraints ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 3.1 Solution constraints ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 4 Identify the scope of the work ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4A Identify the current situation of work ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4B Identify the context of the work ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4C Identify the partitions of the work ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4D Specify business use cases ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4E Data profile and identifiers ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4F Context diagrams ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4G Business event list ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4H Business use cases  and scenarios ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 4I UML business use case diagram ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR APR

B 5 Define Naming conventions and terminology ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 5A UML Class model ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 5B Business data dictionary ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 5C Business Patterns ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6 Identify the scope of the product ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6A Identify the product boundary ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6B Identify product use cases ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6C UML Product use case diagram ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6D Product use case table ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6E Sequence & communication diagrams ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 6F State diagrams ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR MAY

B 7 Functional requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8 Non functional requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8A Look and feel requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8B Usabiliity and humanity requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8C Performance requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8D Operational and Environmental Requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8E Maintainability and Support Requirements ✔ 1/5 MAR/APR JUN

B 8F Security Requirements ✔ 1/3 MAR/APR JUN

B 8G Cultural Requirements ✔ 1/3 MAR/APR JUN

B 8H Compliance Requirements ✔ M 1/3 MAR/APR JUN
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Appendix 6B 

Superseded content and artefacts 

Lifecycle and project management explorations 

 

Figure 0-21 An early Lifecycle process model

 

 

Figure 0-22 Gannt chart illustrating waterfall phases, training and assignments within project 
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Initiate

Domain modelling

Requirements

Design

Build

Analysis

Unit Test

Integration Test

System Test

 

Figure 0-23 Traditional Software development process - adapted from TM354 and Eriksson & Penker (2000) 
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